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Equalizer

Zoom Player is the most Powerful, Flexible and Customizable DVD and Media Player

for the Windows PC platform. Using our powerful Smart Play technology, more media

formats play with less hassle, improved stability and greater performance. 

Zoom Player's fullscreen navigation interface is based on a simple 5-Key system

(up/down/left/right/select). The 5-key system allows easy access and navigation to

such interfaces as Media Library, File Browsing, Playlist, Color Control, Audio

Equalizer, Chaptering, Play History and many more. The system's simplicity makes it

ideal for users with no previous computer experience. 

With Zoom Player, you can instantly Convert any PC into a Home Entertainment

Center  or Home Theater PC (HTPC) with no requirement for specialized hardware

or operating system (Zoom Player runs on every version of Windows). Zoom Player's

Install Center will scan your system for missing or outdated components and

automatically present you with a list of recommended updates, improving your

playback performance and experience. 

Utilizing Zoom Player's modular design and flexibility, you can easily design a safe

viewing environment, limiting or extending functionality, making it ideal for both

children and to the consummate professional. 

Zoom Player is fully scalable, supporting all the latest media formats and interfaces.

New features are incorporated on an ongoing basis with release schedules and

feature integration clearly announced on our support forums. 

115

http://forum.inmatrix.com/
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Supported Video Formats:

DVD, AVI, QuickTime (MOV), XVID, DIVX, Windows Media (WMV/ASF), Flash Video

(FLV), Flash (SWF), Cellphone 3GPP (3GP), Ogg Movie (OGM), Real Media (RM/RMVB),

VideoCD (VCD), Super VideoCD (SVCD), MPEG (MPG), MPEG2 Program (M2V/VOB),

MPEG2 Transport (TS/TP/TSP/TRP/M2T/PVA), MPEG4 (SP/ASP), MPEG4 AVC (H.264),

MPEG4 ISO (MP4), Matroska (MKV), Media Center DVR (DVR-MS), VP3, VP6, Digital

Video (DV), Motion JPEG (MJPEG), FLIC (FLI/FLC). 

Supported Audio Formats:

MP3, Windows Media (WMA), Advanced Audio Coding (AAC), OGG Vorbis (OGG),

SHOUTcast (Streaming), Free Lossless Audio CODEC (FLAC), CD-Audio (CDA), Dolby

Digital (AC3), Digital Theatre Surround (DTS), LPCM, Monkey Audio (APE), Real Media

(RA), MusePack (MPC), OptimFROG (OFR), Shorten (SHN), True Audio (TTA), WavPack

(WV), Apple Lossless Audio Coding (ALAC), MIDI, Matroska (MKA), Wave Audio

(WAV), MO3, IT, XM, S3M, MTM, MOD, UMX. 

Supported Image Formats:

JPEG (JPG), PNG, GIF, BMP, ICO, WMF, EMF, JFIF, RLE, WIN, VST, VDA, TGA, ICB, TIFF,

FAX, EPS, PCX, PCC, SCR, RPF, RLA, SGI, BW, PSD, PDD, PPM, PGM, PBM, CEL, PIC,

PCD, CUT, PSP, PN. 

Zoom Player comes in multiple flavors:

Zoom Player Standard, a flexible feature rich Media Player that for all its features and

flexibility, remains bloat-free. Zoom Player Professional, which on top of being a great

Media Player with additional power-features, incorporates the most powerful DVD

and Fullscreen Navigation Front-End you could imagine (and even a few features you

didn't think of imagining) and Zoom Player WMV Professional, adding Windows

Media DRM playback support. 

Zoom Player Standard remains Free for Non-Commercial use, While Zoom Player

Professional and Zoom Player WMV Professional come in a Fully Functional

(uncrippled) trial version ($27.95 and $35.95 respectively). 

Upgrades:

Zoom Player is very upgrade friendly, you can install over previous installation

without any stability issues, You do not need to uninstall a previous version of Zoom

Player prior to installation. If you would like to reset your setting prior to a new

installation, you can run "DefaultSetting.exe" that is installed along with Zoom Player.
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Features ( In Detail ):

Feature Description Standard Professional WMV

Professional

DVD Features:

DVD Front-End navigation using any

DirectShow compatible combination of DVD

Decoder filters in Overlay, VMR7 and VMR9

modes.

- X X

Point and Click DVD Graph integration,

including automatic inclusion of Audio and

Video Processing filters (including DMO).

- X X

DVD Overlay and VMR9 Hardware Color

Controls including an easy to use on-screen

interface (For cards that support it).

- X X

Smart DVD bookmark system. - X X

Auto loading of selected bookmarks on Play

to bypass previously seen DVD menus.
- X X

Auto saving last disc's position for automatic

resume at a later time.
- X X

Auto saving of disc definition file which

includes a per-disc setting for later use

(Aspect Ratio Video Position, Color Values,

etc...).

- X X

Ability to assign DVD-Insert notification to

Zoom Player or any other program.
- X X

Auto-Execute external programs when a

PAL/NTSC disc is detected (prior to playing).
- X X

Multiple play speeds including manual

specification.
- X X

15
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DVD playback from hard disk. - X X

Preferred DVD Menu Language selection. - X X

Preferred DVD Audio Track selection by

Language, Number of Channels and Audio

Format (AC3/DTS/ETC...).

- X X

Preferred DVD Subtitle selection. - X X

External (Auto-Loading) DVD Subtitle

selection.
- X X

Replaceable background image for Stop

Mode.
- X X

Temporarily disable Auto-Play to prevent

programs such as PC-Friendly popping up.
- X X

DVD Trailers interface allowing you to play

trailers prior to starting the movie.
- X X

Automatic Aspect Ratio, Video and Blanking

Position depending on the DVD type

(Fullscreen, 16:9 Letterbox and 16:9

Anamorphic).

- X X

Password Protected Parental Control. - X X

Media Features:

Playback of DRM Encoded Windows Media

(WMV/WMA) files.
- - X

Customizable Media Playback mode which

prevents filter conflicts on badly setup

systems for improved stability and load

times.

- X X

Can remember last played position for media

files and resume accordingly.
- X X

Play incomplete AVI files. - X X
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Can play locked files allowing for previewing

of files downloaded from eMule and similar

P2P networks without having to copy the files

first.

- X X

Can automatically extract and play any

Archive format using user-specified

extractors.

- X X

Category based Media Library for easier file

navigation using a remote device.
- X X

Advanced Play List Control Interface. - X X

Automatically open multi-segment files using

a user-specified file mask.
- X X

Automatic detection of missing decoders,

including links to downloading the latest

versions.

X X X

Can utilize advanced media features with

AVI/OGM/Matroska wrappers, including

multiple audio tracks, subtitles, chaptering,

auto-language detection (auto-selection of

user specified languages) and more!

X X X

Extensive Play List support

(ZPL/B4S/M3U/WPL), including unicode file

names!

X X X

10-Band Equalizer and PreAmp with user

selectable Presets.
X X X

Black Listing of unstable/conflicting

DirectShow filters.
X X X

SHOUTcast streaming, including Top-500

Station listing.
X X X

Manual Audio Resync feature allowing you to

resync the audio on badly encoded content.
X X X
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DirectShow Filter Manager allowing

user-managed filter conflict resolution.
X X X

Per-File Chaptering system. X X X

File definition system allowing you to save

pertinent information on played file which

can be recalled the next time the file is

opened.

X X X

Easy access to popular audio/video interfaces

such as DivX/MPEG-4 dialogs, DirectVobSub

language selection, etc...

X X X

Fast Play support for most media formats (as

long as your CPU can keep up).
X X X

Fast Forward support in all media formats. X X X

Rewind support in all media formats. X X X

Folder Images for Audio Files so you can

have the Album image appear while listening

to the music.

X X X

Enhanced Play Complete control allowing

you to control what actions are taken when

playback ends.

X X X

MP3 ID3, APE Tag and WMA Tag information

visualization. Customizable, including screen

position, display order, smart display (only

show entered information).

X X X

Support for Windows Media Format 9 High

Resolution Audio Renderering and

multi-channel support.

X X X

Auto-Play Media CDs on insert. X X X

Bilinear Smooth Scaled Image Slideshow

capability.
X X X
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Fully integrated with the system shell

(Play/Enqueue).
X X X

Easily associate with any file format, including

an icon navigator allowing you to easily

customize the icons used for association.

X X X

Can show random trailers in front of your

Movies.
X X X

Additional Features:

OSD Navigation systems for Files, Blanking,

Bookmarks, Chapters and Play Lists (in

addition to the editor interfaces).

- X X

Pattern Calibration System, along with White

Wash support.
- X X

Multilingual (Translated into multiple

languages) support.
X X X

Basic and Advanced options dialog making

Zoom Player easy for the novice while

allowing ultimate flexibility for the advanced

user.

X X X

Support for Local Configuration file. X X X

Works with most windows operating systems. X X X

Light-Weight and doesn't take over your

system configuration.
X X X

DVD, Media and Audio skin modes. X X X

Automatic Skin Switching according to

content (DVD/Media/Audio).
X X X

Fully dynamically skinned, including Full

support for skin color-tinting.
X X X

Dynamic range of Aspect Ratio settings X X X
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including non square pixels relative

adjustment, manual Fit-To-Rectangle Aspect

Ratio, Anamorphic Aspect Ratio and even a

Custom user-specified ratio.

Easy control of Video Size and Positioning to

reduce image overscan when used in

conjunction with a TV-Output device.

X X X

10 Manual presets for use with Video

Positioning (can also be used with

multi-monitor setup for advanced

positioning).

X X X

10 Manual presets for use with Aspect Ratios X X X

10 Manual presets for use with Color

Controls
X X X

Fully keyboard mapped feature-set covering

every function used by the player (useful for

Remote devices).

X X X

Programmable keyboard editor, including

support for chaining multiple functions to

one key.

X X X

Advanced mouse controls with per-button

function allocation including a wide array of

wheel supported features (useful for remote

mouse controls).

X X X

Dynamic Control Bar for easy navigation

while in full screen mode, complete with

selectable on-bar features.

X X X

3-Mode time skipping programmable

navigation speeds for quickly seeking

forward/backward within the time-line.

X X X

Multiple Customizable Context Menus with

extensive support for both DVD and Media
X X X
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modes.

Extensive command line support. X X X

Video Orbiting system to prevent

screen-burns on high end projectors and

television sets.

X X X

Blanking support to cover up non-black area

of encoded Video (useful for widescreen

DVDs or badly encoded media files).

X X X

Configurable On-Screen-Display. X X X

Remote Communication API (TCP/IP and

SendMessage) supported by popular LCD

and Remote display devices.

X X X

Girder Control File Export for maximum

control through a remote device and System

Automation.

X X X

Automatic DirectShow filter

registration/unregistration using a

user-specified control file.

X X X

DirectShow filter registration service. X X X

Scene Cut interface allowing you to

dynamically change playback chronology

without altering the actual files.

X X X

An Interface to easily seek into any position

using either HH:MM:SS:MS interface, or by

entering a specific frame number.

X X X

Ability to override Audio Output to any

supported sound device.
X X X

Extended VMR7 and VMR9 Video Output. X X X

Shortcut File Parsing for easy redirect of DVD

and Media files.
X X X
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User specified registry location so that

multiple copies of the player can be run

using different settings all at the same time.

X X X

Web URL Navigation system allowing you to

associate DVD and Media files with a URL or

local information files.

X X X

Full support for GraphEdit ".GRF" files. X X X

Ability to change screen resolution when

going into fullscreen.
X X X

Docking to Windows and Advanced

Magnetic Docking capabilities.
X X X

Fully compliant with Multi-Monitor setups. X X X

While some of the settings may seem intimidating, you can rest assured that the

on-line help covers each function in detail. Be it Keyboard, Mouse or Remote Control,

Zoom Player was designed for you. 

This standard version is free for non commercial use. However, if you feel this

program is useful, we urge you to Buy the Professional version.

1.1 Features in detail

Introduction:

Zoom Player while looking very simple at first glance, supports a lot of features and

functions. On this page you will find an in-depth description of each major feature. 

Specific DVD Features (All DVD features require Zoom Player Professional):

"DVD  Front-End  navigation  using  any  DirectShow  compatible  combination  of  DVD  Decoder  filters  in

Overlay, VMR7 and VMR9 modes."

Zoom Player as a DVD Front-End can use any combination of DVD Decoding filters,

combined  with  any  post-processing  filters  to  achieve  the  best  possible  image.  This

includes support for advanced Video Rendering hardware interfaces such as Overlay,

VMR7 and VMR9. 

http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/pro/
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"Point  and  Click  DVD Graph  integration,  including  automatic  inclusion  of  Audio  and  Video  Processing

filters (including DMO)."

Configuring advanced combination of filters for  DVD Playback is  as  simple as  point

and click. 

"DVD Overlay and VMR9 Hardware Color Controls including an easy to use on-screen interface (For cards

that support it)."

Support  for  Hardware  (no  CPU  impact)  Color  Controls

(Hue/Saturation/Brightness/Contract/Gamma)  with  an  easy  to  use  on-screen

interface on display cards that support the Hardware interface. 

"Smart DVD bookmark system."

An easy to use DVD Bookmark management system. 

"Auto loading of selected bookmarks on Play to bypass previously seen DVD menus."

DVD  Bookmarks  can  be  marked  as  Auto-Loading,  once  a  DVD  is  reloaded,  the

bookmarks  can  either  load  automatically,  or  optionally,  a  timed  dialog  will  appear

asking if you want the bookmark to load. 

"Auto saving last disc's position for automatic resume at a later time."

Automatic  saving/loading  of  a  DVD's  last  position,  including  the  currently  playing

audio and subtitle tracks. 

"Auto saving of disc definition file which includes a per-disc setting for later use."

Automatic  saving/loading  of  a  DVD Disc's  viewing  preferances  (Video  Aspect  Ratio,

Video Position, Color Values, etc...). 

"Ability to assign DVD-Insert notification to Zoom Player or any other program."

A Tool allowing you to select which program is executed when a DVD Disc is inserted.

 

"Auto-Execute external programs when a PAL/NTSC disc is detected (prior to playing)."

Zoom Player can execute different external programs when it  detects you are trying

to play a PAL/NTSC disc. Optionally, Zoom Player can also wait for these programs to

close prior to starting playback. 

"Multiple play speeds including manual specification."

Support for both Fast Forward, Rewind and Multi Increase/Decrease Play Rate speeds,

All with user-selected speeds. 
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"DVD playback from hard disk."

Support for playing ripped DVDs directly from a Hard Drive (or other data-storage). 

"Preferred DVD Menu Language selection."

The DVD's  Menu language can be pre-selected automatically  (if  the disc  contains  a

menu in that language). 

"Preferred  DVD  Audio  Track  selection  by  Language,  Number  of  Channels  and  Audio  Format

(AC3/DTS/ETC...)."

The  DVD's  Audio  language  can  be  pre-selected  automatically.  This  also  includes

special selection for the audio type and number of channels. 

"Preferred DVD Subtitle selection."

The DVD's Subtitle language can be pre-selected automatically (if the disc contains a

subtitle track in the language). 

"External (Auto-Loading) DVD Subtitle selection."

DVD  External  (as-in  not  part  of  the  DVD  itself)  subtitles  can  now  be  loaded

automatically by placing a subtitle file with "disc" as the base name within either the

directory  the  VIDEO_TS.IFO  exists  in,  or  in  the  DVD  Bookmark  directory  for  the

playing disc (which is created once the disc is played once).

For example:

C:\Movie  Backup\My  Movie\disc.sub  or  C:\Zoom

Player\DVD-Bookmarks\MY_MOVIE.2F751008DCF7124A\disc.srt 

You must also  make sure  that  DirectVobSub is  set  as  an Additional  DVD Filter.  Any

subtitle extension with the base name of "disc" is searched when trying to auto-load

a subtitle file. 

"Replaceable background image for Stop Mode."

When  no  DVD  is  playing,  you  can  select  which  background  image  to  display,

ensuring your media center is uniquely visible. 

"Temporarily disable Auto-Play to prevent programs such as PC-Friendly popping up."

When Zoom Player is running and is the active application, it  can intercept a DVD's

Auto-Running of programs so that focus is not taken away from the playing. 

"DVD Trailers interface allowing you to play trailers prior to starting the movie."

Allows  for  the  specification  of  a  DVD  Trailers  file  that  can  be  used  to  generate

random (or fixed) trailers to be shown prior to the start of the actual DVD Movie. 
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"Automatic  Aspect  Ratio,  Video  and  Blanking  Position  depending  on  the  DVD  type  (Fullscreen,  16:9

Letterbox and 16:9 Anamorphic)."

Zoom  Player  can  detect  a  DVD's  dynamic  aspect  ratio  changes  (changes  between

fullscreen/widescreen) and automatically set a user selected viewing profile and even

execute  external  programs  (for  adjusting  blinds  that  partially  cover  the  screen  for

example). 

"Password Protected Parental Control."

Parental controls allow the limiting of DVD viewing to a certain age group. Password

protection allows you to ensure your kids won't circumvent your limitation. 

Specific Media Features:

"5-Key (Up/Down/Left/Right/Select) Fullscreen Navigation Interface (Professional version)."

Zoom Player's Fullscreen Navigation makes it  easy to convert  your  PC into a Home

Entertainment  Center  that  is  easy  enough  to  use  for  inexperienced  users  while  still

looking beautiful and enabling powerful functionality. "Playback of DRM Encoded Windows

Media (WMV/WMA) files (WMV Professional version)."

Zoom  Player  WMV  Professional  is  capable  of  playing  DRM  (Digital  Rights

Management) encoded Windows Media files such as WMV-HD DVDs. 

"Smart Play mode, preventing filter conflicts and improves stability and load times (Professional version)."

Smart  Play  mode  ensures  that  only  the  decoders  and  post  processing  filters  you

select  are  being  used  to  play  your  media  files.  This  ensures  that  playback  is

picture-perfect, stable and media files load as fast as possible. This feature is unique

to Zoom Player Professional. 

"Can remember last played position for media files and resume accordingly (Professional version)."

Zoom Player Professional can be set to remember the last played position for media

files,  with optional  support for disabling this feature for  audio files  (as  most  people

prefer to listen to audio files from the start each time). 

"Play incomplete AVI files (Professional version)."

Zoom  Player  Professional  can  be  set  to  play  incomplete  AVI  files  such  as  files
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currently being downloaded. 

"Can play locked files allowing for previewing of files downloaded from eMule and similar P2P networks

without having to copy the files first (Professional version)."

Zoom Player Professional can open files that are currently being written to by other

applications, such as currently downloaded files (as long as the downloaded portion

contains enough information as to have something to play). 

"Can  automatically  extract  and  play  any  Archive  format  using  user-specified  extractors  (Professional

version)."

Zoom Player Professional can be set to extract any Archive format (with user specified

parameters)  so that  files  within  archives  can  be automatically  extracted and played.

This also includes the AlbumWrap MP3 wrapping format. 

"Category based Media Library for easier file navigation using a remote device (Professional version)."

Part  of  the  Navigation  System  (see  below),  Zoom  Player  Professional  supports  a

Media Library interface allowing you to specify Categories and assign Directories to

them to make navigating your media collection easier and intuitive. 

"Advanced Play List Control Interface (Professional version)."

Similar  to  WinAmp's  jump  dialog,  but  allowing  multiple  search  queries,  moving

selected items to  the  top/bottom of  the  list,  removing  selected  items  from the  list,

etc... 

"Automatically open multi-segment files using a user-specified file mask (Professional version)."

This Zoom Player Professional  feature allows you to specify file masks which will  be

used  to  automatically  load  multi-segment  media  files  (several  files  which  represent

one movie, or video). 

"Automatic detection of missing decoders, including links to downloading the latest versions."

Zoom Player  contains  an extensive internal  listing database of  components  used to

decode  prominent  file  format  and  can  alert  you  to  missing  components  on  your

system and point in the right direction as to where to obtain them. 

"Can utilize advanced media features with AVI/OGM/Matroska wrappers, including multiple audio tracks,

subtitles, chaptering, auto-language detection (auto-selection of user specified languages) and more!"

Zoom Player support advanced format capabilities with new and old media formats.

These  capabilities  include  multiple  audio  tracks,  multiple  subtitle  tracks,  internal

chapters  and  more.  Zoom  Player  Professional  also  supports  automatic  selection  of

Audio and Subtitle tracks with user specified parameters. 
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"Extensive Play List support (ZPL/B4S/M3U/WPL/ASX), including unicode file names!"

Zoom Player  supports  multiple  play  list  formats,  including  popular  formats  used  by

Windows Media Player and WinAmp. This includes support for unicode character sets

and  UTF8  encoded  play  lists,  thus  ensuring  the  best  support  for  non-western

character sets (non-english languages). 

"10-Band Equalizer and PreAmp with user selectable Presets."

An  integrated  Digital  Equalizer  with  10-Bands  and  selectable  range  of  either

-12/+12db or -20/+20db. 

"Black Listing of unstable/conflicting DirectShow filters."

Some filters/decoders  on  your  system  can  cause  instability  but  for  some  reason  or

another  you  may  not  want  to  uninstall  them.  Zoom  Player  allows  you  to  prevent

these  filters  from  being  used  within  Zoom  Player  without  effecting  any  other

application or the filters themselves. 

"SHOUTcast streaming, including Top-500 Station listing."

Support  for  SHOUTcast  Audio  Streaming,  including  display  of  the  currently  playing

track and the ability to fetch the Top-500 SHOUTcast Radio Stations and easily  add

them to a favorites list. 

"Manual Audio Resync feature allowing you to resync the audio on badly encoded content."

Some  badly  encoded  content  may  have  the  audio  in  a  state  where  it's  not

synchronized properly with the video. Zoom Player can adjust the audio so that it can

be manually re-synchronized. 

"DirectShow Filter Manager allowing user-managed filter conflict resolution."

A  simple  system  allowing  you  to  view  which  filters  are  installed  on  your  system,

change their priority or remove them from the system entirely. 

"Per-File Chaptering system."

Zoom  Player  supports  an  external  chaptering  systems,  allowing  you  to  set  chapter

points in media files without modifying the files themselves. These chapter points can

then be easily accessed at any point. 

"File definition system allowing you to save pertinent information on played file which can be recalled the

next time the file is opened."

Zoom Player can save/load a set of definitions for each played media file that contain

pertinent information on that file which can be restores at any given point. You can

further  specify  which  information  is  saved,  giving  you  absolute  control  over  your

viewing experience. Definition files can be saved in the same directory as the media
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file  or  automatically  saved  in  the  Zoom  Player  directory  when  playing  from  a

read-only media (such as a CD-ROM). 

"Easy  access  to  popular  audio/video  interfaces  such  as  DivX/MPEG-4  dialogs,  DirectVobSub  language

selection, etc..."

Zoom  Player  provides  easy  access  to  property  (configuration)  pages  of  popular

Audio,  Video  and  Subtitle  components  allowing  you  to  modify  their  settings  with

ease. 

"Fast Play support for most media formats (as long as your CPU can keep up)."

Fast Play can play a video faster than it's intended play rate. No frames are skipped

and audio is maintained. Not all formats allow for fast play and a fast CPU is required

for certain content. 

"Fast Forward support in all media formats."

Both  single  on/off  Fast  Forward  and  multi-speed  incremental  Fast  Forward  are

supported, all with customizable speeds. 

"Rewind support in all media formats."

Both  single  on/off  Rewind  and  multi-speed  incremental  Rewind  are  supported,  all

with customizable speeds. 

"Folder Images for Audio Files so you can have the Album image appear while listening to the music."

Zoom Player supports a per-folder image (usually used for album-art) to be displayed

while listening to music. 

"Enhanced Play Complete control allowing you to control what actions are taken when playback ends."

Zoom Player gives you great control over what action should be taken once the play

list has finished playing all its items. Settings such as Auto-Reply, Play next file in the

directory and even System Shutdown are available. 

"MP3  ID3,  APE  Tag  and  WMA  Tag  information  visualization.  Customizable,  including  screen  position,

display order, smart display (only show entered information)."

Smart  display  of  TAG information from within  Audio  files.  Support  for  all  the  latest

TAG  information,  ultimate  control  over  which  information  should  be  displayed  and

where it should be shown on the screen. 

"Support for Windows Media Format 9 High Resolution Audio Renderering and multi-channel support."

Ensuring  the  best  quality  audio  from  Windows  Media  Audio,  Zoom  Player  lets  you

specify the exact way WMA should be decoded. 
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"Auto-Play Media CDs on insert."

Zoom  Player  can  take  action  when  it  detect  a  new  media  has  been  inserted

(CD/DVD/USB Drive), automatically locating media files and playing them (optional). 

"Bilinear Smooth Scaled Image Slideshow capability."

Zoom  Player  can  be  used  to  display  still  images  with  most  popular  image  formats

and even show them in a slideshow with configurable timing. 

"Fully integrated with the system shell (Play/Enqueue)."

Fully integrated with the system shell, Zoom Player can add shell extensions that will

allow you to add/enqueue files from within third party programs (such as explorer). 

"Easily associate  with any file  format,  including an icon navigator  allowing you to easily  customize the

icons used for association."

Zoom  Player  can  be  associated  with  the  file  extensions  it  can  play  and  manually

associated  with  future  extensions.  You  can  also  easily  swap  the  icons  displayed  in

explorer  for  each file  format  using the  integrated icon selection  tool.  You can  even

use  pre-created  icon  collections  to  automatically  assign  icons  for  all  the  formats

simply by selecting the icon collection file. 

"Can show random trailers infront of your Movies."

Trailer definition files allow you to automatically insert Random or Fixed trailers prior

to a movie file. 

Additional Features:

"OSD Navigation systems for Files, Blanking, Bookmarks, Chapters and Play Lists (in addition to the editor

interfaces) (Professional version)."

This  very  Powerful  Zoom  Player  Professional  feature  provides  you  with  an

On-Screen-Display  interface  which  is  easily  navigated  using  a  remote  device  and

provides  powerful  control  features  such as  access  to your  hard drive,  media  library,

color controls, video positioning, and much much more. This is a must-have feature

for use with a remote and Home Theater PCs. 

"Pattern Calibration System, along with White Wash support (Professional version)."

Several  patterns to help you calibrate your screen along with a White Wash pattern

allowing possible removal of screen-burns on Plasma devices (or similar technology). 

"Multilingual (Translated into multiple languages) support."

http://www.inmatrix.com/files/zoomplayer_language.shtml
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Zoom  Player  has  been  translated  into  multiple  languages  and  more  languages  are

added  all  the  time.  The  Zoom  Player  translation  interface  allows  for  unicode

characters which makes for powerful localization capabilities. 

"Basic  and  Advanced  options  dialog  making  Zoom  Player  easy  for  the  novice  while  allowing  ultimate

flexibility for the advanced user."

The Zoom Player Options dialog is available in Basic and Advanced modes, allowing

the notice users access to start playing right away while giving the power users all the

features at their fingertips. 

"Support for Local Configuration file."

Enabling  you  to  have  Zoom  Player  save  its  configuration  in  a  local  file  within  the

Zoom Player directory ("zplayer.local"). 

The  benefit  of  this  feature  is  that  it  allows  you  to  run  Zoom  Player  from  external

devices  such  as  USB  Flash  Drives  (UFD  devices)  while  maintaining  your  personal

settings across multiple systems. click for more information on this subject. 

"Works with most windows operating systems."

Zoom Player tries to maintain the best backward compatibility for older systems. 

"Light-Weight and doesn't take over your system configuration."

One of the design mantras behind the development of Zoom Player is "Do no harm",

as  such,  Zoom  Player  was  designed  to  be  as  light-weight  as  possible  and  have  no

impact on the system when installed (no hidden files,  all  files maintained within the

same directory, no taking over of association, etc...). 

"DVD, Media and Audio skin modes."

Support  for  separate  modes  of  operation  for  DVD,  Media  and  Audio  content,  each

with it's own skin mode (DVD Mode requires Zoom Player Professional). 

"Automatic Skin Switching according to conrtent (DVD/Media/Audio)."

DVD and Media mode skins are switched automatically. Audio and Media skin modes

can  be switched optionally  according  to  the  type  of  content  played  (Audio  only  or

Audio & Video). 

"Fully dynamically skinned, including Full support for skin color-tinting."

Zoom Player  supports  an  advanced skin-script  language  which  is  clear  to  read  and

contain  powerful  skinning  features.  Beyond  regular  skinning,  each  skin  can  be

color-tinted by the end-user without having to modify the skin directly. 

122
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"Dynamic  range  of  Aspect  Ratio  settings  including  non  square  pixels  relative  adjustment,  manual

Fit-To-Rectangle Aspect Ratio, Anamorphic Aspect Ratio and even a Custom user-specified ratio."

Zoom  Player  supports  the  most  powerful  range  of  Aspect  Ratio  controls  and

corrections allowing you to view your content on all display types and correct badly

encoded content so that its image appears in the correct aspect ratio. 

"Easy control of  Video Size and Positioning to reduce image overscan when used in  conjunction with a

TV-Output device."

While in full screen, Zoom Player allows you to move the video image in all directions

and to Zoom in and out of the video. This allows you to compensate for overscan on

CRT  devices  (Regular  TV  sets),  Crop  widescreen  movies  so  they  appear  to  fill  the

entire screen. 

"10  Manual  presets  for  use  with  Video  Positioning  (can  also  be  used  with  multi-monitor  setup  for

advanced positioning)."

10  pre-configured  presets  allowing  you  to  quickly  position  the  video  anywhere  on

the screen with a single keystroke. 

"10 Manual presets for use with Aspect Ratios"

10 pre-configured forced aspect ratio values for playing back non-standard or badly

encoded video. 

"10 Manual presets for use with Color Controls"

10 pre-configured color settings, allowing you to control how your video is displayed.

 

"Fully  keyboard  mapped  feature-set  covering  every  function  used  by  the  player  (useful  for  Remote

devices)."

Nearly  every  Zoom  Player  feature  is  fully  accessible  through  the  keyboard,  which

makes  it  very  easy  to  control  for  power-keyboard  users  or  by  Remote  Control

applications that simulate keys. 

"Programmable keyboard editor, including support for chaining multiple functions to one key."

Every Zoom Player keyboard function is programmable, you can switch keys or assign

multiple functions to one key using the integrated keyboard editor. 

"Advanced mouse controls with per-button function allocation including a wide array of wheel supported

features (useful for remote mouse controls)."

Zoom Player allows you to choose which functions to assign to which mouse button

and provides advanced multi-function controls to the mouse wheel which turns your
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mouse into a powerful playback control tool. 

"Dynamic  Control  Bar  for  easy  navigation  while  in  full  screen  mode,  complete  with  selectable  on-bar

features."

Zoom  Player's  Control  Bar  feature  allows  you  to  use  the  mouse,  or  just  provide

additional  information  (current  position,  time  remaining,  etc...),  all  of  which  is

dynamic  and  user  selectable.  You  can  even  detach  the  Control  Bar  and  use  it  to

control Zoom Player on a different monitor. 

"3-Mode time skipping programmable navigation speeds for quickly seeking forward/backward within the

time-line."

Zoom  Player  provides  3  programmable  time  skipping  functions  allowing  you  to

quickly  navigate  through  content.  Each  function's  range  is  user-selectable  (skip

forward/backward 5/20/60 seconds with every keypress). 

"Multiple Customizable Context Menus with extensive support for both DVD and Media modes."

Zoom Player provides separate context menus (right-click menus) for DVD and Media

modes, making sure the interface is not cluttered with undesired functionality when

playing unrelated content. Additional Context Menu support is available for the Play

List  Editor,  the  System  Tray  icon  and  the  Context  Menu  Navigator  interface.  Each

context menu can be edited to add or remove additional functionality. 

"Extensive command line support."

Many Zoom Player functions can be executed from the command line, which makes

Zoom Player easier to automate using 3rd party tools. 

"Video Orbiting system to prevent screen-burns on high end projectors and television sets."

Video Orbiting is a system which very slowly moves the image around a user-defined

rectangle  on  the  screen.  It  is  used  to  prevent  burn-in  (a  process  which  causes  an

image to be burnt on your screen) with sensitive display devices (such as Plasma TVs).

 

"Blanking  support  to  cover  up  non-black  area  of  encoded  Video  (useful  for  widescreen  DVDs  or  badly

encoded media files)."

Blanking  is  the  process  in  which  the  image  borders  are  covered  with  pure-black

surfaces in order to obscure part of the video. This is mostly used for badly encoded

content where widescreen sections of the video are encoded as gray instead of black.

 

"Configurable On-Screen-Display."

On  screen  event  notification  that  give  you  feedback  about  current  actions
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(Play/Stop/Etc...), fully configurable (font/colors/size/time to show/etc...). 

"Remote Communication API (TCP/IP and SendMessage) supported by popular LCD and Remote display

devices."

Zoom Player provides a Powerful Communication API used to automate Zoom Player.

This API is used by LCDs, Remote Control devices and System-Automation tools. 

"Girder Control File Export  for maximum control through a remote device."

Girder  is  a  Powerful  System-Automation  and  Remote  Control  application.  Zoom

Player can generate automatic function mapping for girder, making setup a breath. 

"Automatic DirectShow filter registration/unregistration using a user-specified control file."

A  Control  file  ("zplayer.regfilters"),  allowing  you  to  automatically  and  dynamically

register/unregister  and  set/remove  registry  settings  when  Zoom  Player  is

opened/closed.  This is  especially useful  for USB Flash Drives (UFD Devices).  click  for

more information on this subject. 

"DirectShow filter registration service."

A simple registration service for popular filter profiles making it easier to setup your

system. 

"Scene Cut interface allowing you to dynamically change playback chronology without altering the actual

files."

A  Powerful  interface  allowing  you  to  modify  the  content  of  DVDs  and  Media  files

without  altering  the  source  material  itself.  Features  such  as  Cut,  Jump,  Mute  and

more  allow  you  to  make  sure  your  content  is  safe  for  children  or  experiment  with

editing on the fly. 

"An Interface to easily seek into any position using either HH:MM:SS:MS interface, or by entering a specific

frame number."

A  quick  Go-To  interface  to  seek  anywhere  with  a  few  key  strokes  (or  Remote

buttons). 

"Ability to override Audio Output to any supported sound device."

Support  for  non-default  sound  devices  to  ensure  audio  playback  on  systems  with

more than one audio device. 

"Extended VMR7 and VMR9 Video Output."

Advanced Video Rendering technologies using the latest DirectShow code, ensuring

optimum multi-monitor and multi-video support. 

197
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"Shortcut File Parsing for easy redirect of DVD and Media files."

Zoom  Player  can  parse  Shortcut  files  and  open  the  content  they  are  pointing  to

directly. Useful for creating centralized databases for decentralized content. 

"User specified registry location so that multiple copies of the player can be run using different settings all

at the same time."

By specifying a different registry location for Zoom Player to save its settings in, you

can  have  multiple  versions  of  Zoom  Player  running  with  different  settings  without

conflict. The Zoom Player window name can also be overridden to support control of

multiple different windows at the same time. 

"Web  URL  Navigation  system  allowing  you  to  associate  DVD  and  Media  files  with  a  URL  or  local

information files."

A Powerful interface allowing you to associate content with web pages or any other

textual description of the content. 

"Full support for GraphEdit ".GRF" files."

Support for directly loading GraphEdit ".GRF" files for low-level access. 

"Ability to change screen resolution when going into fullscreen."

Zoom  Player  can  dynamically  change  screen  resolution  when  going  into  fullscreen

and restore it when closing the player or exiting fullscreen. 

"Docking to Windows and Advanced Magnetic Docking capabilities."

Docking  (or  Screen  Snap)  to  Zoom  Player  windows  or  screen  edge  along  with  an

Advanced  Magnetic  Docking  system  where  Zoom  Player  automatically  repositions

the windows on screen as space permits. 

"Fully complient with Multi-Monitor setups."

Zoom  Player  has  advanced  Multi-Monitor  capabilities  such  as  moving  parts  of  its

interface  onto  secondary  monitors,  advanced  rendering  technologies  ensuring

playback works on non-primary monitors and much more. 
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1.2 Options & Settings
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1.2.1 Advanced Options
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1.2.1.1 Interface

Open the Options Dialog on the active monitor (so it won't be forgotten on a

secondary monitor)

When checked, the options dialog will always open on the currently active monitor.

When unchecked, the options dialog will remember its last position, allowing you to

have it appear on a secondary monitor. 

Move Mouse off-screen when entering Zoom / Fullscreen mode

When enabled, Zoom Player will move the mouse cursor off-screen when going into

Zoom or Fullscreen mode. 

Move Mouse off-screen when the Mouse is hidden by inactivity

When enabled, Zoom Player will move the mouse cursor off-screen when it is hidden

by inactivity. 

Prevent moving the user interface off the primary monitor

When enabled, Zoom Player will not allow you to move the main user interface off

the primary monitor. 

Auto Switch to Audio Mode when a Media File does not contain a Video Stream

When enabled, Zoom Player will automatically switch to Audio Mode when a media

file that does not contain any video content is played. 

Auto Switch to Media Mode when a Media File contains a Video Stream

When enabled, Zoom Player will automatically switch to Media mode when a media

file containing video content is played. 

Auto-Size User Interface to maintain Video Aspect Ratio (when resizing)

When enabled, Zoom Player will try to automatically adjust its window size to match

the video's aspect ratio. 

Auto-Size User Interface to fit Source Video Resolution (on load)

When playing new content, automatically resize the Zoom Player window to match

the source video resolution. 

Show Button "Hints"

Controls whether small pop-up hints appear when the mouse hovers over user

interface elements. 
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Remember Window State on Exit (fullscreen / width / height)

When exiting Zoom Player, remember the width/height and if Zoom Player was in

fullscreen mode so that the next time you run Zoom Player, these values will be

restored automatically. 

ESC Quits Player when used in window mode

Pressing the ESC key closes all user interface elements currently visible. With this

setting enabled and no user interface elements visible (other than the main window),

pressing the ESC key will close Zoom Player. 

Playing new content moves the player window to the top

With this setting enabled, playing new content will ensure that the Zoom Player

window is top-most window (with the exclusion of stay on top windows). 

On Media / DVD Play

This setting allows you to control Zoom Player's behavior when new content is being

played. 

On CD / DVD Insert & Play

On CD / DVD Insert controls what action Zoom Player should take when it detects an

inserted CD or DVD. 

Start player in

The Start player in setting controls the Zoom Player window state when Zoom Player

is initially run. 

1.2.1.1.1  Control Bar

Auto-Show the Control Bar on Mouse Movement

Automatically show the control bar when the mouse cursor is moved. 

Auto-Show the Control Bar when the Mouse cursor is moved to bottom of the

screen

Automatically show the control bar when the mouse cursor is moved to the bottom

of the screen. 

Auto-Show the Control Bar when the Mouse cursor is moved to top of the

screen

Automatically show the control bar when the mouse cursor is moved to the top of
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the screen. 

Limit Control Bar Auto-Show to Fullscreen / Zoom mode

When enabled, the control bar will only show if Zoom Player is currently in Fullscreen

or Zoom mode. 

Detach the Control Bar from User Interface (allow it to be moved with the

mouse)

When enabled, the Control Bar is detached from the main user interface, allowing it

to be moved (even to a different monitor). A detached control bar has two position

states (Zoom Player remembers two distinct positions for the control bar). One

position for fullscreen and a second for windowed mode. 

Disable the Control Bar in Window Mode (Limit to Fullscreen / Zoom mode)

Prevents the control bar from appearing while Zoom Player appears as a window. 

Always show the Control Bar when playing audio files in Fullscreen / Zoom

mode

Forces the control bar to be remain visible when playing audio files in Fullscreen or

Zoom mode. 

Prevent the Control Bar from moving offscreen (keeps it on-screen when video

is zoomed)

If the on screen display is set to be relative to the video size, this setting will prevent

the control bar from moving offscreen even if the video is zoomed beyond the

screen's size. 

Temporarily hide all Control Bar buttons

If you do not use the control bar buttons on a regular basis, this setting will hide all

control bar buttons. Unchecking this setting restores the control bar buttons. 

Skip / Jump / Seek functions shows the Control Bar in Fullscreen / Zoom mode

When enabled, the Skip, Jump and Seek functions will automatically show the control

bar when used. 

Play function shows the Control Bar in Fullscreen / Zoom mode

When enabled, the Play function will automatically show the control bar when used. 

Pause function shows the Control Bar in Fullscreen / Zoom mode
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When enabled, the Pause function will automatically show the control bar when

used. 

Rewind function shows the Control Bar in Fullscreen / Zoom mode (media

mode)

When enabled, the Rewind function will automatically show the control bar when

used. 

Auto-Hide the Control Bar (seconds)

Automatically hide the Control Bar in a specified number of seconds. 

Auto-Hide the Control Bar instantly when the mouse cursor is moved away

from the Control Bar

When enabled, the Control Bar will instantly hide when the mouse cursor is moved

away from it. Note that this setting can conflict with other settings related to how the

control bar appears automatically. For example, if you've set the control bar to

appear at the top of the screen and set it to automatically appear if you move the

mouse to the bottom of the screen then having the setting to automatically hide the

control bar when the mouse moves away from hit would cause a situation where the

control bar appears and then hides instantly. 

1.2.1.1.1.1  Buttons

The control bar is a semi-dynamic interface. In this page, you can control which Zoom

Player functions will appear on the control bar. Each function is represented by a

Button. Since each button needs a specific graphic to be drawn to identify it and

since Zoom Player has several hundred functions, it is up to the Skin Designer to

choose which functions should be available on the control bar. 

One other issue of note is that Zoom Player can store different button sets for DVD

and Media modes. To configure each mode, you must open the options dialog while

Zoom Player is set to either Media or DVD mode.

1.2.1.1.1.2  Timeline Area

The Control Bar (and the main user interface) displays a timeline. The timeline

information is dynamic and you as the user can choose which data is presented to
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you. 

Play State

Play State shows you the current state Zoom Player is in (Playing/Paused/etc). 

Time

Time shows you the current position within the currently playing media content. 

Total Play Length

The total play length is the duration of the currently playing media content. 

Remaining Play Time

Shows you the time remaining on the currently playing media content. 

Video Resolution

The video resolution of the currently playing media content. 

Media File Name / DVD Title and Chapter

Depending on Media or DVD modes, either the file name or the DVD's Title and

Chapter numbers will be shown. 

Current Time

Show the current time (a clock). 

Idle State

Show the current mode (Audio/Media/DVD). 

1.2.1.1.1.3  Display

Control Bar Side Margins

The size of the space (in pixels) to keep between the left/right sides of the screen and

the control bar. 

Control Bar Y-Offset

The size of the space (in pixels) to keep between the top/bottom of the screen and

the control bar. 

Fixed Control Bar Width in Fullscreen / Zoom mode

Limit the width of the control bar to a specific size. 
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Position the Control Bar relative to the Video Area (taking the aspect ratio into

consideration)

This setting controls whether the control bar appears within the video area or relative

to the display area. The difference between the two is that if your display area is 4:3

and the video you are currently viewing is 16:9, with this setting enabled, the control

bar would appear within the video area and with this setting disabled, the control bar

would appear below the video area. 

Video-Align the Control Bar to

Where should the control bar be displayed (top/center/bottom of display area). 

Screen-Align the Control Bar to

This setting overrides several other control bar placement settings and allows you to

have the control bar outside the Zoom Player window, aligned to the top/bottom of

the screen. 

1.2.1.1.2  Keyboard

Introduction to the Keyboard interface

Zoom Player's keyboard interface is completely dynamic. Every key can be remapped,

every function re-assigned. By default, several keys are mapped as navigation keys.

These are the keys used to access the navigational interfaces and DVD menus. By

default, these include "Arrows, Insert, Delete, Home, End, Page Up, Page Down,

Space, Backspace, Escape and Enter" keys. Some of the navigation keys can have

multiple functionality (such as the Arrow keys). These keys have a user selected

function when no navigation interface is visible and are used to access the navigation

interfaces when they are visible. 

Select (Enter) Function

You can assign a special/custom function to the Enter key when no navigation

interface is visible. 

Custom Select Function

By pressing the "+" button, you can select a function you want to associate with the

Enter key. 

Space Function

You can assign a special/custom function to the Space key. 
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Custom Space Function

By pressing the "+" button, you can select a function you want to associate with the

Space key. 

Left / Right Functions

You can assign special/custom functions to the Left/Right keys when no navigation

interface is visible. 

Custom Left Function

By pressing the "+" button, you can select a function you want to associate with the

Left key. 

Custom Right Function

By pressing the "+" button, you can select a function you want to associate with the

Right key. 

Up / Down Functions

You can assign special/custom functions to the Up/Down keys when no navigation

interface is visible. 

Custom Up Function

By pressing the "+" button, you can select a function you want to associate with the

Up key. 

Custom Down Function

By pressing the "+" button, you can select a function you want to associate with the

Down key. 

Custom Media Key File

Zoom Player allows you to assign different keyboard mapping for DVD and Media

modes. This allows you to use the same keys (or remote buttons) to access different

functionality in different modes. To edit Zoom Player's keyboard mapping, click on

the "Edit" button. Once clicked, you will be prompted for a file name (for the new

keyboard mapping file). Choose a file name (don't use "default.key" as it may get

erased when installing new versions of Zoom Player) and press save. With the file

name selected, Zoom Player will now open the keyboard editor with the default

key-map and let you edit/add new keys. 

Custom DVD Key File
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DVD key mapping works in exactly the same way as mapping media keys. 

Editing the Keyboard Functionality

When editing new keys you will notice that there are several different functionalities

you can assign to each key:

1. Regular (a standard Zoom Player function).

2. Extended (an extended function that includes a parameter).

3. Multimedia (standard function linked to a multimedia key).

4. Navigation (a special navigation function such as up/down).

5. Global Hotkey (a standard function that works even if the window is not active). 

For a complete list of all functions and extended functions, check out the skin editing

tutorial .

1.2.1.1.2.1  Shortcuts

The keyboard shortcut page allows you to quickly look up keyboard macros (a key or

combination of keys that will activate a Zoom Player function).

1.2.1.1.3  Mouse

Hide the Mouse Cursor (seconds)

Set the number of seconds before the mouse cursor is hidden automatically. 

Unhide the Mouse Cursor (pixels)

Set the number of pixels (distance the mouse moves) before the mouse cursor is

made visible again. The reason for this is that certain background applications may

activate the mouse cursor, this setting ensures that the cursor wont appear by

accident. You can specify the number of pixels as several remote controls have mouse

functionality and if the pixel value is too high, the mouse cursor may not appear

when using a remote+mouse combo. 

Media Mode Left Click

The function Zoom Player should perform when clicking the left mouse button while

in Media mode. Press the "+" button with the function set to "Custom" to select a

function from the full list. 

DVD Mode Left Click

The function Zoom Player should perform when clicking the left mouse button while

in DVD mode. Press the "+" button with the function set to "Custom" to select a

147
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function from the full list. 

Double Click

The function Zoom Player should perform when double-clicking the left mouse

button. Press the "+" button with the function set to "Custom" to select a function

from the full list. One thing to note is that you shouldn't combine double-click and

single-click functionality in a way that may conflict as double clicking will also send

two single-click events. 

Middle Click

The function Zoom Player should perform when clicking the middle mouse button (or

the mouse wheel). Press the "+" button with the function set to "Custom" to select a

function from the full list. 

Alt+Left Click

The function Zoom Player should perform when clicking the left mouse button while

holding the Alt key. Press the "+" button with the function set to "Custom" to select a

function from the full list. 

Ctrl+Left Click

The function Zoom Player should perform when clicking the left mouse button while

holding the Ctrl key. Press the "+" button with the function set to "Custom" to select

a function from the full list. 

1.2.1.1.3.1  Wheel

Enable Mouse Wheel Functions

Enable/Disable the functions associated with the mouse wheel motion. 

Mouse Wheel Functions

This list allows you to select which functions can be associated with the mouse wheel

motion. Mouse wheel functions can be cycled or selected from the mouse wheel

navigation interface, making the ability to select which functions are available an easy

way to make sure only the functions you use on a daily basis are accessed. 

Custom Functions

Custom functions allows you to select two additional functions (for rolling up or

down) to be associated with the mouse wheel. Press the "+" key to select a function

from the list. 
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Active Mouse Wheel Function

This is the currently active function associated with the mouse wheel. The active

function can be changed through the mouse wheel navigation interface or by clicking

on the mouse wheel (if you've selected the middle-click to have this functionality). 

Reverse Mouse Wheel Direction

By reversing the mouse wheel direction, all functions associated with the roll down

motion are switched to the roll up motion. This is a personal convenience choice.

1.2.1.1.4  On Screen Display

Lock OSD to

Zoom Player's on screen display can be locked to different display-elements. 

The "Video Area" is the area in which the display area resides. Since Zoom Player can

move the display area within the monitor, the video area is dynamic. Zooming in on a

video will enlarge the video area and as such will also affect the on screen display

area. 

"Fullscreen on Active Monitor" means that the on screen display will cover the entire

screen area of the active monitor. 

"Custom" lets you specify an exact position and size in pixels. 

Custom OSD-Display Lock Area (on the active monitor)

When selecting a Custom position to lock the OSD to, the Lock Area allows you to

define an exact position. 

1.2.1.1.4.1  Actions

Introduction to OSD actions

Zoom Player can have a brief on-screen message appear when most of its functions

are used, this can be useful when using a remote device or just to have additional

visual feedback. 

Enable Pop-Up OSD

Enables the Pop-Up Action OSD used to notify of system events (Pause/Stop/Fast

Forward/etc...). 
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Outline Font

Outlines the Action OSD Font for better clarity (uses a bit more CPU power and may

not look appropriate with some skins). 

Don't skin the OSD Background

When enabled, the Action OSD will not be skinned. 

Transparent Background (only when the Action OSD isn't skinned)

When the current skin does not contain skinned elements for the Action OSD, you

can make the text background transparent, instead of having a color background for

the text. 

Show Time Seek Position Over Timeline

When enabled, moving the mouse cursor over the timeline will pop a small OSD

showing the position the Timeline will seek-to if the left mouse button is clicked. The

"Select Font" button next to this setting allows you to select the font that will be used

to display the seek-to information. 

OSD Position

The Screen-Position where the Action OSD will appear. 

OSD Message Pixel Offset

The distance toward the center of the screen (in Pixels) where the Action OSD will

appear. 

OSD Visibility (in seconds)

The number of seconds the Action OSD will remain visible before hiding

automatically. 

Fullscreen OSD enlarge by

This value controls by how much the Action OSD font will enlarge when going

fullscreen. 

Position OSD relative to Video (Taking Aspect Ratio into consideration)

This setting controls whether the Action OSD appears within the video area or

relative to the display area. The difference between the two is that if your display area

is 4:3 and the video you are currently viewing is 16:9, with this setting enabled, the

Action OSD would appear within the video area and with this setting disabled, the
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action OSD would appear outside the video area. 

Prevent OSD from moving off-screen (keep it on-screen when video is zoomed)

If the on screen display is set to be relative to the video size, this setting will prevent

the Action OSD from moving offscreen even if the video is zoomed beyond the

screen's size. 

Show OSD filename when opening a new file

When enabled, opening a new media file will pop an Active OSD with the file name. 

1.2.1.1.4.2  FullScreen Navigation

Safe Mode (disable functionality unsuitable for inexperienced users)

With safe mode enabled, certain navigation functionality is hidden away. Basically any

functionality that can cause damage (erasing/moving/copying files for example). If

you are building a home entertainment system where inexperienced users have

access, you may want to enable this feature. 

Show File Extensions (playlist, file and media library navigators)

This setting controls whether Zoom Player should display (or not) file extensions

(".AVI" for example) within the navigation interfaces. 

Show Hidden files (file and media library navigators)

When enabled, Zoom Player will show files/directories that are marked as "hidden" by

windows. 

Close Navigator when opening a new file (playlist, file and media library

navigators)

When opening a new file using the Enter/Select key within navigational interfaces,

you can choose whether the interface should close or remain open. 

"Del" key moves media files to the recycle bin (with confirmation)

By enabling this setting, you are allowing Zoom Player to erase files with the Del key. 

Disable Scroll Acceleration

By default, Zoom Player accelerates scrolling of navigation list elements. The reason

for this is that most remote controls don't have scrolling capabilities and clicking a

"move down" button when dealing with large lists can be aggravating. For this

reason, Zoom Player activates acceleration when clicking the up/down navigation
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keys quickly. This setting allows you to disable this behavior. 

When no chapters are specified in the Chapter Navigator, show the Playlist

Navigator

Not all media files have chapter information. With this setting enabled, when opening

the Chapter Navigator with media files that don't have any chapter information,

Zoom Player will automatically open the Playlist Navigator. 

Always sort directories first (file and media library navigators)

When enabled, Zoom Player will sort directories first followed by the files. When

disabled, the files and directories will be sorted as one group. 

Includes sub-directories when playing all files in a directory

This setting controls whether sub-directories should be scanned for media files when

opening all the files in a directory through the navigation interfaces. 

Nav-Left goes up a directory before entering the Drive/Category list

By default, using the Navigate-Left key will move to the Drive List or Category List

(depending on the navigation interface being used). With this setting enabled, the

Navigate-Left key will first go up directories until reaching the root directory before

entering the Drive/Category list. 

Show "Play all files in this Directory" in the main file list (file and media library

navigators)

By default the "Play all files in this Directory" function is part of the function list when

clicking the Navigate-Right key on a media file. With this setting enabled, the "Play all

files in this Directory" function is made accessible in the main file list. 

Navigation Line Count

Modifying the navigation line count allows you to enlarge/reduce the number of

visible list lines in navigation interfaces. 

Navigation Screen Coverage (%)

The percentage of the screen which should be covered by the navigation interfaces. 

Navigation Side Margins (pixels)

When the navigation screen coverage doesn't cover 100% of the screen, the side

margins allow you to specify the distance from the screen edge (in pixels) where the

navigation interfaces should be displayed. 
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Close on Inactivity (seconds)

When enabled, navigation interfaces will cost automatically after a specific inactivity

period. 

Navigation Interfaces on Main Navigator

All navigation interfaces are connected to the main navigation interface (pressing Left

a few times from any navigation interface will bring you to the main interface). This

interface allows you to select which navigation interfaces should be listed on the

main navigation interface. Some navigation interfaces may not be interesting to you

or you may want to hide some interfaces if your system is being used by people with

no understanding of what these interfaces do. 

Screen Position

When the navigation screen coverage doesn't cover 100% of the screen, you can

align the navigation interface display to a specific screen position. 

Change Font

The change font button allows you to select which font you want used for the

navigation interfaces. You can only select the font type, not the size or color as these

are controlled by the navigation skin designer. 

1.2.1.1.4.3  Audio Tags (ID3)

An Introduction to Audio/Media Tags (Meta-Data)

MP3/OGM/MPC  (and  other)  formats  can  contain  information  about  the  audio  it

carries  within  a  special  TAG.  This  tag  can  contain  information  such  as  title  name,

author, etc... 

Since the video area isn't in use while audio is being played (in Media mode), Zoom

Player can use the video area to display this information. Using the values below, you

can determine how this information is displayed. 

Enable TAG display

When this setting is disabled, no TAG information is displayed (at all). 

Auto-Hide TAG information

On some systems you wouldn't want the TAG information to burn into the screen. To

prevent  this,  you  can  have  the  information  hidden  automatically  after  several
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seconds. 

Hide folder image when hiding TAG

When hiding the TAG information automatically, you can choose if you also want the

folder (album) image to hide as well. 

Outline font

Weather  the  font  should  be  outlined  or  not.  Outlining  the  font  is  a  bit  slower  but

gives the font more visibility against image backgrounds. 

TAG Display Position

You can have the TAG information displayed in one of nine positions on-screen. 

X-Offset from Display Boundaries (pixels)

This is the horizontal distance from the edge of the screen in which the TAG data is

displayed. 

Y-Offset from Display Boundaries (pixels)

This  is  the  vertical  distance  from  the  edge  of  the  screen  in  which  the  TAG  data  is

displayed. 

Auto-Hide TAG Information time (seconds)

This  is  the  number  of  seconds  from  the  beginning  of  playback  till  the  TAG

information is hidden automatically (if the Auto-Hide setting is enabled). 

Enlarge Fullscreen TAG font by

By how much to enlarge the TAG font when Zoom Player is in Fullscreen mode. 

Set Font Face

Clicking this button allows you to select the font face (type) used to display TAG data.

When  playing  non-english  content,  you  may  want  to  select  both  the  font  and  the

Script  language  (the  "script"  pulldown  list  available  for  some  fonts  within  the  font

selection  dialog).  You  must  select  a  proper  script  language  to  display  non-english

TAG information. 

Set Font Color

Clicking this button allows you to select the font color used for the TAG display. 

TAG display script
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This is a mini script that allows you to choose which TAG information is displayed and

in which order. Only TAG fields that contain information are displayed. 

Valid Tags are: 

1. <TrackName>: Name of the Track 

2. <Genre>: Music Genre 

3. <Track>: Number of the Track 

4. <Length>: Track Length (duration) 

5. <PlayListTotal>: Play List Total Length (duration) 

6. <Language>: Language 

7. <AristName>: Name of Artist 

8. <AlbumName>: Name of Album 

9. <Year>: Album release Year 

10. <AuthorName>: Name of Author 

11. <Encoder>: Encoder 

12. <Comment>: Comment 

13. <URL>: URL 

14. <Copyright>: Copyright 

15. <Tab>: This is an alignment separator between two fields (to maintain proper

spacing), only use one per line. 

Width

Since no video is loaded, this value sets the default width for the video area. This

value gets overridden if there is a folder image in use for the playing file. 

Height

Since no video is loaded, this value sets the default height for the video area. This

value gets overridden if there is a folder image in use for the playing file. Reset
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The reset button restores default script/width/height values. 

1.2.1.1.5  Playlist

Screen-Center Playlist when switching to Fullscreen / Zoom mode

When this setting is enabled, switching to fullscreen or zoom mode while the playlist

editor is visible, the playlist editor window will be centered within the fullscreen area. 

Remember Playlist items when Exiting the player

When enabled, Zoom Player will save/restore the active playlist when

closing/running. 

Remember the last played item when saving / loading (ZPL) Playlists

When saving/loading playlists, enabling this setting, makes Zoom Player remember

the last played file in the playlist and resume playback from that file. 

Opening file / directory from the user interface clears the Playlist (otherwise

append to the list)

Usually, when opening a new file (using one of the open functions), Zoom Player will

clear the playlist. Disabling this setting will instruct Zoom Player to append the newly

opened file(s) to the playlist. 

Appending files into the Playlist plays the new track

With the setting above set to Append files rather than clear the playlist, having this

setting enable instructs Zoom Player to start playing the newly appended files. 

Opening files externally (Command Line / Explorer) clears the Playlist

(otherwise append)

When opening files from external programs, this setting instructs Zoom Player to

clear the playlist. When it is disabled, Zoom Player will append the files to the

playlist. 

Don't check if a file exists when loading it into the Playlist (faster)

When adding a file to the playlist, Zoom Player first checks if the file actually exists.

This is a safety precaution, but under some conditions (certain network

configurations), it may not be able to identify if the file exists properly. In such cases,

you may want to disable the file check. Checking if a file exists also takes a bit of CPU

time, something you would only notice when dealing with large playlists. Enabling

this setting may mean slightly faster loading of playlist files. 
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Continue to the next item on the Playlist when an invalid file is played

(otherwise show error)

By default, Zoom Player will show an error dialog when it fails to load a media file.

With this setting enabled, Zoom Player will skip the error message and try playing the

next file in the play list. 

Seamless Playback (doesn't work with Random Play) - Requires VMR9,

Experimental!

This is a very experimental feature that should reduce the time gap it takes to load

the next file in the play list. It requires the video renderer to be set to one of the

VMR9 modes and it may not work with every format and even cause stability issues. 

Show Search Box on the Playlist Editor

The Playlist editor has a small search box at its bottom. This setting control if the

search box is visible (or not). 

Hide File Extensions

This setting controls whether file extensions (".AVI" for example) are visible in the

Playlist editor. 

Use Media Title if Available (Replacing the file name)

Zoom Player can read TAG (meta-data) information from Audio files. With this setting

enabled and if Zoom Player has identified a "Title" TAG for the file, Zoom Player will

display the Title TAG instead of the file name. 

Move the Playlist Editor display to follow the currently playing media file

When enabled, Zoom Player will scroll the Playlist editor file listing to make sure the

currently playing file is visible within the list. 

Override Skin Colors and Font settings

When enabled, you can override some of the Playlist Editor item listing font and

colors. 

1.2.1.1.6  Display

Load folder image (if one exists) when Audio Files are being played

This setting determines if Zoom Player should look for Folder Images (album/song

image) when opening Audio files. 
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Enlarge folder image to fit Video Area (otherwise Center and Shrink only)

When Zoom Player plays a media file and loads a folder image (album/song image)

for it, it can either stretch the image to cover the entire video area or it can

screen-center the image and keep it at its original size (as long as the original size is

smaller than the video area, otherwise the image is resized to fit the smaller area). 

Show Media Background Image (when no media file is loaded)

When this setting is enabled, Zoom Player will look for "mediaimage.bmp" (or

mediaimage.jpg/mediaimage.png) in the Zoom Player directory and display it in the

video area when no media file is loaded. 

Show fullscreen Color Controls when values are changed through the keyboard

macros

When enabled, modifying color values will pop the color control navigation interface

for a few seconds. 

Show version in file name area when nothing is playing

When enabled, Zoom Player will show the product name and version in the file name

area when no media is being played. 

Screen-Align video

The screen-align setting controls where on screen the video is aligned when the

video doesn't cover the entire display area (in such cases where playing 16:9 videos

on a 4:3 display or a 4:3 video on a 16:9 display). 

Fullscreen Background Color

When switching to fullscreen, the background color is by default Black. Changing the

background color can help you when positioning the video area or to manage screen

bleeds when setting up a CRT display. 

Zoom In / Out Axis

When Zooming the video In and Out, you can limit the axis in which the video is

Zoomed. Note that this will only appear to be working if you set the aspect ratio

mode to disabled. 

Fit Text Using

In quite a few places through the Zoom Player interfaces, text must be made shorter

in order to fit the visual area. This setting controls how the text will be adjusted in

order to fit. "Cut Length" simply cuts the end of the text line, while "Vowel
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Decimation" removes vowels from the text so that the text can remain readable while

taking less space. 

Shrink / Enlarge

When Zooming In/Out, you can shrink/enlarge the video area either by Pixels or by

percentages. 

Shrink / Enlarge by

When Shrinking/Enlarging you can specify the amount. If shrink/enlarge is set to

"percentage" then a value of "5" will shrink/enlarge by 5%. 

Video Orbiting

To prevent screen-burns on devices that are very sensitive to a fixed image, Zoom

Player can very slowly move the image around the screen so that the image doesn't

get burned-in. This is mostly useful for Plasma displays which are very sensitive to

image-burn (most high-end displays have internal oribiting capability and do not

require this feature enabled). 

Fullscreen Resolution

Zoom Player can automatically change monitor resolution when switching to

fullscreen/zoom modes. This setting allows you to specify the resolution. When

exiting fullscreen/zoom modes, Zoom Player will restore the previous resolution. 

1.2.1.1.7  Position

Player Accessibility (icon)

Setting the Player Accessibility values allows you to control where Zoom Player will

appear. Either on the Task Bar, System Tray or Both. 

Center user interface on initial load

When enabled, Zoom Player will screen-center the user interface (the player window)

when loaded. 

Center user interface when loading new media

When enabled, Zoom Player will screen-center the user interface (the player window)

when loading new media files. 

Center user interface when exiting Fullscreen / Zoom mode

When enabled, Zoom Player will screen-center the user interface (the player window)
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when exiting fullscreen/zoom mode. 

Snap to Screen / Windows edges (pixels)

When the Zoom Player window is dragged next to the monitor borders or next to

other Zoom Player interfaces (Equalizer/Playlist), the window will snap together.

When dragging the main window, all sub-windows will also move in tandem. The

Pixels value allows you to specify the distance (in pixels) at which the windows should

snap. 

Keyboard Window Move (pixels)

When using the Up/Down/Left/Right navigation keys when Zoom Player is in

windowed mode, this value controls the distance (in pixels) the window should

move. 

1.2.1.2 Playback

Preferred Stream Selection

Zoom Player has the ability to automatically select Audio and Subtitle streams in

media files according to user specified input. For each stream type (audio/subtitles)

you can specify a preferred Language Country ID, a text match or a stream number.

Zoom Player will first try to match the Country ID, failing that a text match and failing

that, setting a specific stream number. 

You can specify multiple text matches by separating each text string with the ";"

character, for example "japan;english", the matches are tested in order, first match is

applied. 

On CD / DVD Insert

On CD / DVD Insert controls what action Zoom Player should take when it detects an

inserted CD or DVD. 

On Play Complete

On play complete controls what action Zoom Player should perform once the entire

playlist has been played through. 

Auto-Play media file when opened

Automatically start playing media files as they are opened. 

Auto-Play the next file in the playlist (otherwise pause at end of file)
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Under certain conditions, you may want Zoom Player to pause at the end of each

media file (slideshow presentations for example). 

When playing the next file in the same directory, repeat when all files have

been played

Zoom Player is capable of playing the files within a directory as if they were a playlist.

By enabling this setting, Zoom Player will play the content of a directory in a loop. 

Save Associated Media definition file in local Media-Data directory (instead of

file directory)

Zoom Player's Definition files  by default are saved within the same directory as the

playing media file (unless it's on a read-only media). By enabling this setting, media

definition files are always saved in a local Zoom Player directory. 

Auto-Save Associated Media definition file

When enabled, Zoom Player will automatically save a Definition file  for each

playing media. 

Auto-Save Media Chapter files

Zoom Player's chapter files allow you to add chapter points to any media file. By

enabling this setting, Zoom Player will automatically save chapter files if you add

chapter information to a media file. 

Load Associated Media definition file (media mode)

As definition files contain data such as color values, aspect ratio mode and other

settings that can change your current Zoom Player configuration, automatic loading

is optional. 

Load Registry Entries within Media / DVD definition files

As definition files can contain registry information (which can change your system

setup), Automatic loading of registry values within definition files is optional. 

Load External Audio tracks (media mode)

By enabling this setting, Zoom Player will look for audio files with the same base file

name as a media file you're currently trying to load in order to mix in a secondary

audio track. For example:

myvideo.avi

myvideo.mp3 

137

137
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Load Matroska XML Media Chapter files (".mtxchp" extension)

Zoom Player supports multiple chaptering formats. By enabling this setting, Zoom

Player will look for the external Matroska Chapter format files. You don't need to

open the chapter file, opening the media file will automatically look for the chapter

file. For example:

myvideo.avi

myvideo.mtxchp 

Load CUE Media Chapter files (".cue" extension)

Zoom Player supports multiple chaptering formats. By enabling this setting, Zoom

Player will look for the external CUE Chapter format files. You don't need to open the

chapter file, opening the media file will automatically look for the chapter file. For

example:

myvideo.mpg

myvideo.cue 

Use internal JPEG / BMP / PNG image decoder (supports higher resolution

images)

The DirectShow (microsoft) interface for opening media files can have issues when

loading high resolution images (above 2048x2048). Zoom Player's internal image

decoder is capable of handling these higher resolution images and as a side benefit,

has better transitions when viewing multiple images. 

Use QuickTime ActiveX Component to play QuickTime files (otherwise use

DirectShow)

There are two ways to play Quicktime (".MOV" files) content. The ActiveX code from

Apple and the DirectShow code using open-source decoders. The ActiveX code is a

lot slower, has inferior image quality and can be buggy, but it is the only way to play

some of the older QuickTime files. All recent QuickTime content can be played

through DirectShow and as such, you should probably have this setting disabled

unless you must play some older QuickTime content. Click here for more

information. 

Use Flash ActiveX Component to play ".SWF" Flash files (otherwise use

DirectShow)

Currently, the only way to play Flash (".SWF") content is to use the Flash ActiveX

component. If at any point in the future, a DirectShow component can achieve similar

results, then this setting should be turned off as DirectShow is generally better. At

this point in time, you should leave this setting enabled. Please note that this setting

http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/quicktime.shtml
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only deals with playing ".SWF" flash files and not Flash Video ".FLV" files which can be

played very nicely through DirectShow and several open-source decoders. 

Play Incomplete AVI Files

When enabled, Zoom Player will try to play AVI files which are not yet complete or

even corrupt. Please note that playing incomplete AVI files may not always work. 

Always open media files (even if they are in use by a 3rd party program)

When enabled, this setting allows Zoom Player to open files that are locked by third

party applications (usually because the file is being downloaded). 

Reload & Resume playback at last position if file size changes

With this setting enabled, Zoom Player will check if the file size changed as Zoom

Player was playing it and if it has, Zoom Player will load the file and resume playback

from the position it was it. This is useful when capturing live video to a media file

while viewing it through Zoom Player. 

Remember last media position (days)

Zoom Player has the capability to remember the last viewed position in media files so

that when you play the file again, it will resume where you left off. This setting is also

connected to the Playback History interface (they share the same data). 

Don't remember media position for Audio Files

When enabled, Zoom Player will not restore the last saved position when playing

audio files. 

Image Slideshow (seconds)

When playing media content that has no length/duration such as Images, Zoom

Player will set a user specified Slideshow duration for the file. For presentations, you

may want to look at the Zoom Player Playlist format  as it allows you assign specific

durations for each image (or media) file. 

1.2.1.2.1  Smart Play

Introduction to Smart Play

Smart Play is a powerful feature that instructs Zoom Player as to how it should read

and decode media files. When Zoom Player is run for the very first time, it will scan

your system, looking for which currently installed components (on your computer)

are best suited to play media (sometimes there can be multiple components on your

146
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computer, each telling the system that it should be used to decode media files). 

By knowing in advance which components are best suited and scanning your system

for matches, Zoom Player can automatically build an advanced play-profile which

helps play files better and loads them faster. 

Enable Smart Play (Overrides the Windows Decoder / Filter selection)

Enabling Smart Play lets Zoom Player pick the best (or user selected) components for

decoding media files. When disabled, Zoom Player will let Windows choose the

components. Under some system configurations, letting Windows chose the

components can lead to instability, glitches during playback or outright failure to

load certain file formats. 

Auto-Configure

Pressing the Auto-Configure button will make Zoom Player re-scan your system for

any changes (such as newly installed components which may improve playback) and

automatically configure itself so it uses the best components it can find. Using this

function will wipe any user-defined changes applied to the decoder profiles (see

below). 

Settings & Black List: Use Indirect Connection when Connecting Filters

This is a debug setting, it tells Zoom Player that the playback components

(splitter/decoders/etc) can connect indirectly. This setting should not be used for day

to day playback. 

Settings & Black List: Show Smart Play graph creation errors (useful for

debugging)

When enabled, Zoom Player will inform you of any problems resulting from the

connection between components required to play a media file using Smart Play. This

is a useful debugging tool as it will essentially tell you why a certain media file fails to

load. 

Settings & Black List: Disable Smart Play for files with the following extensions

(separate with ";")

Any file extension specified here will not use Smart Play and instead will switch back

to the Microsoft method of reading/parsing media files. The only reason to use this

feature is for specific media types such as DVB TV viewing, where the DVB

component requires a very specific connection between components that it builds

itself. 
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Settings & Black List: Prevent the following filters/decoders from being used

If Smart Play fails to load a media file, Zoom Player tries to let windows connect the

components (basically a fallback mode). In this case, there are certain components

that are known to cause instability. This feature instructs Zoom Player to prevent

windows from trying to use these components to load the current media file. As such

it gives an additional layer of stability, even when Smart Play couldn't load the file. 

Source Filters & Splitters

The "Source Filters" and "Splitters" contain a list of profiles which instruct Zoom

Player as to which components to use when reading (Source Filters, which load the

file) and parsing (Splitters, which split the media file into different types of content

such as Audio/Video streams). 

Each list entry represents a file format. You can configure each file format to use

different components for reading/parsing. In most cases you wouldn't need to

manually configure profiles as Zoom Player can detect and use the best components

automatically. 

Source Filter Configuration Dialog

With Zoom Player Professional, you can enter the Advanced configuration mode by

clicking the "Advanced" button at the bottom of the dialog. In the advanced mode,

you can add/remove and re-order profiles (profile order governs which components

Zoom Player looks for first when automatically configuring a profile). Each profile is

comprised of a "Source Filter". This is the component in charge of reading the media

file. Source filter can also take on the role of the "Splitter Filter" which parses the file

and splits it into audio/video/subtitle streams (in memory, the original file is not

modified). The "This filter is also a Splitter filter" checkbox instructs Zoom Player to

identify the source filter as a splitter filter so that it doesn't try to locate an additional

splitter filter later on. 

Zoom Player Source Filter profiles are specific to File Extensions. This is how Zoom

Player identifies which Source Filter profile to use for any given media file. The

Advanced configuration dialog allows you to add/remove file extensions. 

Lastly, on very rare conditions, a source filter may not identify itself properly to the

audio/video decoding filters, specifying a forced "Sub-Type" the audio/video are

expecting to see for this particular format allows you to circumvent this issue. To

better understand the theory behind this very complex subject, you can download
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Microsoft's "GraphEdit" tool, which allows you to visually see how various

components/filters are inter-connected and how they interact. 

Splitter Filter Configuration Dialog

A splitter filter is a component that takes input from a Source Filter and parses the

data to split the media file into different streams (audio/video/subtitles/etc). The way

a Splitter filter knows that it is compatible with a source filter is by the "Sub-Type"

identifier. The Sub-Type is a unique identifier which the splitter filter is expecting to

see from the Source filter. Zoom Player's Advanced Splitter Filter configuration dialog

allows you to add/remove Sub-Types (one splitter filter can split multiple file formats

and as such can accept multiple Sub-Type identifiers). 

Another feature of the advance dialog is the ability to specify a white list and a black

list for file extensions. This allows you to create separate profiles for files of the same

format, but with a different file extension. This feature enables you to use different

components for the same file format. 

Audio & Video Decoders

The "Audio Decoders" and "Video Decoders" contain a list of profiles which instruct

Zoom Player as to which components to use when decoding Audio and Video

content (after the media file has been read and parsed by the Source Filters &

Splitters). 

Each list entry represents a file format. You can configure each format to use different

components for decoding. In most cases you wouldn't need to manually configure

profiles as Zoom Player can detect and use the best components automatically. 

Audio/Video Filter Configuration Dialog

The Audio/Video filter configuration dialog, is nearly identical to the Splitter filter

configuration dialog, with the exception that it allows you to override the default

audio/video renderer filter. This allows you to use different audio devices or different

video rendering technologies with specific file formats. 

1.2.1.2.2  Video

Video Renderer

The Video Renderer is the component used to display video on your Monitor/TV.

Each Video Renderer component has its benefits and its limitations (which you can

read about here ). In general, the "Overlay Mixer" is the most compatible but can125
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have inferior image quality and is limited to one video playing at a time and only on

the primary monitor (it will display a black screen when playing on a secondary

monitor or when another video is already playing). VMR9 has better image quality

but it requires DirectX-9 installed (a microsoft component) and display hardware

(Graphic Card) capable of supporting certain DirectX-9 specific capabilities. 

If you're having video issues, try switching the video renderer to "VMR9 Windowless".

Under certain conditions, VMR9 may make some video content appear "washed out"

(black will look gray, image may look as if the contrast isn't set properly). This is

caused by Display Driver issues. Updating the drivers may help, and if not, there are

work-around detailed in the Inmatrix Forum. 

Custom Renderer

Setting a custom video renderer allows you to re-route video output to a

user-defined filter (component). This is mainly used for hardware-specific cases where

you have a special renderer that can route the video data to be displayed through

special hardware. 

Overlay covers entire video area

When using a "Standard Overlay" or "Overlay Mixer" video rendering technologies,

Zoom Player can use the overlay hardware to cover the entire video area or only the

video area where actual video is displaying. You should probably leave this setting

unchecked unless you're experiencing weird overlay video-position issues 

Fix VMR9 Scaling Bug (fixes VMR9 issues, but depending on the video driver

cause other issues)

When using the VMR9 based renderers, video content containing non-square pixel

aspect ratio (some MPEG1/2 and WMV content mostly) may cause image

degradation due to bugs in the display card drivers. These bugs have mostly been

fixed in Windows XP SP2 and recent display drivers, so in most cases this setting

should remain disabled. 

Flip Video Horizontally (only works when Video Renderer is set to VMR9)

When using a VMR9 based video renderer, enabling this setting flips the image

horizontally. 

Flip Video Vertically (only works when Video Renderer is set to VMR9)

When using a VMR9 based video renderer, enabling this setting flips the image

vertically. 

http://forum.inmatrix.com/
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Disable Overlay on VMR7 Video Renderer

VMR7 can work with overlay hardware or not. Depending on the video hardware,

using overlay will incur image quality loss and on other video hardware image quality

may improve. So if you want to use VMR7 technology to display your video, try it

with overlay on and off. 

Enable YUV mixing on all VMR modes (less CPU overhead under some

configurations)

YUV mixing with VMR video rendering can reduce CPU load on some systems, but

depending on the compliance of the graphic hardware drivers, it may break media

playback entirely. 

Prevent VMR Video Renderers from correcting Aspect Ratio (can fix

image-resizing artifacts)

The image artifacts described under "Fix VMR9 Scaling Bug" can usually be fixed with

this setting enabled, without any stability issues. This setting should remain enabled

unless you're experiencing weird issues related to Video Rendering. 

Use Exclusive Fullscreen with VMR9 Renderless mode (use with care)

When the video renderer is set to VMR9 Renderless, enabling this checkbox enables

"Exclusive Fullscreen" mode. This means that when Zoom Player goes fullscreen, it

prevents background applications from accessing the monitor. This can improve

image smoothness with bad drivers, but at the cost of eliminating access to

background application and even to Zoom Player's own navigation interfaces. Use

with care. 

1.2.1.2.2.1  Aspect Ratio

Introduction to Aspect Ratios

The  aspect  ratio  of  a  video  is  the  relation  between  the  height  and  the  width  of  a

video. If the aspect ratio is wrong, the image may appear stretched or squashed. One

of the problems with Media Player is that it  didn't support aspect ratio at all,  which

meant  that  you  could  only  play  a  video  using  its  original  aspect  ratio.  The

disadvantage to this is that it limited you from playing certain videos correctly. 

Toward that end, Zoom Player supports 7 distinct aspect ratio modes: 
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1. Fit to Window

This basically disables all aspect ratio and allows you to resize the video

window to any size and aspect ratio. This setting most suited TV based

playback as it allows you to exactly fit the video area to the dimensions of the

screen. 

2. Source Aspect Ratio

This setting forces a 1:1 source aspect ratio. 

3. Derived Aspect Ratio

The derived aspect ratio is the aspect ratio derived from data within the file

itself. 

4. Fullscreen 4:3

This is a forced aspect ratio which forces any content to appear as fullscreen

on 4:3 Monitors/TVs. 

5. Widescreen 16:9

This is a forced aspect ratio which forces any content to appear as fullscreen

on 16:9 Monitors/TVs. 

6. Anamorphic

This mode stretch the source vertically by 33.333% so that it can work with

Anamorphic devices (Anamorphic Lens Projectors for example). The

percentage stretched can be relative to the derived aspect ratio or to the

current video dimension. 

7. Custom

Custom can be any pre-defined Aspect Ratio. By default it's 2.35:1, but can be

easily changed by editing the Custom AR fields. 

Anamorphic Aspect Ratio is Relative to

When using the Anamorphic aspect ratio mode, you can have it stretch the video

relative to its source aspect ratio or against the currently defined video dimension. 

Source Relative (Pixel Aspect Ratio) Values

Source Relative Stretch, sometimes referred to as PAR (Pixel Aspect Ratio), allows you

to adjust the video display so the aspect ratio appears correct on display devices

where the pixels are not squares (for example, a Plasma 16:9 TV with a resolution of

1024x768). You can use the Pixel Aspect Ratio calculator to feed in the dimensions

and resolution of your display device and it will automatically fill in the correct Source
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Relative Stretch value for you. You can also limit the Source Relative Stretch to a

specific monitor (usually a monitor-output that is connect to a TV set). 

Use Source Relative Stretch to compensate for non-square pixel displays

(affects all AR's)

Enables/Disable support for Source Relative Stretch (Pixel Aspect Ratio). See "Source

Relative (Pixel Aspect Ratio) Values" for more information. 

Restrict AR Adjustments to Height in Fullscreen / Zoom mode (disable this on

16:9 displays)

Zoom Player always makes sure that the video image always fits into the specified

Width and Height as defined in the user interface (and presets). However, when

playing certain kind of video content (usually where the black bar on a widescreen

video is encoded as part of the video) in the Anamorphic aspect ratio, this will cause

the width of the video to shrink in order to maintain the height setting specified.

When enabling this feature, only the video height will ever be scaled in

fullscreen/zoom mode, allowing the video to break out of the specified height value.

This may not work well with widescreen display devices that want to squeeze 4:3

content. So if that is the case, you may want to disable this setting. 

Setting window to Source Video Size compensates for Aspect Ratio

When setting the Zoom Player window to match the Source Video resolution, this

setting instructs Zoom Player to take into account the current aspect ratio mode. 

Support Anamorphic Matroska Files

Matroska files can contain Aspect Ratio information. Depending on the filter

(component) used to parse matroska files, the aspect ratio can be handled by the

component itself, or with this setting enabled, it can be handled by Zoom Player. You

should probably leave this setting disabled unless playing matroska files gives you

the wrong aspect ratio. 

Specify a Custom Aspect Ratio

These two values allow you to set the Aspect Ratio as it is applied when the Aspect

Ratio mode is set to the "Custom" entry. 

Some sample Aspect Ratios:

4:3

16:9

1.85:1

2.35:1
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1.2.1.2.2.2  Colors

Introduction to (Overlay / VMR9) Color Control

Certain graphic cards, allow you to control the Hardware color values. Depending on

the hardware (not all hardware allows you to access all the color properties), you can

specify the Brightness, Contrast, Gamma, Hue and Saturation of the surface used to

display the video. 

For the color functions to work, the Video Renderer must be set to either the Overlay

Mixer or VMR9. Each video rendering technology has its own set of values and

helper-buttons (see below). 

Enable Color Control Interface

Allows you to enable/disable the color control interface. 

Value Change Percentage (when using keyboard/remote)

When using the keyboard or a remote device to change the color values, this setting

allows you to control the sensitivity of the changes. You can even enter a fractional

values such as "0.5". 

Fetch VMR9 Defaults

For this button to work, video must be playing with VMR9 enabled. When pressed,

the Color value entries will be filled by the default values for your specific hardware. 

Query Overlay

The Overlay Mixer does not have a function to get the Default values. The only way to

do so is to disable the "Use Color Control" setting, then load a video with the

"Overlay Mixer" video renderer enabled and then press this button to get the current

Color values (and use the "Set Current as Default" button to save them as future

defaults). 

Restore Default

This button will restore the User Defined (not the hardware) Default Color values. 

Set Current as Default

Using this button you can set the current Color values as the Default values (which

can be restored at any time using the "Restore Default" button, or the Reset button

on the Color Control fullscreen navigation interface). 
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Apply Current Values

This button will apply the specified Color values to the playing video. Obviously, a

video must be playing for this to function. 

Restore original Overlay Color values when closing

When using the Overlay Mixer as the video renderer, some display drivers may

actually store the overlay values permanently instead of leaving it up to the player to

apply the values each time. This can cause color values set in Zoom Player to become

visible in other media players. By enabling this checkbox, Zoom Player will try to

restore overlay color values before closing a media file. 

1.2.1.2.2.3  Presets

Video Position Presets:

One of the great benefits of using Zoom Player is its ability to position the video

anywhere on the screen while providing a color background (usually black to prevent

brightness bleeds). This allows you to cut down on the usual overscan you get when

outputting video to a CRT TV set (if you're not aware of overscan is, read this article

). 

To position the video area, use the Shift+Arrow keys to change the top and left

positions of the video. Using the ALT+Arrow keys you can resize the width and height

of the video area. 

Using the +/- keys (optionally with Ctrl and Alt held to control a specific Axis) you can

Zoom the video area IN/OUT. 

You can further automate this process by using the Resize Navigator (Shift+"S"). 

After your video has been positioned to your specification, you can save a Video

Position Preset that would allow you to restore this video position at a future time.

Saving a video position preset is done by pressing Ctrl+"0..9", where "0..9" means a

number between 0 and 9 in which to save the preset to. To restore a video position

preset, simply press the number (again, 0 to 9). You can also modify video position

presets through the "Advanced Options/Playback/Video/Presets" dialog. 

To switch between windowed mode and fullscreen without losing the video position,

190
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press "Z" instead of Alt+"Enter". 

Video Blanking Presets:

Video blanking is a feature that allows you to blank-out the left/right/top/bottom

sections of the screen. It is mainly used to blank-out badly encoded DVDs where part

of a widescreen video was encoded with gray borders instead of black. To activate a

blanking preset, simply press Shift+"0..9". You can also modify video blanking presets

through the "Advanced Options/Playback/Video/Presets" dialog. 

Custom Aspect Ratio Presets:

Zoom Player has several aspect ratio modes, one of them is the "Custom" aspect ratio

mode. Custom Aspect Ratio Presets allow you to specify different values for the

"Custom" aspect ratio mode. You can modify custom aspect ratio presets through the

"Advanced Options/Playback/Video/Presets" dialog. To activate a custom aspect ratio

preset, simply press Alt+Shift+"0..9". 

Color Control Presets:

Zoom Player allows you to save up to 10 different color

(Brightness/Contrast/Saturation/Hue/Gamma) presets. You can modify color presets

through the "Advanced Options/Playback/Video/Presets" dialog. 

1.2.1.2.3  Audio

Audio Renderer (audio device)

The Audio Renderer is the component used to output audio to your Speakers or

Sound System. Each Audio Device (Sound Card) in your system may have two or

more Audio Renderer components listed. Under most situations, the Audio Renderer

should be set to "Default DirectSound Device" (the audio device set as primary by

windows), but if you have multiple audio devices on your system, you can select a

specific device from the list. 

Under rare conditions (usually with older, less compatible audio devices) you may

want to select the "Default WaveOut Device". Only do this if you're experiencing

audio glitches. Changing the volume with a WaveOut device selected will change the

system volume level (DirectSound devices have no impact on the system volume

level). 

Audio Device Filter Manager

The Audio Device Filter Manager is a very advanced feature, allowing you to
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view/modify system values related to your audio devices. There is very little reason to

modify values related to audio devices as they are usually handled by the installation

procedure used to install your hardware, use with care. 

Enable Internal Equalizer / DSP / Visualization filter

When enabled, Zoom Player will make use of its internal Audio DSP component in

order to support such functions as Audio Equalizer, PreAmp (digital audio

amplification) and Audio stream switching in media files. On very rare conditions the

DSP component may cause audio problems and can be disabled here. 

Enable Equalizer / PreAmp (requires Internal DSP filter enabled)

This setting controls actives/disables the Zoom Player PreAmp/Equalizer features. It

provides the same action as the ON button on the Equalizer interface. 

Set Equalizer Range to +/- 20db (default is 12db)

By default, Zoom Player's Equalizer range (volume change on each frequency range)

is 12db, by enabling this setting, the range is extended to 20db, allowing for stronger

amplification ranges but with lower sensitivity. 

1.2.1.2.4  Controls

Reset Play-Rate when opening a new media file

Play Rate is the factor that controls Fast Play and Slow Motion. If this setting is

disabled, opening new media files will retain the Fast Play or Slow Motion rate used

for playing the previous file (the newly open file will be in Fast Play or Slow Motion). 

Reset Play-Rate on Play / Pause

With this setting enabled, pressing pause/play will cancel out Fast Play or Slow

Motion. 

Frame Advance if Pause is used when already Paused

If enabled, pressing Pause while already paused will cause Zoom Player to advance

one frame. 

Increase / Decrease Rate uses "Fast Play / Slow Motion" instead of Fast

"Forward / Rewind"

When enabled, the Play Rate control interface (can be accessed in the default skin by

pressing F5) will switch between "Fast Forward and Rewind" and "Slow Motion and

Fast Play". 
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Stop Button closes media file (instead of "stop and go to start of file")

By default, pressing stop just seeks to the start of the file and pauses there. With this

setting enabled, Zoom Player will close the currently playing media file. 

Media Fast Forward Rate

The fast forward speed when activating the fast forward function (values range from

2 to 50) when playing media files. 

Media Rewind Rate

The rewind speed when activating the rewind action (values range from 2 to 50)

when playing media files. 

Media Fast Play Rate

Unlike Fast Forward which just seeks really fast, Fast Play actually plays the content

faster and maintains the audio. Due to the way microsoft wrote their audio rendering

code, the Fast Play value is limited to "2.2" even if your hardware is capable of

decoding the content faster. A workaround for the 2.2 limitation is to use "Reclock"

as your audio renderer. Not all media formats support Fast Play. 

Media Slow Motion Rate

The slow motion speed when activating the slow motion action (values range from

0.01 to 0.99) when playing media files. Not all media formats support Slow Motion. 

FF/RW Rates

Beyond the Fast Forward/Rewind speeds, Zoom Player also supports an

Increase/Decrease Rate functions which cycle through different fast forward and

rewind speeds. This setting control the values that the rate functions cycle through. 

Seconds to Skip / Jump / Seek

Fast Forward and Rewind are not the most intuitive ways to seek through content.

Directly seeking back and forth a specified number of seconds is actually much faster

and more accurate. Zoom Player gives you access to three distinct quick-seek modes

based on the number of seconds you want to seek back and forth. 

Modulate Skip / Jump / Seek

With this setting enabled, seeking through the three available seek modes quickly

(activating the seeking function a few times in a row) will gradually increase the

seeking distance. Waiting 2 seconds will restore the seek distance to the original
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speed. 

Volume + / - Change (percent)

When changing the audio volume through the keyboard or a remote device, this

setting allows you to control the volume percentage that will be changed with each

click. 

Delay after closing media files (ms)

Under very rare conditions the components used to play media files may not clear

themselves instantly and may require a short delay to do so before the next media

file is played. Using this setting you can specify a delay between media files, giving

them more time to clean-up. The value is in ms (1000ms = 1 second). 

1.2.1.2.5  DVD

Introduction to DVD Playback

Zoom Player's strength in DVD Playback is that it is capable of using DVD Decoders

from various vendors and open projects, allowing you to pick and choose the best

decoder suited for your system. 

Zoom Player supports three distinct methods of DVD Playback: 

Standard

The standard method is the most simplistic (and unreliable) method of DVD Playback.

It lets DirectShow (microsoft code) decide which decoders to use. It is very prone to

failure or obscure errors and is only implemented for completeness, don't use this

method unless other methods fail. 

Smart (Recommended)

This method is the easiest and most reliable way to play DVDs. On this page you can

simply point & click at the components you want to use. 

Audio Renderer / Video Renderer

The Audio and Video renderer choices are identical to the ones for media files, read

more about them here . 

Audio Decoder

88
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The Audio decoder is the component in charge of decoding DVD Audio so it could

be passed to your speakers or in the case of S/PDIF output, the decoders just relay

the audio data to an external receiver. To activate S/PDIF with most decoders, you

can select the decoder from the list and then press the little "C" button at the

top-right corner of the list and this should bring up the decoder's configuration page

which should have an S/PDIF option. A preferred DVD Audio decoder is the "DScaler"

decoder or "AC3 Filter". For more information on DVD decoder setup, click here . 

Video Decoder

The Video decoder is the component in charge of decoding DVD Video so it could be

displayed on your TV/Monitor. A recommended Video decoder is "DScaler". For more

information on DVD decoder setup, click here . 

Additional Filters

Smart Playback gives you the power to add Audio and Video processing filters for

additional effects that can improve Audio and Video quality, or provide

special-purpose processing. Please note that not all filters can be used with all Video

Decoders and Video Renderers. When trying to Play, Zoom Player will inform you of

any conflicts. 

DVD Navigator Filters

Zoom Player also allows you to select the DVD Navigator filter. The Microsoft DVD

Navigator filter is the most stable and reliable filter, but you can try the others (expect

instability). 

Set Video Color Space

Selecting the Video Color Space may allow you to save a bit of CPU power, fix

contrast-range issues and possibly even correct some color tinting problems. Only

use this interface if you are experiencing problems. 

Disable Internal Audio DSP

While Zoom Player can run its Equalizer DSP on the DVD Audio, its not

recommended. As such, the "Disable Internal Audio DSP" setting is enabled by

default (preventing the Equalizer, PreAmp and Re-Sync DSP modules from working

when playing DVD content). 

Hide unregistered decoder profiles

By default, Zoom Player will only list decoder profiles that are currently registered

with your system. Unchecking "Hide unregistered decoder profiles" will list all

119
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profiles, including ones that are not currently installed on your system. 

Verify Selected Setup

The Verify Selected Setup button will double check if all the selected components are

properly registered with the system and will also remind you of any missing

selection. 

Register Selected Filters

The register selected filters button should only be used in combination with the "Hide

unregistered decoder profiles" checkbox being unchecked. With all profiles listed,

you can click on the Registered Selected Filters button so that Zoom Player can scan

your system to check if the files are in place and are simply not properly registered

with the system. Please note that OEM versions (custom-built versions for specific

computer vendors) of some decoders may be installed on your system but

unrecognized by Zoom Player. 

Manual DVDGraph Profile

Manual DVD Graphs gives you a method of creating DVD Graph files by hand.

Creating new graph files is quite complex and the reason this method was

superseded by the "Smart" method. There should be no reason to use this interface.

It's being included for backward compatibility. 

See Zoom Player's Frequently Asked Questions  for more information.

1.2.1.2.5.1  DVD Settings

Adjust DVD Aspect Ratio for 1:1 Pixel Ratio (you should leave this on)

DVD Resolution is either 720x480 for NTSC or 720x576 for PAL. Either resolution does

not conform for display on a standard display device. By default Zoom Player

compensates for this automatically. However, with this setting you can disable this

compensation. It is recommended that you leave this setting untouched, even if you

don't use a 4:3 display device as even 16:9 or 1.85:1 devices require their sources to

be originally set for 1:1 pixel mapping (and then later adjusted for 16:9 using the

Source Relative Stretch aspect ratio value). 

Auto-Load Selected bookmark on Play

Within the bookmark editor, you can select a bookmark and assign it as an

"Auto-Loading" bookmark. This is a done by prefixing the bookmark file name with

199
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"AutoLoad.". If this setting is enabled, then the AutoLoad bookmark is automatically

loaded when the disc is played, allowing you to skip the menu system entirely and

get directly to the movie. 

Auto-Save / Load Disc Position on Stop

When enabled, the Disc's last position will be saved automatically the next time you

stop playback. The next time you play the disc, you will be prompted if you want to

resume from the last saved position. If an Auto-Load bookmark is present, you will be

able to select to resume from its position instead. 

+ Confirmation Dialog (otherwise disc position will override auto-load of

selected bookmark)

When enabled you won't be prompted to resume from the last saved position. This

means that if a last saved position mark is found, playback will be resumed from that

position automatically. This will override the Auto-Load Selected Bookmark setting. 

+ Auto-Close Confirmation Dialog after 10 seconds

If this setting is enabled and no user input is given within 10 seconds, the

confirmation dialog will close automatically. 

+ Limit Auto-Loading the last disc position to the last disc played

If the Auto-Load Disc Position is enabled, you can have it limited to only Auto-Load if

the disc you are trying to play is the last disc played. Otherwise the stop position of

all discs will be remembered forever. 

Auto-Save Disc Definition File on Stop (color controls / aspect ratio / etc...)

Similar to the Media definition files, you can have the disc's settings saved

automatically. The information that is saved is controlled by the content of the

"zplayer.zdf" file (same as Media Definition files). If this setting is disabled, you can

still manually save the data (using the "save definition file" keyboard macro) so it can

be loaded at a later time. 

Auto-Load Disc Definition File on Play

You can also have the disc definition file Auto-Loaded. You should probably keep this

setting enabled if you plan on having a per-disc setting. By default the information

that is saved is the Video Position (width/height/offset), The Video Aspect Ratio and

the Color Control values. 

Auto-Disable Subtitles
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When enabled, Zoom Player will try disabling the DVD Subtitles if subtitles were on

by default. Please note that some discs prevent you from disabling subtitles and

there's nothing that can be done about that other than re-authoring the disc

content. 

Auto-Disable Closed Captions

A lot of movies have closed captions enabled by default. When this setting is

checked, Zoom Player will try to automatically disable close captions when a disc is

played. Please note that this won't work on movies that force subtitles as Closed

Caption is not the same as the subtitle tracks. 

Set Closed Captions Background to Transparent

When enabled, the Closed Caption background will become transparent against the

video (rather than a black box). 

Brute-Force apply Color Controls values every second

In some cases, the Color Control values may be lost due to driver issues. By enabling

this setting, the color values will be applied every second. 

Show DVD Background image (when stopped)

When enabled, Zoom Player will look for a "dvdimage.bmp", "dvdimage.jpg" or

"dvdimage.png" file in its program directory, if one is found, it will be displayed while

Zoom Player is in DVD mode with nothing playing. 

Assume DVD Menu at all times (prevents using the arrow key functions while a

DVD is playing)

Some DVD titles may have bad menu identification codes which may prevent Zoom

Player from navigating the menus. By enabling this setting, Zoom Player will assume

that it is navigating a DVD Menu at all times. Since the Arrow keys are used for both

functions and menu navigation, this setting forces the arrow keys to function only

with Menu Navigation. 

1.2.1.2.5.2  DVD Values

DVD Drive

The specified DVD drive is the first drive Zoom Player will look for when you press

play in DVD mode. If no DVD is found on this drive, Zoom Player will quickly scan

other drives for DVD content. 
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Fast Forward Speed

This is a fractional number that defines the play rate when Fast Forward is enabled.

This number is limited to a maximum of 20 (a microsoft limitation). 

Slow Motion Speed

This is a fractional number that defines the play rate when Slow Motion is enabled

(any value from 0.01 to 0.99 is valid). 

Rewind Speed

This is a fractional number that defines the play rate when Rewind is enabled. This

number is limited to a maximum of 20 (a microsoft limitation). 

Fast Forward / Rewind Rates

When using the Increase/Decrease Rate functions, you can choose which DVD Fast

Forward/Rewind speeds they will cycle through. 

Maintain Audio During FF/RW

When enabled, Fast Forward and Rewind should maintain audio (not all DVD

Decoders may support this feature). 

Preferred DVD Audio Language

A DVD Audio Track has three distinct characteristics. The Audio Language, The Audio

Type/Format (AC3/DTS/PCM/Etc...) and the number of discrete Audio Channels.

Zoom Player tries to match the best audio stream (as some DVDs may have more

than one) that matches the language, then the audio type and finally the number of

channels you've selected. 

Preferred DVD Subtitle Language (Auto-Enable subtitles if match is found)

By enabling the preferred Subtitle Language, Zoom Player will try to find and display

the specified language. This is done on a per-"DVD Title" level (some DVDs may have

different subtitle tracks on different DVD Titles). And once again, if a language match

is made, the Subtitle will be made visible (even if you've enabled the option to

automatically hide subtitles on the "DVD Settings" page). 

Preferred DVD Menu Language

When enabled, Zoom Player will instruct the DVD disc to display its Menus in the

selected language. If the menu language doesn't exist on the disc, it will default to

the System language and if that language doesn't exist, it will default to the Disc's

default language. 
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1.2.1.2.5.3  DVD Tools

CD / DVD Auto-Insert Program

This interface allows you to modify the currently active "on-insert" CD and DVD

Program and to associate it with Zoom Player in particular. No setting is active until

the Apply button is used, thus allowing you to add command line parameters. If

you're using Zoom Player as the auto-insert program, you may want to read the 

command line parameter list. 

DVD Trailers Definition file

Zoom Player allows for a sort of Theater mode in which trailers will be played prior to

the actual movie. To control which trailers are played and where from, a Trailer

Definition File is used. A sample definition containing full documentation can be

found within the Zoom Player directory ("default.trailers"). 

Override DVD Drive / Path

When cleared, Zoom Player will try to automatically detect the drive holding the DVD

media. However, if you have more than one drive or want to try playing off hard disk

(may or may not work, depends on decoding filter), feel free to enter a specific

location. Please note that you can always open the "VIDEO_TS.IFO" file from any valid

DVD-Rip location to have it automatically opened from that path. 

DVD Auto-Execute

Zoom Player can detect a PAL/NTSC DVD before it is actually played and allows you

to execute an external program or script before playing the title. This is especially

useful when working with external components such as setting a special refresh rate

according to PAL/NTSC discs just before they are played. There is also an entry to run

an external program when the DVD is stopped. This is useful to restore any system

settings after DVD playback has stopped. Enabling the "Wait for the Executed

Application to Close" checkbox ensures that Zoom Player will not proceed until the

executed application has closed. 

1.2.1.2.5.4  Auto AR

Introduction to DVD Automatic Aspect Ratio Adjustments

When  enabled,  Zoom  Player  can  react  to  different  DVD  Aspect  Ratio  modes  (as

specified on the DVD Disc) by changing various aspects of the player (image position,

106
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image blanking, aspect ratio, etc). 

There are three types of DVD video content: 

1. 4:3 Full Frame

Full Frame Video that fits the entire screen area on a non-widescreen 4:3 TV

Set. 

2. 16:9 Letterbox

Widescreen Video with the black bars at the top and bottom fully encoded

into the video. 

3. 16:9 Anamorphic

Widescreen Video with 33% extra vertical resolution with part of the black bars

being recreated in software to compensate for the improved vertical

resolution. This provides better image quality compared to Letterbox. 

Zoom Player can detect these DVD types and automatically set a Video Position/Size

Preset, Blanking Preset, Aspect Ratio Preset and execute an external program for each

time an aspect ratio change is detected (one DVD disc can contain multiple content

types). This is useful for automation on 16:9 Anamorphic displays and other custom

conditions. 

Zoom Player also allows you to set default values when the disc is initially played. 

1.2.1.2.5.5  Parental Control

Introduction to Parental Control

The Parental Control interface allows you to define the DVD Viewing Level allowed by

the Player. If a DVD Disc is rated above the Parental Control level, it won't be played. 

Some things to remember when setting Parental Control: 

1. DVD Bookmarks retain the Parental Control levels, so when changing levels,

you must manually erase the bookmarks or bookmarked movies will still try to

play at the old parental level. 

2. Some explicit movies may not even play at the "Unrated" Parental Level, if you

want to make sure no movie suffers from parental control restrictions, make

sure that the "Disabled" setting is selected. 
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1.2.1.2.5.6  External

External DVD Settings

Zoom Player can control some features of 3rd party DVD Decoders. Using this

interface you can apply these settings. When applying, make sure that the

program/filters you're applying the setting for are not currently in-use (DVD playing). 

1.2.1.2.6  Windows Media

Enable Extended Window Media Audio support (Speaker Configuration)

When enabled, Windows Media 9 content will be allowed to play at 24bit/192khz (if

the media actually contains such quality). This setting also enables any other Audio

Related Setting on this page. 

Use AC3Filter as a post-processor for DRM Encoded Windows Media Streams

When playing DRM encoded WMV files, Zoom Player WMV Professional allows you

use AC3 Filter as an audio Post-Processor (can be used to convert Windows Media

Audio to AC3 for S/PDIF output). This requires AC3 Filter v1.01RC5 or newer and the

AC3 Filter must be specified to accept PCM connections. 

Use Windows Media Audio over S/PDIF (Requires a WMA compatible receiver)

When enabled, Zoom Player will instruct the Windows Media Audio decoder to pass

its audio data through S/PDIF to an external receiver. Please note that this requires an

external receiver capable of decoding WMA content. 

Speaker Configuration

This toggle determines how the Audio Channels are mapped when multi-channel

audio is encountered. Notice that the "Direct Out" value means that the audio is

output as-is without any channel downsampling (do not confuse this with S/PDIF!). 

DRM Video Renderer

When playing DRM encoded WMV files, Zoom Player WMV Professional allows you

to specify which video renderer should be used for this specific format. 

DRM Color Space Connect

When playing DRM encoded WMV files, Zoom Player WMV Professional allows you

to specify the type of connection between the WMV decoder and the Video

Renderer. Selecting the Video Color Space may allow you to save a bit of CPU power,

fix contrast-range issues and possibly even correct some color tinting problems. Only
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use this interface if you are experiencing problems. 

DRM Audio Renderer

When playing DRM encoded WMV files, Zoom Player WMV Professional allows you

to specify which audio renderer should be used for this specific format. 

1.2.1.3 File Association

Introduction to File Association

File Association is the process in which Windows associates a particular file extension

(for example ".mp3") with a particular program (so when you double-click on a file

with that extension the associated program is executed). Zoom Player is very

unobtrusive and will not force you to associate any specific file extension with itself.

The File Association page allows you to select which file extensions you want to be

associated with Zoom Player. Simply check or uncheck any extensions and then click

on the "Apply Associations" button. 

The association page also allows you to change icons for different file types. Simply

click on any icon in the list and you will be prompted if you want that extension

associated with the Zoom Player icon. If not, you will be allowed to pick an external

icon file of your choice. 

Manual Association

The Manual Association button allows you to associate file extensions with Zoom

Player that are not part of the default list. 

Integrated Shell Support

The "Play" and "Enqueue" checkboxes when checked will add a "Play in Zoom Player"

and "Enqueue in Zoom Player" entries to the right-click menu of external programs

(such as Explorer) when right-clicking on a media file associated with Zoom Player. 

Apply Icon to Selected Extensions

Clicking on this button will apply Zoom Player's icon to any file extension associated

with Zoom Player. 

Load External Icon Library

External Icon Library files, allow you to set icons for all associated file extensions at

once. Icon Libraries are posted by Zoom Player users on the Zoom Player forum. 

http://forum.inmatrix.com/
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Select All Extensions

Clicking this button will select all available file extensions on the file extension

association list. 

Select Audio Extensions

Clicking this button will select all available audio file extensions on the file extension

association list. 

Select Video Extensions

Clicking this button will select all available video file extensions on the file extension

association list. 

Uncheck Selected Extensions

Clicking this button will uncheck all available file extensions on the file extension

association list. 

1.2.1.4 System

Allow Multiple Instances (allow more than one instance of the player to run at

the same time)

By default, Zoom Player will only run once. Trying to run Zoom Player again will just

bring focus to the previously running instance. Enabling multiple instances enables

you to run more than one copy Zoom Player at once. A side-effect of this is that

trying to open a new file from an external source (double clicking in explorer for

example) will open a new instance of Zoom Player instead of loading the new content

in the previously open instance. 

Zoom Player provides other ways to run multiple instances, including separate

configurations running at the same time, click here  for more information. 

Disable Screensaver and Monitor Powerdown when entering Fullscreen / Zoom

mode

The Windows Screensaver and Power Management features can activate the windows

screen saver or turn off your monitor as you are watching videos or listening to

music. This happens because you are not giving the computer any input (clicking the

keyboard/moving the mouse). Zoom Player can automatically disable the windows

screen saver and monitor powerdown while it's in fullscreen/zoom mode to resolve

this issue. 

129
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Disable CD / DVD Auto-Run (prevents applications on the disc from

auto-starting)

Zoom Player can disable a CD's or DVD's Auto-Run capability (some CD/DVD discs

can automatically run an application when they are inserted for the first time). Having

a disc auto-run an application can be problematic when all you want to do is play the

disc's content. Zoom Player must be in-focus for this feature to work. 

Forcibly hide the Windows Taskbar in Fullscreen / Zoom mode (can cause focus

issues)

In very rare circumstances, you may want to hide the windows taskbar when playing

fullscreen video. Please note that windows doesn't react too well when you hide its

task bar (it can cause problems switching between windows later on, until you

reboot). 

Show "Places" in Open / Save Dialogs

When opening files using the Open function, you are promoted with the windows

standard open dialog. There are two variants to this dialog, one showing a "Places"

box and another with only the file list. Unchecking this setting will show the open

dialog with only the file listing. 

Show currently playing title on the Task Bar button

When enabled, Zoom Player will show the currently playing file name on the task bar

button. 

Enable External Control Message Server (required by some third party

applications)

Some applications may need to communication with Zoom Player through the

Microsoft "SendMessage" API. This checkbox controls whether you allow third party

applications access (or not). 

Save configuration to a local file (instead of the Windows Registry, may slightly

slow initial load)

When enabled, Zoom Player will save its configuration data to a file ("zplayer.local" in

the Zoom Player program directory) instead of to the System Registry. This can

slightly slow down Zoom Player's loading (under 1 second), but makes it easier to run

different configurations of Zoom Player in different directories and to

backup/migrate Zoom Player. 

Blank Secondary Monitors while in Fullscreen / Zoom mode
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Enabling this setting allows you to blank-out any non-playing monitors while Zoom

Player is playing in fullscreen/zoom mode. This is especially useful when playing from

a laptop to an external TV/Monitor and having the Laptop's monitor blanked out and

not acting as an distracting light source. 

Internal Screen Saver should not Max the CPU

Zoom Player's internal screen saver is procedural (mathematically calculated in real

time), enabling this setting ensures that the screen saver takes very little CPU power,

but it will not be as smooth/appealing. 

Allow the Internal Screen Saver to be used when playing Audio files

By default, the internal screen saver is not activated when playing audio files. This

setting instructs Zoom Player that the screen saver should be active for audio files as

well. 

Use Internal Screen Saver (seconds)

Since Zoom Player disables the windows screen saver, Zoom Player implements an

Internal Screen Saver. Unlike Window's screen saver, Zoom Player's internal screen

saver only activates when nothing is playing (media is paused, DVD in menu, etc). 

Enable External TCP Control (port)

Beyond supporting microsoft's "SendMessage" API. Zoom Player provides a very

powerful Communication and Control API that works through TCP/IP (the underlying

protocol used by the internet itself). This API allows you to communicate and control

with Zoom Player externally (even over the internet). For more information on Zoom

Player's Communication and Control API, visit the Third Party Enhancements

sub-forum. 

CD / DVD Drive

The specified DVD drive is the first drive Zoom Player will look for when you press

play in DVD mode. If no DVD is found on this drive, Zoom Player will quickly scan

other drives for DVD content. 

Fullscreen / Zoom to Monitor

When switching to fullscreen/zoom mode, this setting allows you to select which

monitor Zoom Player should switch to. 

Player Thread Priority

Each windows application has a Thread Priority. The thread priority lets windows

http://forum.inmatrix.com/index.php?showforum=15
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know which application should have more (or less) CPU power available to it. Think of

it as a pie, each application is a slice of the pie and the thread priority is the size of

the slice. It is not recommended to use a thread priority greater than "Above Normal"

or it may have an impact on system stability (especially when loading badly corrupted

media files). You should set the Thread Priority to "Above Normal" in situations where

you're running applications in the background and you don't want your media

playback experience to suffer (dropped frames, audio going out of synch, etc). 

1.2.1.4.1  Paths, Folders and Files

Frame capture (screenshot) save path

By specifying a path in this field, Zoom Player will attempt saving any frame captures

into this directory. If no directory is specified, the images will be saved to the "My

Documents" directory. 

Auto Segment Load

Zoom Player has the capability to automatically load additional file segments

according to their naming scheme. This dialog allows you to specify naming masks

that Zoom Player should attempt to find when opening the first file. For more

information, click on the Question Mark button next to the dialog. 

Alternative path for media chapter files

By default Zoom Player looks for Media Chapter files in the same directory as the

media you are opening. However, if you have media files on a CD that you would like

to add chapter information to, or would prefer a single location for all chapter files,

specifying a path here will have Zoom Player looking in the specified directory if the

original directory doesn't contain a chapter file. 

Default media open path (file open / file navigator)

Setting a directory path into this entry will force Zoom Player's Open Dialog and File

Navigation interfaces to always start at this path (instead of restoring the last saved

path). 

Folder image base name

The default entry for this value is "folder", which means that if a folder image is to be

used, it needs to be named "folder.jpg", "folder.png" or "folder.bmp". By modifying

this base name to "cover", "cover.jpg", "cover.png" and "cover.bmp" will be used

instead. One thing to note is that if a file name has an accompanying image (for

example "mymusic.mp3" and "mymusic.jpg") then that image will be displayed
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instead of the folder image. 

Default folder image file

If a media file is loaded with no video track, Zoom Player will look for "folder.jpg",

"folder.png" or "folder.bmp" file in the same directory to display as a background. If

such a file is not found and one is specified here, it will be loaded instead. 

Default definition file

When trying to load a definition file for Media or DVD content and no file is found,

specifying a file name in this entry will have the specified definition file loaded by

default. For more information on definition files, click here . 

Default web navigator file

When using the Web Navigator and no associated URL/Text file is found, using this

entry you can specify a default URL/Text file to be displayed. 

Alternative path for external audio tracks

When loading external audio tracks, Zoom Player can looks in this directory to find

matches (useful when the source material is on a read-only media such as a CD while

the external audio file is on the hard drive). 

Alternative context menu file (clear = use default menu)

Zoom Player's right-click context menus can be user-customized. This value allows

you to pick a menu specification file. For more information on this interface, open the

"english.menu" file which resides in the Zoom Player language directory using any

text editor. 

Archive playback:

Zoom Player can automatically extract and play archive formats as they are loaded

into the play list. This dialog allows you to point to various extraction tools Zoom

Player will use to extract the various formats. A popular freeware tool that covers

most archive formats is 7-ZIP. 

When the "Allow EXT anywhere in name" checkbox is enabled, Zoom Player will look

for the archive extension within the file name itself (as long as the extension isn't

aligned to a letter or number). For example, "Myfiles.zip.mp3" would be detected as a

zip file while "zippididua.mp3" would be treated as a standard MP3 file. 

137

http://www.7-zip.org/
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1.2.1.4.2  File Extensions

Introduction to File Extensions

Different file formats use different file extensions to help the user (you) and the

system (Zoom Player) identify different types of content. The File Extensions page

allows you to inform Zoom Player of new or user-specific extensions Zoom Player

should be looking for when loading media files or listing directory content (Zoom

Player filters unidentified file extensions from file lists). 

At any point, you can press the "Default" button to result the default extensions

Zoom Player has been verified with. 

Video

Video file extensions. 

Audio

Audio file extensions. 

Pictures

Picture/Image file extensions. 

Playlists

Playlist file extensions. 

Subtitles

Subtitle file extensions. 

Execute

Executable file extensions (use with care). Can also be used to mount virtual CD/DVD

images. 

Archives

Archive file extensions. 

Auto-Get Duration / Title for the following media file extensions

When Zoom Player adds files to its playlist, it can get the duration of most media

files. The process can be time consuming with certain formats. The default extension

list provides support for the more popular formats, while working quickly to grab the

duration of each file. 

221
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1.2.1.4.3  Missing Formats

The missing formats page gives you an overview of which components are currently

detected by Zoom Player and which formats they are capable of playing. It is not a

complete list of formats, but rather a guide that might help you troubleshoot why

certain file formats are not playing properly. 

If you are having problems with missing components, make sure to run the Zoom

Player Install Center (comes as part of the Zoom Player installation) and install all

highlighted components.

1.2.1.4.4  System Overview

The System Overview page alerts you of any missing system components you may

have forgot to install (or chose not to). Each entry is a link to a web page with

additional information on the missing component. 

If you are having problems with missing components, make sure to run the Zoom

Player Install Center (comes as part of the Zoom Player installation) and install all

highlighted components. 

1.2.1.4.5  Filter Management

Manual Filters

DirectShow filters determine how audio/video is decoded. They are chained together

to decode and display content. Certain filters will load the media file, other filters will

split this data into Audio and Video streams while decoder filters will decompress the

data and provide Sound and Image to be displayed and heard through Renderer

filters. 

Zoom Player supports 3 distinct modes of constructing a Graph for Media File

playback. 

The default "Disabled" setting is to let Windows or Smart Play decide which is the

best method to play the file (this is the recommended setting). 

The "Using Filter File" method allows you to insert filters of your choosing into the

created Graph and let windows try to build the graph itself using the filters you

specified and any other filters it deems necessary. For information on how to create

your own filters file, open "zplayer.filters" using any text editor. 
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The "Auto by Extension" allows you to manually define the entire graph according to

the extension of the file played. These manual graph files can be found under the

"MediaGraph" sub-dir within the Zoom Player directory. The

"example_AVI.MediaGraph" file contains a tutorial on how to build your own media

graphs. You shouldn't use Manual MediaGraph files unless you're absolutely sure of

what you're doing, otherwise playback may not work properly.

If a MediaGraph file for a specific file extension doesn't exist, Zoom Player will let

Windows or Smart Play choose how to play the file (same as "Disabled" option). 

You can also create a MediaGraph file for a specific Media file. Do this by using the

same base name as the media file but with the ".MediaGraph" extension. Such a

MediaGraph file will be enabled even without the "Auto by Extension" toggle being

enabled. 

Filter Registration Profiles

Zoom Player supports Filter Registration Profiles to allow you to easily

register/unregister DirectShow filters with the System. The provided profiles are for

most in-use filters currently available, but you can easily add your own profiles by

adding listings under the "ZoomPlayer\DSFilters" directory. 

Besides the registration profiles, you can also access the Registered Filter Manager

interface. This interface lists all registered DirectShow filters on your system. It allows

you to browse and unregister each filter. One more important feature to this interface

is that it can change each filter's merit points. 

The Filter Merit point system is how Windows decides which filter should be used to

play a Media File (Smart Play overrides the merit system). For example, if you have

both the DIVX decoder and the FFDSHOW decoder installed on your system, both

will be vying to play back DIVX content. The filter assigned the higher merit number

will be the one actually used when a DIVX file is opened. By adjusting the merit values

of filters you can resolve filter conflicts (where the wrong filter is loaded by default).

Changing filter merits may not take effect until after a system reboot (or logging out

the current user). 

Again, if you are using Smart Play, the filter merit system is ignored and there can be

no filter conflicts (one of the big benefits of using Smart Play). 
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1.2.1.5 Language

Zoom Player has full multilingual support for every dialog and text entry. Using this

dialog you can select additional language files. The first entry is always english and it

represents the internal language. You may also see an additional english entry, this is

the external files used by translators to translate Zoom Player into other languages (if

you are using english, use the first entry in the list). 

To download additional language files, click on the "Download Additional

Languages" button or visit the Zoom Player Language Page. On the download page

you will notice self-installing language executable files in various languages.

Language files may not be updated as quickly as Zoom Player itself. However, older

language files are still valid in newer versions of Zoom Player. 

If you would like to assist in translating Zoom Player to additional language files, visit

the Zoom Player Forum for more information. 

1.2.1.6 About

The about page gives you a bit of background information on Zoom Player as well as

the version number and your registration details (if you've purchased Zoom Player

Professional). 

1.2.1.6.1  Links

The links page contains links to important or beneficial web pages relating to Zoom

Player and Media Playback in general. 

http://www.inmatrix.com/files/zoomplayer_language.shtml
http://forum.inmatrix.com/
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1.2.2 Basic Options

  Interface

       Keyboard Shortcuts

  Playback

       Smart Play

       Audio / Video

       DVD

  File Association

  System

       Missing Formats

       System Overview

  Language

  About

       Links

1.2.2.1 Interface

Player Accessibility

Setting the Player Accessibility values allows you to control where Zoom Player will

appear. Either on the Task Bar, System Tray or Both. 

Auto-Hide the Mouse Cursor on inactivity

Automatically hide the mouse cursor when there's no activity (the mouse cursor isn't

moving for several seconds). Auto-Hide the Control Bar on inactivity

Automatically hide the Control Bar when there's no activity (the mouse cursor isn't

moving for several seconds). The control bar is only hidden if the mouse cursor is not

hovering over the control bar. 

Auto-Show the Control Bar on Mouse Movement

Automatically show the control bar when the mouse is moved. 

Auto-Size the user interface to match the Source Video resolution

When playing new content, automatically resize the Zoom Player window to match

the source video resolution. 

Snap user interface to Screen / Windows edges

When the Zoom Player window is dragged next to the monitor borders or next to

other Zoom Player interfaces (Equalizer/Playlist), the window will snap together.

When dragging the main window, all sub-windows will also move in tandem. 

Remember Window State on Exit (fullscreen / width / height)
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When exiting Zoom Player, remember the width/height and if Zoom Player was in

fullscreen mode so that the next time you run Zoom Player, these values will be

restored automatically. 

Remember Playlist items when Exiting the player

When enabled, Zoom Player will remember the items currently on the playlist, so

when you run Zoom Player again, the play list items will be restored. 

Show On Screen Display events (play / pause / etc...)

When an enabled, certain functions (play/pause/fast forward/rewind/etc) will pop a

small window indicating that the function is being executed. 

Display TAG information for audio files within the video area

When playing Audio files containing TAG (ID3) information, Zoom Player will show

the embedded information within the video area. 

Show hints on user interface buttons

Controls whether small pop-up hints appear when the mouse hovers over user

interface elements. 

1.2.2.1.1  Keyboard Shortcuts

The keyboard shortcut page allows you to quickly look up keyboard macros (a key or

combination of keys that will activate a Zoom Player function). 

1.2.2.2 Playback

On Play Complete

On play complete controls what action Zoom Player should perform once the entire

playlist has been played through. 

On CD / DVD Insert

On CD / DVD Insert controls what action Zoom Player should take when it detects an

inserted CD or DVD. 

1.2.2.2.1  Smart Play

Introduction to Smart Play
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Smart Play is a powerful feature that instructs Zoom Player as to how it should read

and decode media files. When Zoom Player is run for the very first time, it will scan

your system, looking for which currently installed components (on your computer)

are best suited to play media (sometimes there can be multiple components on your

computer, each telling the system that it should be used to decode media files). 

By knowing in advance which components are best suited and scanning your system

for matches, Zoom Player can automatically build an advanced play-profile which

helps play files better and loads them faster. 

Enable Smart Play (Overrides the Windows Decoder / Filter selection)

Enabling Smart Play lets Zoom Player pick the best (or user selected) components for

decoding media files. When disabled, Zoom Player will let Windows choose the

components. Under some system configurations, letting Windows chose the

components can lead to instability, glitches during playback or outright failure to

load certain file formats. 

Auto-Configure

Pressing the Auto-Configure button will make Zoom Player re-scan your system for

any changes (such as newly installed components which may improve playback) and

automatically configure itself so it uses the best components it can find. Using this

function will wipe any user-defined changes applied to the decoder profiles (see

below). 

Source Filters & Splitters

The "Source Filters" and "Splitters" contain a list of profiles which instruct Zoom

Player as to which components to use when reading (Source Filters, which load the

file) and parsing (Splitters, which split the media file into different types of content

such as Audio/Video streams). 

Each list entry represents a file format. You can configure each file format to use

different components for reading/parsing. In most cases you wouldn't need to

manually configure profiles as Zoom Player can detect and use the best components

automatically. 

Audio & Video Decoders

The "Audio Decoders" and "Video Decoders" contain a list of profiles which instruct

Zoom Player as to which components to use when decoding Audio and Video

content (after the media file has been read and parsed by the Source Filters &
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Splitters). 

Each list entry represents a file format. You can configure each format to use different

components for decoding. In most cases you wouldn't need to manually configure

profiles as Zoom Player can detect and use the best components automatically. 

1.2.2.2.2  Audio/Video

Video Renderer

The Video Renderer is the component used to display video on your Monitor/TV.

Each Video Renderer component has its benefits and its limitations (which you can

read about here ). In general, the "Overlay Mixer" is the most compatible but can

have inferior image quality and is limited to one video playing at a time and only on

the primary monitor (it will display a black screen when playing on a secondary

monitor or when another video is already playing). VMR9 has better image quality

but it requires DirectX-9 installed (a microsoft component) and display hardware

(Graphic Card) capable of supporting certain DirectX-9 specific capabilities. 

If you're having video issues, try switching the video renderer to "VMR9 Windowless".

Under certain conditions, VMR9 may make some video content appear "washed out"

(black will look gray, image may look as if the contrast isn't set properly). This is

caused by Display Driver issues. Updating the drivers may help, and if not, there are

work-around detailed in the Inmatrix Forum. 

Audio Renderer (audio device)

The Audio Renderer is the component used to output audio to your Speakers or

Sound System. Each Audio Device (Sound Card) in your system may have two or

more Audio Renderer components listed. Under most situations, the Audio Renderer

should be set to "Default DirectSound Device" (the audio device set as primary by

windows), but if you have multiple audio devices on your system, you can select a

specific device from the list. 

Under rare conditions (usually with older, less compatible audio devices) you may

want to select the "Default WaveOut Device". Only do this if you're experiencing

audio glitches. Changing the volume with a WaveOut device selected will change the

system volume level (DirectSound devices have no impact on the system volume

level). 

Use the Internal Audio Processing DSP Filter (required for using the equalizer)
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When enabled, Zoom Player will make use of its internal Audio DSP component in

order to support such functions as Audio Equalizer, PreAmp (digital audio

amplification) and Audio stream switching in media files. On very rare conditions the

DSP component may cause audio problems and can be disabled here. 

1.2.2.2.3  DVD

Introduction to DVD Playback

Zoom Player's strength in DVD Playback is that it is capable of using DVD Decoders

from various vendors, allowing you to pick and choose the best decoder suited for

your system. The Audio and Video renderer choices are identical to the ones for

media files, read more about them here . 

Video Decoder

The Video Decoder is the component used to decode DVD Video content so it can be

displayed on your Monitor/TV. The Video Decoder list includes any compatible DVD

Video Decoders currently installed on your system. In most cases the best decoder is

the "DScaler" decoder. However, Zoom Player allows you to easily switch decoders to

see which one performs and looks the best to your satisfaction. 

Audio Decoder

The Audio Decoder is the component used to decode DVD Audio content so it can

be heard through your Speakers/Sound System. The Audio Decoder list includes any

compatible DVD Audio Decoders currently installed on your system. In most cases

the best decoder is the "DScaler" decoder. However, Zoom Player allows you to easily

switch decoders to see which one performs and looks the best to your satisfaction. 

1.2.2.3 File Association

Introduction to File Association

File Association is the process in which Windows associates a particular file extension

(for example ".mp3") with a particular program (so when you double-click on a file

with that extension the associated program is executed). Zoom Player is very

unobtrusive and will not force you to associate any specific file extension with itself.

The File Association page allows you to select which file extensions you want to be

associated with Zoom Player. Simply check or uncheck any extensions and then click

on the "Apply Associations" button. 
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The association page also allows you to change icons for different file types. Simply

click on any icon in the list and you will be prompted if you want that extension

associated with the Zoom Player icon. If not, you will be allowed to pick an external

icon file of your choice. 

1.2.2.4 System

Disable Screen Saver and Power Management while Playing

When enabled, Zoom Player will suspend the system's Screen Saver and Power

Management so that your monitor wont automatically turn off or your hard drive

spin down while you're watching video or listening to audio. 

Player Thread Priority (the amount of CPU power the player is ensured to have)

Each windows application has a Thread Priority. The thread priority lets windows

know which application should have more (or less) CPU power available to it. Think of

it as a pie, each application is a slice of the pie and the thread priority is the size of

the slice. It is not recommended to use a thread priority greater than "Above Normal"

or it may have an impact on system stability (especially when loading badly corrupted

media files). You should set the Thread Priority to "Above Normal" in situations where

you're running applications in the background and you don't want your media

playback experience to suffer (dropped frames, audio going out of synch, etc). 

1.2.2.4.1  Missing Formats

The missing formats page gives you an overview of which components are currently

detected by Zoom Player and which formats they are capable of playing. It is not a

complete list of formats, but rather a guide that might help you troubleshoot why

certain file formats are not playing properly. 

If you are having problems with missing components, make sure to run the Zoom

Player Install Center (comes as part of the Zoom Player installation) and install all

highlighted components.

1.2.2.4.2  System Overview

The System Overview page alerts you of any missing system components you may

have forgot to install (or chose not to). Each entry is a link to a web page with

additional information on the missing component. 
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If you are having problems with missing components, make sure to run the Zoom

Player Install Center (comes as part of the Zoom Player installation) and install all

highlighted components. 

1.2.2.5 Language

Zoom Player has full multilingual support for every dialog and text entry. Using this

dialog you can select additional language files. The first entry is always english and it

represents the internal language. You may also see an additional english entry, this is

the external files used by translators to translate Zoom Player into other languages (if

you are using english, use the first entry in the list). 

To download additional language files, click on the "Download Additional

Languages" button or visit the Zoom Player Language Page. On the download page

you will notice self-installing language executable files in various languages.

Language files may not be updated as quickly as Zoom Player itself. However, older

language files are still valid in newer versions of Zoom Player. 

If you would like to assist in translating Zoom Player to additional language files, visit

the Zoom Player Forum for more information. 

1.2.2.6 About

The about page gives you a bit of background information on Zoom Player as well as

the version number and your registration details (if you've purchased Zoom Player

Professional). 

1.2.2.6.1  Links

The links page contains links to important or beneficial web pages relating to Zoom

Player and Media Playback in general. 

http://www.inmatrix.com/files/zoomplayer_language.shtml
http://forum.inmatrix.com/
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1.3 Fullscreen Navigation

Introduction to the fullscreen navigational interfaces

Zoom Player Professional gives you access to fullscreen navigation menu system that

allows you to control the player through a 5 button system

(Up/Down/Left/Right/Select {ENTER}). Using the fullscreen navigation system, you

can Convert any PC into a Home Entertainment Center . 

Beyond the 5 keys which can be used through the keyboard or through a PC-Remote

device. You can control the navigation interfaces through the mouse. You can use the

arrow controls in the top-right section of the navigation interfaces or use the mouse

wheel to scroll through lists, double click an entry to select it and click on the

right/left edges of the screen in order to go to the next/previous navigation

interface. 

By default, the ENTER key will open the last open navigation interface. However, each

navigation interface can be opened directly through the keyboard (Press F1 for a full

key list), or through the right-click context menu. 

Clicking Left a few times will always bring you to the Main navigation interface,

allowing you to access all other interfaces. Pressing the Escape key or Right-Clicking

with the mouse, closes the navigation interface. 

File Navigator:

The File Navigator is a smart way to navigate your hard disk

using the minimum number of keys so that it can be

manipulated using a remote control with little problems. 

The interface is divided into two columns. On the right you have

the file and directory listing and on the left you have the Drive

listing. Using the LEFT and RIGHT arrow keys you can switch

between the columns. Pressing the RIGHT arrow key while on

the Right column will go up one directory (if the drive isn't in its

root directory). 

While within the File/Directory column, pressing ENTER will either load a file, or enter

a directory. Pressing INSERT will load an entire directory if one is highlighted, or load

all the files within the current directory if a file is highlighted. Please note that this is a
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recursive operation and all files within sub-directories will also be loaded. Pressing

BACKSPACE will go up one directory (when possible). 

Within the Drive column, moving UP/DOWN will shift the File/Directory column to

the selected drive and the last directory used on that drive (the last directory on each

drive is remembered between sessions). Pressing ENTER or INSERT will play every

media file found on that drive (as long as it's a removable drive (CD/DVD), hard disks

are ignored). 

Media Library Navigator:

The Media Library allows you to group files from different

locations on your hard drive as one big virtual drive. You specify

which directories to link in the Media Library Editor and then

when opening the navigator the top level of the selected

directories are merged and all the sub-directories are listed

within as you would expect from a normal hard drive. 

Navigation within this Navigator is quite similar to the File Navigator, but not exactly.

Pressing LEFT / RIGHT cycles through the Media Categories. pressing UP or DOWN

scrolls through the entries, pressing enter either plays a file or enters a directory,

pressing INSERT either plays the selected directory, or if a file is highlighted, it plays

all the files within that directory. 

Play List Navigator:

The display is split into three regions, the main play list, the

current directory for the highlighted file and a mini file browser.

When the Play List items are active, pressing the LEFT key will

remove the currently highlighted item from the list. When using

the UP/DOWN keys within the Play List items, the file browser

will automatically switch the current location of the highlighted

file. The RIGHT key switches between the Play List items and the

File Browser. 

Pressing ENTER in the file browser will add a highlighted file or enter a directory.
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Pressing the LEFT key in the file browser will add an entire directory or all the files in

the directory if a file is highlighted. 

Pressing INSERT allows you to select entries which can then be moved up/down

using the "fnPLItemUp" and "fnPLItemDown" functions (Mapped by Default to

"Alt+PgUp" and "Alt+PgDn"). 

Bookmark/Chapter Navigator:

This Navigator interface allows you to quickly browse through

DVD Bookmarks (In DVD Mode) and Media File Chapters (In

Media Mode). Use the UP/DOWN arrow keys to navigate and

enter to seek to the Bookmark/Chapter position. 

Context Navigator:

The Context Navigator allows you to access a user-defined

function navigator interface. This allows you to have a

customized multi-function navigator at your disposal. Use the

UP/DOWN arrow keys to scroll through the available functions,

sub-menus are highlighted a different color and you can use

the LEFT/RIGHT keys to go into/out of these sub-menus. 

The context navigators for DVD and Media modes are defined

in the Menu file (see english.menu in the language directory). If

you modify the menu file, make sure to assign it under

"Advanced Options / Values / Other". 

Color Control Navigator:
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Certain graphic cards can control various aspects of the video

image (Brightness, Contrast, Gamma, Hue, Saturation). Using

this interface, you can control each of these Image values. The

limitation is, that your card must support this interface. This

interface must first be enabled (you will be prompted to enable

it if it's off) and that either the Overlay Mixer or Video Mixing

Renderer 9 DirectShow rendering filters are in use. 

Use the UP/DOWN arrow keys to navigate between the various

items and the LEFT/RIGHT arrow keys to modify their value. 

Resize Navigator:

The Resize Navigator is yet another interface that allows you to

position the video in Fullscreen/Zoom modes. Using the

UP/DOWN arrow keys you can select between X-Offset

(Position from left of screen), Y-Offset (Position from top of

screen), Video Width, Video Height. 

Using the LEFT/RIGHT arrow keys, you can change their values. 

Video Blanking Navigator:

Video Blanking is the process of covering a certain video area in

black in order to hide unwanted data. This is mostly the case

with wide screen video where the actual wide screen area may

contain gray video (rather than black) which can be rather

annoying. 

Using the UP/DOWN arrow keys you can select which area of

the video to Blank out (Left, Right, Top, Bottom), using the

LEFT/RIGHT arrow keys you can modify their values. 

Zoom Player support upto 10 blanking presets which can be
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manually edited through the Blanking Preset Editor (see

KEYS.TXT for information on how to open the Blanking Preset

Editor and for Disabling Blanking). 

GoTo Navigator:

The GoTo Navigator allows you to easily go to any position

using the LEFT/RIGHT key to go between the

HOUR/MINUTE/SECOND fields and enter to seek to the

selected position. 

Mouse Wheel Navigator:

Zoom Player support many functions which can be accessed

through the Mouse Wheel. You can select which functions are

available through the "Options.Mouse Wheel" interface. 

This navigator interface allows you to access these same

functions through an on screen display using the UP/DOWN

keys to scroll through the interfaces and LEFT/RIGHT keys to

activate them. Enter closes the Navigator. 

A further modification on this principle is to assign the middle mouse button to open

this navigator on the "Options / Settings / Mouse Toggles" dialog, then use the

mouse wheel to scroll through the entries and clicking on the wheel to activate the

new selection

Station Navigator:
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The Station Navigator allows you to easily navigate through

station entries added using the Station Editor, easily accessing

your favorite streaming content. 

Using the UP/DOWN keys you can select a station and pressing

ENTER launches the selected station. 

Note:

Most navigators (not all) are limited to Zoom Player Professional.

1.4 Playlist

The Playlist Editor in Zoom Player is pretty straight forward, here are a few pointers: 

· Zoom Player uses the ZPL unicode file format  for reading/writing playlists. It

can also read ASX,B4S,M3U and WPL playlists. 
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· Double clicking on a list entry will play the selected file. 

· Adding a directory will only add files of known extension (As defined in the

"File Extensions" section of the Advanced Options dialog), including all files

found in underlying sub-directories). 

· Dragging selected files can move them up/down in the playlist. 

· Right-clicking opens a context menu allowing you to perform additional

functions (Sorting/clearing/etc...). 

· The advanced playlist control (accessible through its button or by pressing "J"),

allows you to do quick/powerful searches and file ordering. 

· When enabling the Magnetic Hard Docking button, The Playlist Editor will

move along with the main user interface while trying to appear on-screen in

the best position (visual/space wise). 

· When saving playlists you will be prompted whether to save the full path.

When a playlist resides on a hard disk, it's useful to save the full path as that

would mean that the playlist doesn't have to be within the same directory as

the files it is pointing to. But, when playing off a CD, you don't want any paths

so that the entries will point to the files in the same directory as the CD and

not your hard disk where you burnt them from. 

You can further customize how the playlist editor looks through the "Advanced

Options/Interface/Playlist" dialog.

1.5 Equalizer

The Equalizer in Zoom Player is pretty straight forward, here are a few pointers: 
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· For the Equalizer to function, the Internal Equalizer/DSP filter must be enabled

(It is enabled by default). 

· The "Pre" (PreAmp) bar is for digital Amplification. Audio amplified digitally

has a certain quality loss, using PreAmp is only recommended if the volume on

the currently playing file is really low. 

· When enabling the Magnetic Hard Docking button, The Equalizer will move

along with the main user interface while trying to appear on-screen in the best

position (visual/space wise). 

1.6 Control Bar

Zoom Player's Control Bar is a powerful and flexible interface for navigating the

timeline while in fullscreen and dynamically accessing user-selected functionality. 

By left-clicking the timeline area, you can instantly seek to any position in the

currently playing media. By right-clicking on the left/right of the current timeline

position, you can seek backward/forward a few seconds. 

You can middle-click the timeline to select which text data will appear in the timeline

area, control how the control bar reacts to different events and which buttons should

appear on the control bar. 

You can even detach the control bar and drag it onto a different monitor. 

1.7 Media Library

Zoom Player supports a powerful Media Library system. 

To define categories, open the Media Library Category Editor (either through the

right-click context menu under the "Open Interface" Sub-Menu, or by pressing

Shift+"M"). 
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The Media Library Editor is split into two sections. The "Filter Mode" section which

allows you to specify the content type for the categories you're about to add and the

category section itself. 

The first thing you want to do is select a Filter Mode. If you're going to add a Video

category, make sure the Video button is pressed. If you want to add an Audio

category, make sure the Audio button is pressed, and so forth... 

With the filter mode button pressed, the next thing you would want to do is to create

a new category. Simply click on the "Add Category" button and you will be prompted

for a new category name (for example "TV Shows"). Once a name is selected, you will

be prompted for the initial directory where your content resides. Once a directory is

selected, you will notice a new tab containing the new category name. If you have the

same type of content spread through multiple locations, you can click on the "Add

Directory to Category" button to merge content from different locations into one

category. 

With your categories set to your satisfaction, all you need to do is open the Media

Library Navigator (Alt+"M") and start browsing your content. 

1.8 Skin Selector

To switch skins within Zoom Player, open the Skin Selector dialog (On the Right-Click

context menu under the "Dialogs" Sub-Menu, or by pressing "N" on the keyboard). 

The Skin dialog allows you to select any skin within the "Zoom Player\Skin" directory.

It also allows to change the skin Tint (color) and to apply one of the pre-defined Tint

Profiles. To add a tinting profile of your own, use the Tint bars to tint the skin as you

will, the right-click the tint list and select "Add Profile". 

Zoom Player employs a powerful skinning engine. You can find plenty of

documented skin samples installed along with Zoom Player itself, with full

documentation available here . 

When installing skins, you can create a sub-directory under the skin directory and

extract all the files there, or directly into the skin directory (skins with the "zps"
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extensions are self installing, all you need to do is double click them in explorer and

Zoom Player will prompt you to install them). 

For information on creating your own skins, click here . 

Additional Zoom Player Skins can be Downloaded from the Official Skin Site. 

1.9 Chaptering & Bookmarks

Zoom Player supports internal file chaptering. This means that you can create a

chapter index file for each media file with Chapter points that you can seek to using

the Previous/Next chapter buttons. 

Creating chapters is relatively straight forward. Open a file, seek to a position and

press on the "Add Current" button, this will add the current position into the chapter

list. 

Another way is to type a frame number into the "Frame #" field followed by pressing

the "Add" button. This will add the exact frame position you specified into the list.

You can also seek to this frame position by pressing the "Go To" button. 

Pressing the "Save" button will then save the chapter list into a file with the same

name as the open video file, but with a "CHP" extension. This file will be loaded

automatically the next time you load this video file. When saving a chapter for a file

currently on a read-only media (CD disc for example), the Chapter file will be saved

within the Zoom Player directory instead (and will be loaded from there automatically

when required). 

This same interface is also used for DVD Bookmarks, however the file structure is a bit

different. For each DVD disc you add bookmarks (not referred to as Chapters as the

DVD Format has its own Chaptering system) to, a directory will be created under the

Zoom Player directory. The directory name consists of the disc's volume label and a

unique 64bit disc identifier. Each bookmark is a file within the disc-specific directory. 

You do not need to save DVD bookmarks, this is done transparently by Zoom Player.

If all bookmarks are erased, the disc's directory will be removed automatically (as

long as there aren't any other setting file in it). 

For completeness, here is the file format used for the creation of Media (non-DVD)
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chapter files, 

The Format:

Create a text file with the EXACT same name as the file you are playing, just with the

extension "CHP". For example, if you are playing a file called "life is hard.avi", create a

text file called "life is hard.chp". 

You can use any text editor to create this file. If you don't have any better, you can

use notepad.exe that comes with windows. 

The actual format is very simple. All you need to do is use the following structure:

AddChapter(FrameNumber,ChapterTitle), or

AddChapterBySecond(PositionInSecond,ChapterTitle), or

AddChapterByTime(Hour,Minutes,Seconds,ChapterTitle), or 

Any line within the chapter file beginning with "#" is considered a comment and is

ignored. 

Example File: 

# This is a Zoom Player chapter file.

#

# Chapter 1:

AddChapter(0,Start of Video)

# Chapter 2:

AddChapterBySecond(1800,The Chase)

# Chapter 3:

AddChapterByTime(1,25,12,End Credits)

# and so forth ...

Make sure that the chapters are entered correctly, entering a lower figure on a higher

chapter number may confuse the player. 

1.10 Scene Cuts

The Scene Cut Editor allows you to dynamically modify (without actually changing the

source file)  the way media content is  played.  To do this,  you need to have a media
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loaded (Currently playing or paused Media file/DVD/etc). 

You can manipulate it in the following ways: 

1. Cut:

Dynamically remove segments of the time line so that these segments will be

skipped when encountered. 

2. Jump: Create Jump points which can jump anywhere within the time line

(including backwards). This way you can re-edit the chronological playback

order in any way you desire (jump points have a sensitivity of aprox. 2

seconds). 

3. Audio Mute: Mute the Audio for a specific duration. 

4. Hide Subtitle: DVD Only, Hide the DVD Subtitles for a specific duration. 

5. End: End Playback (move to next track), mostly useful for DVD Playback as it

allows you to play multiple DVDs in sequence, bypassing the menuing system

which prevents DVDs from ending on their own. 

There is one additional checkbox on the Scene Cut dialog. The "Inverse Cut"

checkbox inverses the function of the "Cut" feature. Instead of selecting an area to

cut from the video. When Inverse Cut is enabled, only the specified areas would play. 

Similar to the Chapter Editor, a file is kept for every DVD Disc and Media file with the

".cut" extension. If such a file is encountered when Zoom Player starts to play new

content it will be applied to the loaded disc or file. 

1.11 Presets

Video Position Presets:

One of the great benefits of using Zoom Player is its ability to position the video

anywhere on the screen while providing a color background (usually black to prevent

brightness bleeds). This allows you to cut down on the usual overscan you get when

outputting video to a CRT TV set (if you're not aware of overscan is, read this article

). 

To position the video area, use the Shift+Arrow keys to change the top and left

positions of the video. Using the ALT+Arrow keys you can resize the width and height

of the video area. 
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Using the +/- keys (optionally with Ctrl and Alt held to control a specific Axis) you can

Zoom the video area IN/OUT. 

You can further automate this process by using the Resize Navigator (Shift+"S"). 

After your video has been positioned to your specification, you can save a Video

Position Preset that would allow you to restore this video position at a future time.

Saving a video position preset is done by pressing Ctrl+"0..9", where "0..9" means a

number between 0 and 9 in which to save the preset to. To restore a video position

preset, simply press the number (again, 0 to 9). You can also modify video position

presets through the "Advanced Options/Playback/Video/Presets" dialog. 

To switch between windowed mode and fullscreen without losing the video position,

press "Z" instead of Alt+"Enter". 

Video Blanking Presets:

Video blanking is a feature that allows you to blank-out the left/right/top/bottom

sections of the screen. It is mainly used to blank-out badly encoded DVDs where part

of a widescreen video was encoded with gray borders instead of black. To activate a

blanking preset, simply press Shift+"0..9". You can also modify video blanking presets

through the "Advanced Options/Playback/Video/Presets" dialog. 

Custom Aspect Ratio Presets:

Zoom Player has several aspect ratio modes, one of them is the "Custom" aspect ratio

mode. Custom Aspect Ratio Presets allow you to specify different values for the

"Custom" aspect ratio mode. You can modify custom aspect ratio presets through the

"Advanced Options/Playback/Video/Presets" dialog. To activate a custom aspect ratio

preset, simply press Alt+Shift+"0..9". 

Color Control Presets:

Zoom Player allows you to save up to 10 different color

(Brightness/Contrast/Saturation/Hue/Gamma) presets. You can modify color presets

through the "Advanced Options/Playback/Video/Presets" dialog. 

1.12 Remote Control

Zoom Player can be controlled using a Remote Control or Multimedia device. One
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popular method is using Girder  (a computer-automation tool), other methods

depend on the device itself (there are a lot of options out there). Some may emulate

keyboard commands in which case you can assign them the keyboard mapping used

by Zoom Player (Press F1 in Zoom Player for the complete key list), or you can use

Zoom Player's keyboard editor in order to map Zoom Player's keys to the keys

emulated by the remote device. 

Some devices (multimedia keyboards and some mice) use special Multimedia keys.

Zoom Player's keyboard editor is capable of detecting these keys and assigning them

functions. 

For ATI Remote users, you can try this free plugin. 

Lastly, Zoom Player employs a SendMessage and TCP/IP Communication API,

allowing it to be controlled over a network (Internet/WiFi/BlueTooth/etc). 

1.13 Patterns & White Wash
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The Patterns interface gives you access to computer-generated patterns allowing you

to calibrate screen geometry, detect dot-scroll patterns and the use of the White

Wash interface. 

The White Wash interface is used by displays that can easily get screen-burn (such as

Plasma displays). Allowing the White Wash interface to run for several hours may

reverse some of the screen-burn damage. 

Accessing the Patterns interface is done by pressing Shift+"P" on the keyboard to

cycle through the available patterns.

1.14 Streaming

Zoom Player supports MMS Live Streams and SHOUTcast Streaming. You can access

the Station Manager through the Right-Click context menu under the Dialog

sub-menu. 

Using the Station Manager, you can add URLs for your favorite streaming stations,

including easy access to the SHOUTcast Top-500 radio stations. 

SHOUTcast support requires that you install the SHOUTcast component. This

component is available as an installation option within Zoom Player's Install Center

application.

1.15 Command Line

Zoom Player can accept a file name as a parameter in order to play it. 

You can also specify the following switches: 
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/Z - Start in Zoom mode (/Z:2 will zoom on the second monitor)

/F -
Start in Fullscreen mode (/F:2 will fullscreen on the second

monitor)

/M - Start Minimized

/MAX - Start Maximized

/Q - Quit after playback completes (entire play list)

/LOCKFS -
Lock Zoom Player in Fullscreen mode (prevent exit to window

mode)

/DVD - Force-Start in DVD Mode

/MEDIA - Force-Start in Media Mode

/PLAY -
Auto-Play (if there is files in a previous Play List or a disc in

DVD Mode

/CDPLAY - Scan all drives for CD-Audio content and play

/AUDBAR - Start Zoom Player in Audio Mode (Audio Bar)

/FILENAV - Start Zoom Player within the File Navigator

/PLAYNAV - Start Zoom Player within the Play List Navigator

/MEDIANAV -
Start Zoom Player within the Media Library Navigator

("/MEDIANAV:Audio" will start in the "Audio" category)

/MOUSEOFF - Hide the Mouse Cursor on start

/CLOSE - Close any currently running instance of Zoom Player

/TCP -
Star Zoom Player with TCP/IP interface enabled (/TCP:4096

will start it enabled on Port 4096)

/BLANK - Start Zoom Player within Video Blanking enabled

/AR:[n] - Set specific aspect ratio at run time.

Example: "zplayer.exe /AR:0 myvideo.avi" 
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Value ([n]) can currently be 0-6, where 0 is the first Aspect

Ratio setting (fit to window) and 6 is the last Aspect Ration

setting (Custom). 

/PR:[n] - Set a video positioning preset at run time. Note that this

setting can't be used in combination with the "/F" parameter

as they conflict, use "/Z" instead.

Example: "zplayer.exe /PR:3 myvideo.avi" 

Value ([n]) can range from 0-9 and will set the preset

accordingly. 

/CPR:[n] - Set a color preset at run time.

Example: "zplayer.exe /CPR:3 myvideo.avi" 

Value ([n]) can range from 0-9 and will set the preset

accordingly. 

/CD:[drive letter] - Set the active CD/DVD drive.

Example: "zplayer.exe /CD:F" 

/EJECT:[drive letter

]

- Ejects the specified CD/DVD drive.

Example: "zplayer.exe /EJECT:F" 

/RAND:[0/1] - Disables/Enables Random Play (Shuffle Play). A Value of 0

disables Random Play while a value of 1 enables it.

Example: "zplayer.exe /RAND:0" 

/VOL:[n] - Sett the Zoom Player volume level on start-up. Value can be

0-100.

Example: "zplayer.exe /VOL:75" 

/SPEAKER:[n] - This parameter allows you to set the Windows Speaker

setting temporarily (until Zoom Player exits), possible values

are:
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/SPEAKER:0 - Direct Out

/SPEAKER:1 - Headphone

/SPEAKER:2 - Mono

/SPEAKER:3 - Quad

/SPEAKER:4 - Stereo

/SPEAKER:5 - Surround

/SPEAKER:6 - 5.1

/SPEAKER:7 - 7.1 

/AUDIO:[n] - Play a media file with a specified Audio Track enabled. "n" is a

number from 0 onwards (0 being the first audio track).

Example: "zplayer.exe /AUDIO:2" 

/SUB:[n] - Play a media file with a specified Subtitle Track enabled. "n" is

a number from 0 onwards (0 being the first subtitle track).

Example: "zplayer.exe /SUB:1" 

/SEEK:[hh]:[mm]:[

ss]

- Play a media file in a specified position, where HH = Hours,

MM = Minutes and SS = Seconds

Example: "zplayer.exe /SEEK:01:15:32" 

/SORT:[n] - Using the "/SORT:[n]" parameter you can have Zoom Player

automatically sort the play list prior to playing. "[n]" is a

numerical figure specifying the type of source. Here is a list of

the possible values: 

· /SORT:0 - Sort by File Name 

· /SORT:1 - Sort by File Type (Extension) 

· /SORT:2 - Sort by File Date 

· /SORT:3 - Sort by File Size 

· /SORT:4 - Sort by Directory Path and File Name 

· /SORT:5 - Sort by Duration (Length) of Media 

· /SORT:6 - Sort Randomly 
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Example: "zplayer.exe /SORT:2" 

"/ADD:[path]" - Add entire path/file to the play list.

Example:

"c:\program files\zplayer\zplayer.exe" "/add:e:\my video

files\" 

Notice the "", if this parameter isn't encased, spaces in the

given path would be considered a different parameter. 

"/QUEUE:[path]" - Queue path/file into the play list (when Zoom Player is

already open).

Example:

"c:\program files\zplayer\zplayer.exe" "/queue:e:\my video

files\" 

Notice the "", if this parameter isn't encased, spaces in the

given path would be considered a different parameter. 

"/OPENDRIVE:[driv

e,drive,drive]"

- Open an entire drive for playback (VCD/SVCD/DVD aware).

Example:

"c:\program files\zplayer\zplayer.exe" /opendrive:e 

You can also use this parameter to open multiple drives:

"c:\program files\zplayer\zplayer.exe" /opendrive:e,f,g 

"/TRAILER:[filepath

]"

- Specify an alternate Trailer definition file.

Example:

"c:\program files\zplayer\zplayer.exe" "/trailer:e:\my

trailers\dts.trailers" 

Notice the "", if this parameter isn't encased, spaces in the

given path would be considered a different parameter. 

"/DVBM:[filepath]" - Auto-load specified DVD Bookmark file.

Example:

"c:\program files\zplayer\zplayer.exe"
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"e:\movie01\video_ts\video_ts.ifo"

"/dvbm:c:\zplayer\DVD-Bookmarks\DVDVOLUME.2E662BB6D

20F0ECF\start.chp" 

"/KEY:[filepath]" - Specify a Media Mode keyboard file.

Example:

"c:\program files\zplayer\zplayer.exe" "/key:c:\program

files\zoom player\mykeymedia.key" 

Notice the "", if this parameter isn't encased, spaces in the

given path would be considered a different parameter. 

"/KEYDVD:[filepath

]"

- Specify a DVD Mode keyboard file.

Example:

"c:\program files\zplayer\zplayer.exe" "/key:c:\program

files\zoom player\mykeydvd.key" 

Notice the "", if this parameter isn't encased, spaces in the

given path would be considered a different parameter. 

/R:(
Width,Height,ColorBits,Re

freshRate,Monitor)

- Set specific video resolution at run time.

Example: "zplayer.exe /R:(1024,768,16,85) myvideo.avi"

Example: "zplayer.exe /R:(1600,1280,32,75,2) myvideo.avi" 

There are no validity checks being done on the values you use

in this parameters, so make sure not to enter values that your

monitor does not support. Also, make sure not to put any

spaces between the entries! As you can see from the samples,

the Monitor parameter is optional. 

/X:[n] - Force GUI Window X-Position

/Y:[n] - Force GUI Window Y-Position

/W:[n] - Force GUI Window Width

/H:[n] - Force GUI Window Height
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/VX:[n] - Set Video Window X-Offset (in zoom mode)

/VY:[n] - Set Video Window Y-Offset (in zoom mode)

/VW:[n] - Set Video Window Width (in zoom mode)

/VH:[n] - Set Video Window Height (in zoom mode)

1.16 Resources

Zoom  Player  supports  several  external  components  either  through  3rd  party

programs and plug-ins or through DirectShow filters. On this page you will be able to

find links to resources that will improve your Zoom Player experience. 

Feature Guides

Learn  in-detail  how  to  use  Zoom  Player  to  it's  fullest,  Power  Features,  technology

information and much more. 

Media Setup

Learn how to cleanly configure your computer to run media files with the no issues.

This article includes link to all the components you may need to download for every

media file to work properly on your system. 

TV Overscan

All  TV sets  are plagued by Overscan,  reducing the visible screen area  and cropping

your video output. This article explains how you can minimize overscan using Zoom

Player and improve your TV viewing experience. 

Doom9.org

This site is a great resource for the latest versions of a lot of the tools I will mention

on  this  page,  if  for  some  reason  a  link  below  doesn't  function,  try  this  site  as  a

backup. 

TV Tool

TV Tool is  a program that allows you to optimize the TV Output  quality  on NVIDIA

based cards. The difference is huge and if you own such a card, you should look into

it. 

Girder

114

190

http://www.inmatrix.com/articles/mediasetup.shtml
http://www.inmatrix.com/articles/mediasetup.shtml
http://www.doom9.org/
http://www.tvtool.com/
http://www.tvtool.com/
http://www.girder.nl/
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Girder  is  a  Powerful  computer  automation  program  with  emphasis  on

PC:Remote-Control. It supports a wide array of Remote Control hardware and profiles

for many software. Zoom Player supports Girder by allowing you to export the entire

Zoom Player function-set into a Girder compatible file format. 

DC-DSP Audio Filter

DC-DSP Filter  is  an Win32 Audio Transform Filter  for  Microsofts  DirectShow System

written in Object Pascal (Delphi). It Supports 8/16 Bit PCM and 32Bit IEEE Float Data.

Features  are:  Equalizer,  3D  Sound,  WinAmp  Visual  and  DSP  Plugins,  True  Bass,

Dynamic Amplification and more. 

TFM Audio Filter

The  TFM Audio  Filter  is  a  DirectShow  filter  that  allows  you  to  manipulate  audio  in

DirectShow  players  (such  as  Zoom  Player).  It  contains  such  features  as  a  10-Band

Equalizer, Volume Gain and Volume Normalization. 

ReClock

The  purpose  of  ReClock  is  to  definitely  get  rid  of  jerky  playback  of  AVI  and  MPEG

material on a PC (or a PC connected to a TV). It's a DirectShow filter which is loaded

in place of the default directsound audio renderer. It provides a new reference clock

that  is  locked to  the  video card  hardware  clock,  in  order  to  ensure  that  frames  are

played at the exact speed of what is expected by the video card vertical sync. It also

provides a frame rate adaptator for media files that  do not match a multiple of the

video card refresh rate (ex: playback of 23,976fps IVTC NTSC on a PAL TV). Finally it is

an  audio  renderer  with  hardware  or  software  rate  adaptation  in  real-time,

multi-channel audio, and dynamic range compression capabilities. 

Hipix HDTV Playback

This  Zoom Player  wrapper  allows  for  Razor  sharp,  smooth  DVD playback  at  full  HD

resolutions  (720x480p,  1280x720p,  1360x768p,  1920x1080i).  using  the  HiPix  HDTV

card. 

1.17 Control API

Zoom Player supports a powerful communication interface, making it useful for

communicating with components such as LCD display devices, server based

scheduling, remote control and many more. 

To write your own Communication Interface for Zoom Player, download the

http://dcdspfilter.corecodec.org/
http://dcdspfilter.corecodec.org/
http://dcdspfilter.corecodec.org/
http://www.tfm.ro/
http://www.tfm.ro/
http://www.tfm.ro/
http://ogo.nerim.net/reclockfilter/
http://www.inmatrix.com/files/hipix_download.shtml
http://www.inmatrix.com/files/hipix_download.shtml
http://www.inmatrix.com/files/hipix_download.shtml
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Communication API and sample code at one of these mirrors:

OSNN.org :: Local. 

The latest Communication API specification can be found at the Third Party

Enhancements section of the inmatrix forum. 

Here are just some of the LCD display devices currently capable of communicating

with Zoom Player:

LCDMax @ www.lcdmax.de

LCDC @ lcdc.planetdps.com

jaLCDs @ www.jalcds.de

LCDHype @ www.lcdhype.de.vu

LCD Smartie @ http://lcdsmartie.sourceforge.net/ with Zoom Player Plugin 

2 Guides

Zoom Player - Installation and Configuration:

Converting your computer into a Home Entertainment Center

Playing DVDs

Mobilizing Zoom Player for USB Flash Drives and CD/DVD-ROM Discs

Displaying Subtitles with Zoom Player

Video Renderers and their Meaning in Zoom Player

Displaying TAG (ID3/APE/WMA) Titles in the Play List Editor

Playing DVDs with External Subtitle files

Running multiple separate copies of Zoom Player on one system

A Step by Step guide to installing the Zoom Player Registration Key

Zoom Player - Power-Features:

Understanding and using the Navigation interfaces

Remembering the last position for Media files

Automatic Playback of Archived Content (ZIP/RAR/ALBW MP3 Albums, Comicbook collections, etc...)

Introduction to Zoom Player Definition Files
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http://inmatrix.osnn.net/zpcomm451.zip
http://www.inmatrix.com/download/zpcomm451.zip
http://forum.inmatrix.com/index.php?showforum=15
http://forum.inmatrix.com/index.php?showforum=15
http://www.lcdmax.de/
http://lcdc.planetdps.com/
http://www.jalcds.de/
http://www.lcdhype.de.vu/
http://lcdsmartie.sourceforge.net/
http://www.inmatrix.com/download/dvdplug.zip
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Zoom Player - Skins & Languages:

Skinning Documentation

Are you aware the default Zoom Player skin has several modes?

Translating Zoom Player into new Languages

Enhance your System:

Maximizing TV Playback Quality

Configuring your system for Remote Control using Girder

2.1 Installation and Configuration

Index

· Converting your computer into a Home Entertainment Center

· Playing DVDs

· Mobilizing Zoom Player for USB Flash Drives and CD/DVD-ROM Discs

· Displaying Subtitles with Zoom Player

· Video Renderers and their Meaning in Zoom Player

· Displaying TAG (ID3/APE/WMA) Titles in the Play List Editor

· Playing DVDs with External Subtitle files

· Running multiple separate copies of Zoom Player on one system

· A Step by Step guide to installing the Zoom Player Registration Key

2.1.1 Converting your computer into a Home Entertainment Center

Introduction:

With Zoom Player, you can instantly convert any PC into a Home Entertainment

Center or Home Theater PC (HTPC) with no requirement for specialized hardware or

operating system (Zoom Player runs on every version of Windows). 

This article contains a step-by-step guide to converting your Personal Computer into

a Home Entertainment Center. 

Minimum Requirement:

1. Zoom Player Professional v5 or newer

2. Windows 98 / Windows NT4 SP5 or newer

3. 50mb Disk Space. 

Recommended:

1. Windows XP or newer.

2. 512mb RAM.

3. DirectX 9 capable Display Adaptor.
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190
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128
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4. 2GHZ or faster CPU. 

Step #1 - Installation:

Your first step is to Install Zoom Player and any missing system components required

to play the different media formats. If you haven't done so already, click here to

download Zoom Player. 

When running the installer, there are no specific items you need to select, if you are

satisfied with the defaults, you can just press the Next button until the installation

begins. Once the installation completes, the Zoom Player Install Center application

should start automatically. If you chose not to automatically start the Install Center,

you can always run the Install Center from the Windows "Start (button) / Programs /

Zoom Player" folder. 

The Install Center will ask you to connect to the internet so that it can retrieve the

latest list of available components that your system may require to play the different

media formats. Once presented with the list, all outdated or missing components will

be visibly highlighted (in bold text). Simply click the "Install Selected" button and the

Install Center will automatically Download, Install and Configure the components for

you. 

It is important that you run the Install Center prior to running Zoom Player (the

player, not the installer). If you've run Zoom Player prior to running the Install Center,

you may want to uninstall Zoom Player and then re-install (this may solve issues

where certain media formats may not play properly). 

Step #2 - Initial Configuration:

To convert your PC into a Home Entertainment Center, you need to configure Zoom

Player to match your personal preferences and depending on the situation, limit

functionality (making it safer to use by inexperienced computer users). 

After running Zoom Player, The first thing you want to do is open the Advanced

Options dialog. This can be done by pressing Ctrl+"O" or by right-clicking the user

interface and selecting "Options / Setup". Initially you will be greeted by the Basic

Options dialog. Click on the "Switch to Advanced Mode" button (bottom left). 

With the Advanced Options Dialog visible, open the "Interface / On Screen Display /

Full Screen Navigation" sub-tree. You'll notice that the first check box on the newly

opened dialog is "Safe Mode". With Safe Mode enabled, all file management

http://www.inmatrix.com/files/zoomplayer_download.shtml
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(Copy/Move/Erase) features are hidden from the Full Screen Navigational interfaces.

This is important in an environment where you don't want to give inexperienced

users the ability to manipulate your files. 

The next important feature to select is which Navigational interfaces should be

accessible. You can select from a list of check boxes under the "Navigation Interfaces

on Main Navigator". If the Home Entertainment Center is to be used by

inexperienced users, you may want to disable the "File Browser" as it would allow

them to browse through your entire file system. Inexperienced users should probably

be limited to using the Media Library when opening new content (see below). 

Lastly, you should configure the DVD components (Zoom Player allows you to use

DVD decoders from different vendors). This can be done by going to "Advanced

Options / Playback / DVD" and making sure the "Smart" button is pressed. With the

"Smart" button pressed, select your Audio and Video decoder profiles (on most

system, selecting "DScaler" is your best choice). You can also select which Audio

Device to use under the "Audio Renderer" section. If you don't know which to select

then simply select "Default DirectSound Device". 

You can enable S/PDIF output (Digital-Output to external receiver) by pressing the

little "C" button next to the Audio Decoder. Pressing the "C" button will open the

configuration dialog for the currently highlighted decoder. With the DScaler Audio

decoder configuration dialog open, the S/PDIF setting is a check box under the "Use

SPDIF for AC3 & DTS" section. 

Step #3 - The Media Library:

The Media Library serves several purposes. It acts as a repository for all your media

content and also as a sandbox for inexperienced users who should not gain access to

sensitive files. 

The first thing you need to do is configure the Media Library paths. To do this, you

must open the Media Library Path Editor. You can do this by pressing Shift+"M" or by

clicking on the Top-Bar button (bottom-right button that looks like a circle made of

dots) on the main user interface so that the Top-Bar appears and then clicking on the

"M" button. 

Once open, the Media Library Path editor will present you with a Filter Mode section

consisting of four buttons and a category area allowing you to add new media

categories. Before adding a new category, make sure that the content-appropriate
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Filter Mode button is pressed (for example, if you're adding videos, make sure the

"Video" button is pressed). With the filter mode button correctly selected, click on the

"Add Category" button. You will be prompted for a category name, this should be a

name that represents the content of the new category (for example "Movies"). Once

entered, you will now be prompted for a directory where your content is located on

your system. Browse to the directory, make sure it's properly highlighted and click on

the OK button. 

You should now have a newly created Tab with the newly created category name. If

you have more than one directory containing content of the same category, you can

click on the "Add Directory to Category" button to add additional directories to the

category (this allows you to merge content from different paths/drives). 

You should now continue to add more categories (remember to switch the filter

mode when adding different types of content) until your entire media collection has

been covered. 

Step #4 - Accessing the Full Screen Navigation interfaces:

There are multiple ways to access the Full Screen Navigation interfaces. Every

interface has a keyboard macro to access it directly (press F1 for list), or you can

access it through the Full Screen menu system. To open the initial menu, either press

the "ENTER" key or press the middle button on the Top-Bar (to open the top-bar,

click on the circle made of dots button on the bottom-right section of the main user

interface). 

You can control every function of the Full Screen Navigation system by using the

Up/Down/Left/Right/Select (ENTER) keys. Pressing left a few times from any

Sub-Menu will return to the Main Menu. With the mouse you can use the scroll wheel

to move Up/Down and click on the Right/Left edges of the screen to quickly switch

between interfaces (you can also use the scroll bar and mouse clicking to achieve the

same results). 

Step #5 - The Video Renderer:

Under windows there are several different technologies that govern how video is

displayed. Depending on your system configuration and the way in which you view

video, you may want to select a different Video Renderer. Selecting the Video

Renderer is done in two places. One for DVDs (Advanced Options / Playback / DVD )

and the other for media files (Advanced Options / Playback / Video). If you're having

problems such as only hearing audio and not seeing any video or bad video quality,
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try switching the Video Renderer to "VMR9 Windowless" or "VMR7". 

More Information:

If you require additional assistance or have a question, our Support Forum is at your

disposal. 

Privacy & Security:

The Install Center does not transmit any personal information, it only downloads a

component list and checks if any of the components on the list are already installed

on your system and compares the version of currently installed component to see if a

new version is available. 

The Install Center uses Public Key Encryption and MD5 Checksums to ensure all

downloaded components are valid prior to installation. 

2.1.2 Playing DVDs

Introduction:

Zoom Player Professional is a smart DVD Front-End. It can play DVDs from your DVD

drive or from your Hard Disk as long as there are DVD Audio and Video decoders

installed on your system. Please note that the Standard version of Zoom Player does

not support DVD Playback. 

DirectX:

Zoom Player requires that you have DirectX installed. The minimum version is 8.1, but

some functionality requires the latest version. It is highly recommended that you

have the latest version installed. You can download DirectX here. 

Obtaining the Decoders:

Zoom Player does not ship with decoders, hence its relatively low price point. Most

Computers, DVD Drives and Display Cards already ship with DVD Decoders, so in

most likelihood, your computer already has one. If it doesn't, there are several

open-source solutions. 

You can find the OpenSource Video Decoder here, the AC3 Audio Filter here and the

DScaler Project download page here (DScale is both a Video and an Audio decoder). 

http://forum.inmatrix.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/directx
http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/mpeg2.shtml
http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/ac3.shtml
http://sourceforge.net/projects/deinterlace/
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Some of these decoders may not contain CSS decryption code. For such cases, you

may need to have AnyDVD running in the background for DVD Playback to work. 

Configuring Zoom Player with your installed Decoders:

To configure Zoom Player, all you need to do is select 3 items:

1. The Video Decoder.

2. The Audio Decoder.

3. The Audio Renderer (Your Sound Device). 

You will notice that certain decoder entries are listed as "No CSS", these may require

AnyDVD running in the background to work with encrypted DVDs (DVDs backed up

to your hard disk will not be encrypted and will not require AnyDVD). 

As your Audio Renderer, it is recommend you select "Default DirectSound Device"

unless you have a special need to select the non-default device (such as playing

DVDs on a special sound card). 

Playing the DVDs:

DVDs can be stored in several "states". The original state is on a DVD Disc. In such

cases all you need to do in order to play the disc is switch to DVD Mode (F10) and

http://www.slysoft.com/en/anydvd.html
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press play. If you have multiple DVD drives containing DVD Discs, you can press

Shift+"D" and select the DVD Drive you want to play. 

Another state is a DVD Image file (usually a 4gb file with an ".IMG" file extension). To

play such files, you need to install a free image-mounting tool called Daemon Tools.

Daemon Tools allows you to create a Virtual DVD-Drive and mount the image file

onto that drive so that it will appear as if a DVD Disc has been inserted into that

drive. Once you mount the image, all you need to do is tell Zoom Player to open that

drive. 

The last state is a complete DVD File Copy. This is a state where you have a complete

DVD File Structure within a directory on your hard drive. Please note that in order for

a DVD File Structure to be valid, you MUST have all the files on the original DVD

backed up. Partial file backup will not work. 

To play a DVD File Structure, you can either open the "VIDEO_TS.IFO" file in the Zoom

Player Open File dialog, or open the entire directory using Zoom Player's Open

Directory function (Alt+"D"). 

Running a DVD Media Center:

People who have their own Home Theater PC often elect to backup all their DVD

Titles to a local hard drive so that they can play their DVDs without having to switch

discs. A popular tool to backup your DVD collection to your local drive is DVD

Decrypter. DVD Decrypter can backup your DVDs in either File Mode or to an Image

file which you can later mount using Daemon Tools. In either mode, you can use

Zoom Player to play the local DVD Images using the instructions detailed above.

Please note that if you're using File Mode, you must select all the files on the DVD,

otherwise the DVD may not play. 

Troubleshooting: The Overlay Surface (and Multi-Monitor support)

Your display card usually has a special hardware called an "Overlay Surface", which is

a requirement in DVD Playback. The Overlay Surface is only supported on the primary

monitor. If you are trying to play a DVD on a secondary monitor, you may get an

error that the video decoder you selected is unable to connect to the "Overlay Mixer"

filter. Some Display Cards allow you to specify which monitor is the primary monitor

and thus resolving this issue. Some Display Cards may require a driver update

(especially if you are using the default driver that got installed along with windows).

http://www.daemon-tools.cc/
http://www.dvddecrypter.com/
http://www.dvddecrypter.com/
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In these cases, you should visit the manufacturer home page and obtain an updated

driver. 

Another solution, and this is only for newer Display Cards (cards manufactured during

2002-2003 or later) is to use the "VMR9". The VMR9 is an updated technology that

replaces the need for the Overlay Surface, but it is only available on newer cards

installed with the Latest drivers. You also need DirectX-9c or newer installed. 

To enable VMR9 in Zoom Player, you must switch to the "Advanced Options" dialog

(bottom-left button on the Options Dialog), go to the "Playback / DVD - Smart"

dialog and select VMR9 as the video renderer. There are several VMR9 modes, VMR9

Windowed is the most compatible (safe) mode. 

2.1.3 Mobilizing Zoom Player for USB Flash Drives and CD/DVD-ROM Discs

Introduction:

With features newly introduced in Zoom Player v4.50, you can greater mobilize Zoom Player on USB

devices and CD/DVD Discs. This allows you to move Zoom Player from system to system, maintaining

your settings (with USB devices), using your favorite decoders without having an impact on the

running system. 

Requirements:

1. Zoom Player v4.50 (or newer).

2. A USB Flash Drive (Referred to as UFD from now on) or an writable CD/DVD disc.

3. Any decoders you want to be temporarily installed while Zoom Player is running (XVID/ShoutCast/

etc...). 

Installation (UFD Devices):

First, insert your UFD so that your operating system can identify it as a disk drive. Next install Zoom

Player directly onto the UFD (it is recommended that you install it into a directory named "ZP" in the

drive's main directory). Now run Zoom Player from the UFD (if you already have Zoom Player installed

on your system, make sure that you are running the Zoom Player from the UFD itself and not from

your hard disk). 

With Zoom Player running, open the Zoom Player Options Dialog (Ctrl+"O" on the keyboard, or

through the right-click context menu). Switch to the advanced options dialog (button on the bottom-

left), go to the "Settings" section (on the left side of the dialog) and then the "Other" tab. Within the

"Other" tab, you will find a setting named "Save configuration in a local file". 

This setting instructs Zoom Player to keep all settings on the UFD and make sure settings will not

conflict with any previously installed version of Zoom Player, basically making the version on the UFD

independant from any other version you have installed. You can now configure Zoom Player to your

preferred setup and close Zoom Player to save your settings. 

Installation (Read-Only Media):
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With Read-Only Media such as CDR and DVDR discs, Zoom Player cannot maintain mobile

configuration as the Read-Only nature of the media does not allow Zoom Player to update a local

configuration file. Your choices are either to include no local configuration file which means Zoom

Player will behave as if it has been freshly installed or to include a local configuration file with your own

preferred default settings and understanding that these settings will remain fixed each time Zoom

Player is loaded. If you prefer the your own default settings, follow the procedure outlined for UFD

Devices with the exception of installing Zoom Player into a directory which you would later burn onto a

disc. 

Recommended:

It is recommended that you close Zoom Player before removing a UFD device as that will allow Zoom

Player to save the last-minute configuration and unregister any decoders that were temporarily

registered from the UFD device itself. 

Advanced Topic - Automatic Decoder/Filter Installation:

Another mobility feature supported by Zoom Player is the smart installation and configuration of

Decoders and other DirectShow filters. These components can be dynamically registered/unregistered

with the system the UFD is connected to. If a component is already registered with the system, it is left

alone and if not, it will be temporarily registered until Zoom Player is closed. 

To configure Zoom Player to automatically handle such components, you will need to create a text file

by the name of "zplayer.regfilters" within the Zoom Player directory. A sample file which configures

Zoom Player to register the XVID decoder and SHOUTcast streaming filter can be found here (extract

the ZIP file into the Zoom Player directory on the UFD). 

Here is the content of this file:

filter(xvid.ax,{64697678-0000-0010-8000-00AA00389B71},filter)

registry(HKEY_CURRENT_USER,Software\GNU\XviD,Supported_4CC,DWORD,7)

filter(shoutcastsource.ax,{68F540E9-766F-44D2-AB07-E26CC6D27A79},filter) 

The first line tells Zoom Player the name of the filter file (in this case the XVID decoder) and it's unique

identifier. The unique identifier lets Zoom Player determine if the filter is already registered with the

system, in which case Zoom Player will not attempt to register it again from the UFD. Obtaining the

unique identifier for a registered filter on your system can be done within Zoom Player (Advanced

Options / Filter Control / Management / "Registered Filter Manager" button). 

The third parameter on the first line is the word "filter". For now this is the only value, so always use

"filter" as the parameter. 

The second line tells Zoom Player to set a registry configuration value for the XVID decoder. This

specific value tells the XVID decoder to support decoding of DIVX and MPEG-4 ISO content as well as

XVID content. Setting registry values for filters is complex, you need familiarity with where the filter

stores its data in the registry and what each value means for the filter. 

As you can see from this sample, there are five parameters to the "registry" command. The first

parameter is the base registry key, the second is the path to where the filter stores its data in the

registry, the third is the key name, the forth is the key type (possible values are "DWORD,SZ,BINARY"

where "SZ" is a text value) and the fifth is the key value. Most filters do not require any special

configuration (like in the case of the SHOUTcast filter). 

http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/highlights/files/zpfilters.zip
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Zoom Player only erases registry keys when exiting if the keys did not previously exist, thus ensuring

no conflict if the decoder/filter was previously installed on the system. 

The third line like the first is used to register a filter with the system, in this case, the SHOUTcast

streaming filter. 

With the sample file, Zoom Player expects to find XVID's "xvid.ax" file (the XVID decoder is comprised

of two files "xvid.ax" and "xvidcore.dll") in the Zoom Player directory and for "shoutcastsource.ax" in

the Zoom Player directory. So when installing such components/filters, you should install them directly

to the Zoom Player directory on the UFD, or move them after installation into that directory. 

Advanced Topic - Auto Run Script:

Windows support a simple script file which can be run automatically when a UFD drive is inserted

(under Windows XP you may be prompted with a dialog asking you what to do and the first option on

this dialog will be to run the program on the device, which is our script). 

To create an auto-run script, you need to create a file by the name of "autorun.inf" in the drive's main

(root) directory. The content of this file has three lines:

[autorun] 

action=Run Zoom Player

open=ZP\zplayer.exe 

The first line is an indicator this is an auto-run file, leave it as-is. The second line is a text description

that will show up on Windows XP's pop-up dialog when a new device is inserted. The third line is which

program to run when the UFD is inserted. This file indicates that Zoom Player was installed to the "ZP"

directory on the UFD. 

You can download this sample file here (extract the ZIP file into the UFD main directory). 

Advanced Topic - Batch Files:

Batch files are basic Windows scripting files allowing you to execute multiple programs/commands in

sequence. By setting an Auto-Run script to run a batch file instead of the Zoom Player executable, you

can have multiple commands executed. For example, the following script would first add a registry file

into the windows registry and only then run Zoom Player in fullscreen mode:

@call regedit.exe /s mysettings.reg

zplayer.exe /f 

There are plenty of tutorials for writing Batch files on the web, but for this tutorial, here are a few basic

items you may want to take into account: 

1. All batch files have the ".bat" file extension (for example "go.bat").

2. The "@" character infront of every command line means it's a silent command (would not appear in

a console window). 

3. The "call" command infront of the file name indicates that the process should wait for the executed

program to close before running the next line in the script. 

4. By right-clicking a ".bat" batch file, you can choose for the console window which opens for the

batch file to start minimized. This is cosmetical... it doesn't look nice when a black window opens

while the batch file is working. When specifying properties for a batch file, a file with a ".pif"

http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/highlights/files/autorun.zip
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extension is created. This file keeps the setting for the batch file with the same base file name. 

5. See what Google has to say about batch files. 

Related Links:

Formats, Filters & Decoders

2.1.4 Displaying Subtitles with Zoom Player

Zoom Player can display subtitles on top of the video when playing media files under the following

conditions: 

You must have DirectVobSub (VSFilter) installed on your system. 

When displaying external subtitle files (such as files with the ".srt" extension), the subtitle file name

should match the video file name with an optional language identifier. Valid examples:

myvideo.avi

myvideo.srt

  or

myvideo.avi

myvideo.eng.srt

An invalid example:

myvideo.avi

my-video.srt

With a media file and subtitle displaying, you can modify various aspects of the subtitle by pressing Alt

+"S" to bring up the configuration dialog. An interesting feature for people who are not using

Widescreen TVs is the setting to add "Vertical Padding" in which widescreen content is padded so that

the subtitles can appear under the video area (in the black bars). This is done by setting Vertical

Padding to "Extend to 4:3" (you need to reload the video to have the setting take effect) and then

enabling "Override Placement" and setting the "V" to a higher value (this is done in real-time and you

can see how it works with a video playing). 

Another interesting setting is the ability to configure the "Text Settings". It is recommended to disable

Shadow by moving its track bar all to way to the left.

2.1.5 Video Renderers and their Meaning in Zoom Player

Introduction:

Zoom Player supports quite a few Video Rendering technologies (technologies which draw video on

your screen), this article gives detailed information with regards to each technology, its benefits and its

shortcomings. But before we delve into the actual renderers, here's a brief preface detailing some of

the technologies behind the video renderers. 

The Video Overlay:

At around 1995, when MPEG1 (VCD) playback started to become popular on the PC, the actual

processing power of the PC was not quite strong enough to play such content. The display card

manufacturers at the time came up with a solution called "The Video Overlay". The Video Overlay is a

special hardware on the display card which is used to perform several video-display features in

hardware (Stretching, Color-Space Conversion, etc...), thus allowing smooth playback of video at no

cost to the CPU. 

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=batch+files
http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/vsfilter.shtml
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The Image quality of the Video Overlay really depends on the hardware of the display card. I've found

Video Overlay quality to be sub-par in pretty much all display cards on the market today. 

One of the biggest downside to using a video rendering technology based on The Video Overlay is

that there is only one Video Overlay unit on the display card. This makes the technology very in-

appropriate for Multi-Monitor systems. 

Direct3D:

Direct3D is part of the Microsoft DirectX libraries which give programmers access to an ever evolving

feature-set. With the release of DirectX version 9, Microsoft created a new set of features that provide

the hardware capabilities similar to overlay surfaces but without many of the limitations. 

Video Rendering technologies based on Direct3D provide better image quality than Video Overlay

implementations and don't suffer from the single-monitor issues of the Video Overlay. However,

support for Direct3D video-display technologies is rather recent. Not all cards support this technology

and even cards that do, don't always support the entire feature-set. 

As a general point of reference, I would recommend at least an NVIDIA GF4 ti4200 or an ATI Radeon

9xxx card (Cards that support the Pixel Shader technology). 

The System Default Renderer:

When playing media files in Zoom Player Standard playback mode, using the System Default renderer

means "Standard Overlay" under any version of windows older than Windows XP and "VMR7" when

using Windows XP. 

The Standard Overlay Renderer:

This is the oldest Video Rendering technology. It uses The Video Overlay when it is available and can

fall back to Pure-CPU handling of the video when The Video Overlay is unavailable. Pure-CPU handling

of video means that the CPU will be used instead of the Video Overlay hardware with a massive hit on

playback (CPU works much harder). 

The downside to this renderer is that it doesn't support proper Aspect Ratio controls, Hardware Color

Controls (Hue/Saturation/Brightness/Contrast/Gamma) are inaccessible and screen captures are flaky. 

The Overlay Mixer Renderer:

Still using the Video Overlay technology, this renderer allows access to Hardware Color Controls (Hue/

Saturation/Brightness/Contrast/Gamma) to cards that support color controls in hardware. Some cards

may support only a subset of the color control features (only Brightness for example). This renderer

also support proper Aspect Ratio controls for formats that require it (VCD/SVCD/DVD/Etc...). 

The downside to this renderer is that it can't fall back to Pure-CPU. If the Video Overlay is inaccessible,

it just won't work. In Media Mode Zoom Player will fall back to the Standard Overlay Renderer if this is

the case. In DVD Mode, you'll get an error saying that the Video Decoder is unable to connect to the
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Overlay Mixer. 

Lastly, this rendering technology is not very good at screen captures. 

The Video Mixing Renderer 7 (VMR7)

This renderer is a hybrid of the Video Overlay technology and the Direct3D technology. It is only

available on Windows XP and has been superseded by the VMR9. This is the rendering technology

used by the Microsoft Media Player versions 7-10. 

By default this rendering technology uses the Video Overlay. However, if it is inaccessible, it can use

Direct3D to some degree. 

The downside to this renderer is that it doesn't give access to Color Controls and it's not very good at

screen captures. 

The Video Mixing Renderer 9 (VMR9)

This is the latest technology in Video Rendering. It's completely based on Direct3D, requires DirectX-9

and recent hardware to operate. It can potentially give the best image quality (depends on the

rendering mode and the display card hardware). VMR9 gives access to hardware color controls (if the

card supports it) but not to Gamma controls as Microsoft didn't include support for it. VMR9 also has

the best Aspect Ratio controls. 

VMR9 supports three distinct rendering modes: 

VMR9: Windowed

This is the most basic mode. It is available for backward compatibility. It does not give you access to

Frame Capturing. One thing about this mode is that there was a bug in Windows XP-SP1 and DirectX-

9b which made this mode the only mode in which DVD Menu navigation works. With Windows XP-SP2

and DirectX-9c the DVD Menu navigation bug was fixed. 

VMR9: Windowless

This mode is slightly more advanced than the Windowed mode and is the best mode in which to

conduct screen captures. 

VMR9: Renderless

This is the most complex VMR9 rendering mode. It can work in Direct3D exclusive mode which means

the entire machine is set to fullscreen and no background application are allowed access to the video

hardware. Under Direct3D Exclusive Mode, less CPU is required to play videos and depending on the

resolution of the video, playback may be smoother. The downside is that in Direct3D Exclusive mode,

your computer is wholly dedicated to video playback and you won't be able to perform any other

tasks. 

Current versions of Zoom Player may not support the VMR9 Renderless mode, but should in the near
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future.

2.1.6 Displaying TAG (ID3/APE/WMA) Titles in the Play List Editor

This feature requires at least Zoom Player v4.10,

The first thing you need to do is enable auto-loading of TAG data for file extensions that support it.

This is done under the "Advanced Options / Values / Extension -> Auto-Get Duration..." dialog. 

A good value for this entry is "APE;FLAC;MP3;MPC;OGG;WMA", this covers most file formats likely to

contain TAG information. 

Next open "Advanced Options / Values / Play List" and make sure "Use Media-TAG..." is enabled. 

Now, any loaded play list will automatically show the track length and if a TAG title exists, it will be

shown in place of the file name. Note that loading TAG information slows down the creation of play

lists, play list containing several 100's of entries may experience a slight delay.

2.1.7 Playing DVDs with External Subtitle files

First let me begin by saying that this is a somewhat complex and technical subject matter, it's not for

the new user. 

Most DVD discs contain internal subtitle streams, this article is about external subtitle streams stored

on files that are not part of the original DVD. 

In order to enable external subtitle support in Zoom Player, you must have DirectVobSub (VSFilter)

installed. You must next instruct Zoom Player to use this filter in DVD Mode. This is done by going to

"Advanced Options" and opening the "DVD / DVD Setup / Customized" dialog and under the

"Additional Filters" section, adding "DirectVobSub". 

There are several ways to load the external subtitle files when the DVD is played. The Manual approach

is to play the DVD and once the movie itself starts playing, press Alt+"S" and using the DirectVobSub

settings dialog that will pop-up, browse the subtitle file you want to play. 

The Automatic approach is to place the subtitle file in the DVD's bookmark directory with the base file

name (file name without extension) being "disc". For example "disc.sub" if your subtitle format is ".sub".

The DVD bookmark directory will only get created after you play the disc once. If your DVD is backed

up on a local hard drive, you may place the subtitle file within the same directory as the VIDEO_TS.IFO

file. 

Please note, DVDs were never meant to be played with external subtitle files. You may face several

issues when trying to get this to work. These issues include no video image at all, subtitles never

showing up or subtitles going out of synchronization. 

For no-video image you can try switching between the video renderer options to see if a different

renderer makes a difference, for no-subtitles try opening the DirectVobSub settings page (Alt+"S") to

see if a subtitle file is actually loaded (it's quite possible that some subtitle formats will not work with

DVD Playback!). If your subtitle goes out of synch (or even starts out of synch), you can try using the

DirectVobSub settings Page (Alt+"S") to compensate for the skew. 

http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/vsfilter.shtml
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Once again, there is a good possibility this won't work at all, YMMV.

2.1.8 Running multiple separate copies of Zoom Player on one system

Zoom Player is capable of running multiple and completely separated (different settings) copies of the

player. 

The first thing you need to do is enable "Multiple Instances" under "Advanced Options / Settings /

Other". This setting allows Zoom Player to run more than one copy at once. 

If you need Zoom Player to keep different settings for each copy you run, you must first copy the

Zoom Player directory to a new directory so that you in fact have two Zoom Player directories

containing all the Zoom Player files. 

Zoom Player remembers most of its settings in the Windows Registry (HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software

\VirtuaMedia\ZoomPlayer), so the next step is to tell one of the Zoom Player copies to save its settings

in a different registry location. This is done by using any text editor to create a file named "zplayer.

regpath" within one of the Zoom Player directories (doesn't matter which one as one will use the old

registry location and one with this new file will use a new registry location). 

To specify the actual location, you need to write a line within the newly created "zplayer.regpath" file,

for example:

   HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\VirtuaMedia\ZoomPlayerTwo 

Another issue you may encounter is that certain control applications (such as Girder) may require a way

to distinguish between the two running Instances. This is done by adding a second line into the

"zplayer.regpath" file, for example:

   HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\VirtuaMedia\ZoomPlayerTwo

   ZPTwo 

With the "zplayer.regpath" file in the Zoom Player directory, you're good to go. If for some reason this

doesn't seem to be working, more than likely it's because the text editor you used to create the

"zplayer.regpath" file, actually created the file as "zplayer.regpath.txt", so double check that the file

name is correct.

2.1.9 A Step by Step guide to installing the Zoom Player Registration Key

Once your registration is complete, a Zoom Player registration key will be sent to you by mail within

24-72 hours. 

The registration key comes as a ZIP file attachment within the eMail. ZIP is a compression format used

to make files smaller and to validate that the key was not corrupted on the way to your mail box. 

To install the key you must take three steps:

1. Saving the ZIP attachment as a file on your hard disk using your eMail software:

This step varies between different eMail software. For example, in Outlook Express, while viewing the

eMail content, on the top-right hand corner of the eMail, you will see a small paper clip icon. Pressing

on that icon will pop a context menu with an option to "Save Attachments". Once clicked you will be

prompted with a list of file attachments and a path on your hard drive to save the attachments to (it's
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important to remember this path as you will need it later on). 

2. Extracting the key from within the ZIP file and saving it to the Zoom Player directory:

Once you have the ZIP file on your hard disk in a known location, you need to extract its content into

the Zoom Player directory. This process is easier on newer versions of windows as they contain built-in

ZIP support which treats ZIP files as if they were standard windows directories (folders). 

If this is the case for you, here is the process of extracting the registration ZIP file using Explorer: 

Open the ZIP file location in explorer

Double click file to view content

Right click file and select copy
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Open the Zoom Player Directory

(Usually "C:\Program Files\Zoom Player")

Right click empty space area and select paste
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If you are running an older version of windows, you can download 7-ZIP, a free ZIP extraction tool that

cleanly integrates into windows. 

With 7-ZIP the process is somewhat similar. After installing 7-ZIP, open the ZIP file location in explorer,

then right-click the file and select "Extract files...". You will be prompted with a dialog asking you where

to extract the files to. Click on the "..." button and browse through your hard disk to the Zoom Player

installation directory (usually "C:\Program Files\Zoom Player"). Click OK on the browse dialog and

again on the extraction dialog and that's it. 

3. Verify that the registration was successful:

Once steps 1 and 2 are done, launch Zoom Player and open the Options dialog (Ctrl+"O" on the

keyboard or right-click the user interface and select "Player Options"). On the left hand side of the

options dialog, select the "Information" entry and then the about tab.

Blue: Version, Red: Registration Verification

http://www.7-zip.org
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2.2 Power-Features

Index

· Understanding and using the Navigation interfaces

· Remembering the last position for Media files

· Automatic Playback of Archived Content (ZIP/RAR/ALBW MP3 Albums, Comicbook collections, etc...)

· Introduction to Zoom Player Definition Files

· Quick Overview of the Customized Media Mode

· In-Depth review of the Customized Media Mode

· Introduction & History

· The Editors

· Tips and Final Words

· Creating Zoom Player Manual DVD Graphs

· DVD Graph Building

· GraphEdit

· GraphEdit to Zoom Player

· The Zoom Player Play List Format specifications

2.2.1 Understanding and using the Navigation interfaces

Introduction:

Zoom Player Professional enables support for on-screen navigation interfaces. The navigation

interfaces are designed to be used with a Remote Device and be fully functional with a 5-Button setup

(UP/DOWN/LEFT/RIGHT/SELECT) and offer some extended functionality with several more buttons. 

The idea behind the navigation interfaces is to enable you to take control of the most important Zoom

Player features and use them to your advantage from the comfort of your seat. 
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This highlight is an extension of the "Configuring your system for Remote Control through Girder."

article. 

Accessing the Navigators:

All navigators are accessible either through the right-click context menu or through a keyboard macro

which can be assigned to a remote control device. 

Controlling the Navigators:

As previously stated, the navigation interfaces were designed to be controlled using the UP/DOWN/

LEFT/RIGHT/SELECT buttons on your remote. Further buttons supported by some of the navigators are

DELETE/INSERT (usually used in navigators that deal with files) and HOME/END/PGUP/PGDN for faster

access in navigators that deal with big lists. 

By default, the navigators will close when an item is selected, but you can close the navigators at any

time by using the ESCAPE key. 

The Color Control Navigator:

The Color Control navigator allows you to adjust the video color values on display cards with

supporting hardware (not all cards can change all color values and some older cards don't support the

interface at all). 

The File Navigator:

The file navigator allows you to browse your file system to look for media files to play. Only files with

valid media extensions are listed in the file navigator. You can control which extensions are valid under

"Advanced Options / Values / Extensions". 

The Media Library Navigator:

Similar to the file navigator, the Media Library Navigator allows you to browse your file system for

media files, but only in specifically defined paths you must enter prior to using this navigator.

Specifying Media Library paths is done through the Media Library Editor interface which can be

accessed through the right-click context menu, or by pressing Shift+"M". 

The Media Library is a much more convenient way of managing your media files as it allows you to

create multiple categories and easily browse through them. 

The Play List Navigator:

The Play List Navigator allows you to view and manage your current play list. It includes a simplified file

navigator which can be used to add new files to your play list. You can also use it to quickly browse the

location of each file in the play list on your file system. 

The Chapter/Bookmark Navigator:
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The Chapter (Media Files) / Bookmark (DVDs) Navigator is used to quickly seek the currently playing

media to a pre-selected point in the timeline. 

The Context Navigator:

The context navigator allows you to navigate through a subset of the Zoom Player settings and

functions. The content of this navigator can be modified by the user using a text editor. This is done by

editing the Context Navigator section of the menu file (usually english.menu in the "Zoom Player

\Language\" sub-directory). If you do edit this file, it is recommended that you do it under a new file

name (such as "my.menu") and then point to it in the Advanced Options Dialog (Values / Other -

Alternative Context Menu file). 

The Resize Navigator:

The Resize Navigator allows you to resize the video image and reposition it on the screen. 

The Blanking Navigator:

The Blanking Navigator is a tool that can help you blank-out portions of the screen. This is mainly used

to mask letterboxed encoded DVD content where the black level on the encoded data is not really all

that black. 

The GoTo Navigator:

The GoTo navigator allows you to quickly seek anywhere in the currently playing media. 

The Station Navigator:

The Station Navigator is used to quickly open previously added Stations (usually Radio Stations). To

add more stations to the list, use the Station Editor interface accessible through the right-click context

menu or by pressing "X". 

The Web URL Navigator:

The Web URL Navigator allows you to associate Media and DVDs with Text/HTML content. When the

navigator opens, it looks for an associated text and then displays it in an integrated browse interface. 

There are several ways you can associate Text/HTML content with the currently playing media. The first

is by creating a URL file with the same base name as the media file, for example:

myvideo.avi

myvideo.url 

The URL file can point to any web address which will then be opened in the Web Navigator. Instead of

a URL extension, you can use the "TXT,NFO,HTM,HTML" extensions which will then be opened directly

as a Text/HTML file. For example:

myvideo.avi

myvideo.html 
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To associate Text/HTML content with DVDs, you need to create a "disc.[ext]" file in the DVD's

bookmark directory (which is created once the DVD has been played at least once). The "[ext]" is the

same extension as for media files (URL/TXT/NFO/HTM/HTML). 

By creating a "default.url" file in the Zoom Player directory, you can redirect Zoom Player to open a

specific URL/File when no other associated content is found. 

URL files are usually created by Internet Explorer as links to web pages. They contain a simple text

structure which means you can create them manually using any text editor. Here is a simple example of

the content of a URL file:

[InternetShortcut]

URL= http://www.inmatrix.com

The Mouse Wheel Navigator:

The Mouse Wheel Navigator is somewhat of an exception. It is designed to be used with the mouse

and not with a remote control device. The most effective way to use the mouse wheel navigator is to

set the mouse wheel click (middle click) button to open this navigator (Advanced Options / Settings /

Mouse Toggles). Once open, you can use the wheel to select a new functionality for the mouse wheel

and then click the mouse wheel again to activate. This way you can use the mouse wheel for multiple

purposes and quickly switch between them. You can select which functions are available to the mouse

wheel under "Advanced Options / Mouse Wheel". 

For additional information on operating the Navigation interfaces, please visit the online help.

2.2.2 Remembering the last position for Media files

Zoom Player is capable of remembering the last position for media files so that when you play them

again, they resume from their previous position. 

This feature is only available in the professional version of Zoom Player and can be found on the

"Advanced Options / Values / Interface" dialog. You can specify the number of days you want Zoom

Player to remember previously played files and whether this feature should effect audio files (when

hearing music, people usually prefer to listen from the beginning of the track, but when playing audio

books, people may prefer to remember the last position). 

Another semi-related feature is "Stop Button closes Media File" (Advanced Options / Settings /

Playback). Disabled by default, this setting instructs Zoom Player to close the currently playing file

when "Stop" is pressed. This effects the remember last position feature. When this setting is enabled,

pressing "Stop" will also make Zoom Player remember the last position for the currently playing file

(when the setting is disabled, Pressing Stop will make Zoom Player seek the currently playing file to the

start and will thus not save the last position).

2.2.3 Automatic Playback of Archived Content (ZIP/RAR/ALBW MP3 Albums,

Comicbook collections, etc...)

There are certain cases where you would like Zoom Player to automatically play the content of an

archive file (ZIP/RAR/7Z/etc...). Popular cases include ZIP/RAR/ALBW MP3 (or other audio format)

http://www.inmatrix.com
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Album Collection, CPZ/CPR Comicbook Archive or even a compressed video you downloaded off the

internet. 

To use this feature, you must have Zoom Player Professional installed. Once installed, open the

Advanced Options dialog and go to the "Values / Other" configuration page. Within this page you can

see the "Archive Playback" dialog listing supported Archive file formats. 

Zoom Player is pre-configured to support the popular (and free) file compression suite 7-Zip. 7-Zip can

extract nearly every archive format (with the exception of ALBW). 

Zoom Player assumes that 7-Zip is installed under "c:\Program Files\7-Zip\". If it is not, you will have to

highlight each file format on this dialog and click the "Edit" button to change the path to 7-Zip. 

When dealing with the ALBW (AlbumWrap) format, Zoom Player is pre-configured to use the Open-

Source Mp3splt project to extract the files (Zoom Player assumes the "mp3splt.exe" file is installed in

"c:\program files\ALBW\", modify the ALBW entry if you installed it elsewhere). 

To add support for additional formats, such as the Comicbook CBZ/CBR formats (Which are actually

renamed ZIP/RAR extensions), simply click on the "Add" button. When prompted for an extension, type

"CBZ". You will next be prompted for a command line. Using 7-Zip, you can give the following

command line:

"c:\Program Files\7-Zip\7z.exe" x "%n" "-o%p" 

The %n and %p tags represent the Name of the file and the Path to extract to (they are dynamic tags,

Zoom Player automatically converts the tags to actual values which are generated internally. 

One more thing you should do is add the new Archive Extension to the Zoom Player extension lists so

that Zoom Player will know to show these file formats in its Open Dialogs. This is done under

"Advanced Options / Values / Extensions". Within this dialog you will see an "Archives" entry. Simply

add the extension to the end of the line, for example "7Z;ALBW;ARJ;BZ2;CAB;RAR;ZIP;CBZ". 

One last thing you will notice on the "Archive Playback" dialog is an "Allow EXT anywhere in name"

check box. When enabled, Zoom Player will accept named file extensions as a valid archive format. For

example, Zoom Player will detect a file named "myalbum.zip.mp3" as a ZIP archive. Another example

would be "cooltracks.albw.mp3" which Zoom Player will assume is an ALBW AlbumWrap file.

2.2.4 Introduction to Zoom Player Definition Files

Introduction:

Zoom Player can remember information about previously played Media Files and DVDs and restore

this information when the File/Disc is played again. 

The ZDF File:

The "zplayer.zdf" file that resides in the Zoom Player directory controls which information is

remembered when you save a definition file from within Zoom Player. This is a text file which can be

opened with any text editor. For example:

Windows Start Button / Run / notepad.exe / NotePad Menu / File / Open / "c:\program files\zoom

player\zplayer.zdf" 

http://www.7-zip.org
http://mp3splt.sourceforge.net/
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The file itself contains commented text explaining which data Zoom Player can be instructed to save

(Aspect Ratio/Equalizer Values/Audio Volume/Etc...). 

Definition File Settings:

Definition files can be saved for both DVD and Media files automatically. You need to enable this using

the Advanced Options dialog settings. For DVDs, you may find the relevant settings under "Advanced

Options / DVD / DVD Settings", for Media Files you may find the relevant settings under "Advanced

Options / Settings / Playback" (Go through the entire list as there are several definition file related

settings in there). 

Keyboard Macros:

Even if you don't enable automatic loading and saving of definition files, you can still do it manually

through several keyboard functions. Press F1 within Zoom Player to bring up the keyboard function

list. For example:

Ctrl+"D" will save a definition file for the currently playing file.

Alt+Shift+"D" will load a definition file for the currently playing file (if one exists) 

The Definition Files:

For Zoom Player to find a definition file it must have the same base name as the file you are playing,

for example:

MyVideo.avi

MyVideo.df 

With DVDs, the definition file must be named "disc.df" and it must be placed in the "DVD-Bookmark"

directory within the directory specific to the disc you are playing (the directory is created automatically

when you play the disc for the first time). 

Zoom Player provides you with a sample definition file ("default.df") that describes in detail every

information that can stored in definition files. Simply use any text editor to open the file, for example:

Windows Start Button / Run / notepad.exe / NotePad Menu / File / Open / "c:\program files\zoom

player\default.df" 

Dealing with Media Files on Real-Only media:

By default, Zoom Player tries to save/load the definition file at the same directory as the media file you

are playing. However, with Read-Only medias such as CD Discs, no new files can be created. In these

cases, Zoom Player will automatically create a "Media-Data" sub-directory under the Zoom Player

directory and create the files there. Zoom Player also looks for definition files in this directory if it can't

find a definition file in the same directory as the media file itself. 

Note that the actual directory structure file a locally saved definition file would look like this:

C:\Program Files\Zoom Player\Media-Data\MyVideo.avi\MyVideo.df 

The "MyVideo.avi" is actually a directory name as Zoom Player can also uses this path to save other
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information related to the media file (such as chaptering information). 

The Default Definition file:

If you would like a default definition file to be loaded for Media Files or DVDs that do not have a

definition file, you can specify a default definition file at "Advanced Options / Values / Other / Default

Definition File".

2.2.5 Quick Overview of the Customized Media Mode

Unlike the Custom Media article  which goes in-depth about what Customized Playback is and how

to create new interfaces for it. This shorter (and simpler) article explains how to USE Customized Media

mode in the least involved way. 

To enable Customized Media Playback, open the Options dialog and go to the "Filter Control" section.

Click on the Customized Media Playback Tab. 

The first thing you want to do on this tab is enable the "Enable Customized Media Playback" checkbox.

Next on the "Settings & Renderers" tab, make sure that the "Use Indirect Connect" and "Show

Customized Media Graph creation Errors" checkboxes are disabled. 

Next you will want to select an Audio and Video Renderers from the list under the checkboxes. The

selected renderers will override any selection you made on the Standard Media Playback tab,

However!, you should set the renders on both the Standard and Customized media playback modes to

the same values (in case Customized Media Playback fails and drops to Standard mode). 

When Customized Media Mode is enabled, Zoom Player will automatically try to configure your system

with the decoders you have previously installs. If you would like to manually configure each decoder

profile, proceed with the following: 

Click on the "Audio & Video Decoders" Sub-Tab. You will be presented with two lists. One for Audio

Decoders and one for Video Decoders. Double clicking on any item in either list will open its

configuration dialog. At the top of the dialog you should see a profile list. This is a list of pre-

configured profiles that cover 99% of all possible decoder scenarios. Use this list to select a profile

which fits the decoders you have previously installed on your system. Zoom Player is pre-configured to

use the most common decoders. You DO NOT need to use the Advanced settings on the configuration

dialog under normal circumstances! 

If you do want to be a bit more advanced, you can manually add/remove filters to select which filters

should be used for decoding each format. You can also chain filter by adding more than one filter to

the list. Each filter will connect to the next filter in the list. You must make sure that these filters are

actually compatible and are capable of connecting to each other. This sort of chaining is used mainly

for post-processing purposes (throwing a sharpening filter after the MPEG-2 Video Decoder for

example). 

Under the "Advanced" configuration dialog (press the Advanced Button), you can specify an alternative

Renderer for this specific format. You can also limit this entry to a specific extension (Do not do this

unless you know what you're doing or else you'll break proper playback). And lastly you can specify a

Sub-Type. Sub-Types are explained under the Custom Media article linked above. You should have NO

140
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REASON to touch the Sub-Types, so don't. 

Lastly, on the "Source Filters & Splitters" Sub-Type, you can modify the Audio/Video splitters in the

same way you've done for the Decoders. However, do not touch the File Source entries, they are for

special cases (such as MPEG-2 Transport playback) and there is no need to touch them for general-use.

2.2.6 In-Depth review of the Customized Media Mode

Index

· In-Depth review of the Customized Media Mode

· Introduction & History

· The Editors

· Tips and Final Words

2.2.6.1 Introduction & History

This article goes in-depth into the creation of Customized Media Playback interfaces. If you are just

trying to configure Customized Media Playback, you should read this article instead. 

In Zoom Player v3.10, a new method of media playback has been introduced, "Customized Media

Playback". This guide will explain the theory behind this new interface and go in-depth as to how you

can utilize it to prevent filter conflicts and build customized media graphs with as little effort as

possible. 

But first, a little background. To play a media file, a series of components (from here on referred to as

"Filters") are linked to each other to form a Filter Graph (from here on referred to as "Graph"). Each

Filter in the graph has a job. One filter will read the data from your Hard Drive or CD (Source Filter),

another filter will take this data and split the content of the file into Audio, Video and other types of

data-streams (Splitter Filter), from there the data will be fed into filters that will decode the compressed

data and send it forward as RAW Audio/Video data (Decoder Filters), this data can then be modified/

enhanced by additional filters (Transform Filters) and lastly the data will be processed by filters that

interface directly with your hardware to display the Video and Play the Audio (Rendering Filters). 

Here is an image taken from GraphEdit (a tool from microsoft for manually building Graphs) illustrating

how an DIVX video with MP3 audio AVI graph is constructed:

Now, you will notice that the filters have Pins. Each pin contains a data stream, either input (pins on left

side of filter) or output (pins on right side of filter). By right clicking the FFDShow input pin and

selecting "Properties" we get this information screen (you must have "proppage.dll" which comes with

GraphEdit registered with the system by using the "regsvr32.exe proppage.dll" command line in order

140
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to see the this dialog):

The thing that interests us here is the "Sub Type" string "{33564944-0000-0010-8000-00AA00389B71}".

This string identifies the type of the data moving between these pins. In this case, DIVX v3 data.

FFDShow contains a list of Sub Types it can connect to. If the output pin presents the FFDShow

decoder with a Sub Type it recognizes, it will accept the connection. But... what if there are more than

one filter that can accept this Sub Type? You've guessed it... A possibility for filter conflicts. 

And here is where the Customized Media Playback interface comes into play. Instead of letting

DirectShow (Windows) pick which of the suitable filters should be used, Zoom Player allows you to

select the filter yourself. And to make things quite a bit easier, Zoom Player contains pre-created

profiles so that under most media configurations, you won't have to deal directly with finding the

current Sub Types for various media formats. In fact, unless you're trying to add support for a new file

format or a new type of compression, you should probably stay clear of touching any of the Sub-Type

data yourself.

2.2.6.2 The Editors

On the "Settings & Renderers" tab you can pick out the default Audio and Video renderers. These

renderers can be overriden on a format by format basis in case a specific media file type requires a

special Audio or Video Renderer to work properly. 

Besides the setting to enable the Customized Media Playback support, there are a few additional

settings. The "Indirect Connection" setting allows DirectShow to insert filters it thinks are warranted if a

Direct connection between two filters doesn't work. This should probably never be the case so you

should leave it disabled. The "Show Errors" setting is useful when debugging. It provides information

messages when connections fail. Connection failure is not always fatal as two Sub-Types may be valid

for different media content and both will be tried before a complete connection failure is declared. You

should not enable the debug message for standard configuration of the Customized Media profiles. 

Special Purpose Source Filters

DirectShow by default automatically presents Zoom Player with the correct Source Filter for a given

media file. But certain file types can't be detected automatically, or the detection may be incorrect. For

these special cases, you can define the filter that should be used according to the file extension. The

editing interface is pretty simple. Press on the "Add Extension" button and type in the extension you
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want to be associated with the File Source filter. You can have multiple extensions associated with the

same file source. Then press on the "Browse" button and simply pick the filter from the list. 

Certain file formats have a Source Filter which is also a splitter filter (Windows Media for example), for

these formats you should check the "This filter is also a Splitter Filter" checkbox so that Zoom Player

will not attempt to connect the source filter to a splitter filter. 

Audio/Video Splitters

After a source filter is loaded, Zoom Player will try connecting it to a Splitter filter. Press on the

"Advanced" button to open up a list of the Sub Types and this filter can accept connections to. You can

obtain Sub Types using GraphEdit by manually connecting a graph and checking which Sub Type is in

use by the connection between the Source Filter and the Splitter Filter (as I've demonstrated on the

first page of this guide). Next click on the "Browse" button and pick the filter you want associated with

the Sub Types. 

Audio & Video Decoders

The Audio and Video decoders use the same editing interface, so there's only need to describe it once.

After the splitter is connected to the Source Filter, it presents one or more output pins containing

Audio and Video data, each with it's own format-specific Sub Type. Like the splitter filters, the Decoder

filters list which Sub Types they can accept (in some cases more than one Sub Type as for example

DIVX4 and DIVX5 have a different Sub Type, but use the same decoder filter). Unlike the Splitter or

Source Editors, the Decoder editor allows you to add more than one filter. The first filter listed should

always be the Decoder filters and can be followed by any number of Transform filters. For example, in

any Audio Decoder filter that outputs standard PCM Audio (not AC3 or other exotic audio) you could

throw in the "TFM Audio Filter" and have an EQ and other Audio Processing functions at your

disposal. 

Lastly, you can also override the standard renderer you've picked on the initial tab (if your card needs a

special Audio Renderer for SP/DIF output for example).

2.2.6.3 Tips and Final Words

Certain file formats may not require any decoder filter (RAW formats like PCM Audio), for these file

formats you can use the "Null Filter" (listed on the standard filter list). 

You will notice that each of the editors contains a Profile section. These profiles are used to save the

filter lists. I have created profiles for all the major file types I've encountered (and some of the not so

major). These profiles should save you some time when you quickly want to switch between different

Splitters and Decoders, so make sure you save a profile when introducing a new filter. 

When checking the pin properties in GraphEdit, the Sub Type may actually be listed as a name instead

of the usual "{}" bound string. For example, on MPEG1 Video you will get "MPEG1Payload" or

"MPEG1Video". GraphEdit is actually being snotty here as it's using a translation table. You can actually

find these Sub Type strings in the DirectShow SDK under "uuids.h" or "ksuuids.h". Hopefully you

shouldn't encounter these as I believe I covered most of them in the standard distribution. 

If you have any additional questions regarding this interface, leave a message on the forum.

http://forum.inmatrix.com/
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2.2.7 Creating Zoom Player Manual DVD Graphs

Index

· Creating Zoom Player Manual DVD Graphs

· DVD Graph Building

· GraphEdit

· GraphEdit to Zoom Player

2.2.7.1 DVD Graph Building

Introduction:

This tutorial will explain how to build your own DVD Graph (Profile) in GraphEdit which can later be

converted for use within Zoom Player. 

While this topic is a bit complex, I will supply images and try to use the most laymen language I can

dish out while talking about a very technical subject matter. 

Requirements:

Registered DVD Decoder Filters. 

Microsoft's GraphEdit (you can try finding it on microsoft's site or at doom9.org.

Registering the Filters:

Zoom Player can register filters for you using the DVD Profile method. However, for completeness,

here's how you can do it manually:

To register a filter, type the following command into the "Start > Run" prompt. 

Example:

regsvr32 "c:\program files\intervideo\common\bin\iviaudio.ax" 

To unregister a filter you can use the following sample:

regsvr32 /u "c:\program files\intervideo\common\bin\iviaudio.ax" 

Filters usually have either the "AX" extension, or the "DLL" extension. 

Here's a list of some of the more common filters:

"iviaudio.ax"  - WinDVD Audio Decoder filter.

"ivivideo.ax"  - WinDVD Video Decoder filter.

"claud.ax"  - PowerDVD Audio Decoder filter.

"clvsd.ax"  - PowerDVD Video Decoder filter.

"DSCinemAudioDecoder.dll"  - CineMaster v4 Audio Decoder filter.

"DSCinemVideoDecoder.dll"  - CineMaster v4 Video Decoder filter.

And now run Graph Edit ...
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2.2.7.2 GraphEdit

First make sure that no program that uses an overlay is currently running. This includes any program

that can play video data. 

Now do "Graph > Insert Filters" (or Ctrl+"F"). 

You should see this image:

Out of this dialog we care about two sections:

Audio Renderers (which contains the filters that output the audio to the sound card, either as decoded

data, or with certain sound cards, using the SP/DIF digital output) 

DirectShow Filters (all the other filters required to decode a DVD source). 

When adding filters, you will notice that filters have small bumps on their left and right sides. The are

input and output pins (similar to your standard sound system). 

Information is passed between an Output pin to an Input pin between two filters. Pins on the left side

of the filter are Input pins while pins on the right side of the filter are output pins. You connect pins by

dragging the output pin of one filter with the input pin of a second filter. 

When starting to construct a DVD Graph, we always begin with the DVD Navigator filter. This is the

filter that reads the RAW data off the DVD Disc and splits it into 3 streams (Video, AC3 Audio and Sub-

Picture (subtitles)). Some players come with their own DVD Navigator filter (such as the "Cyberlink DVD

Navigator"). These special DVD Navigator filters may add additional capabilities to the DVD Decoder,

but in some cases causes instability, try it for yourself. 

Next we add the Video Decoder. Each DVD Player comes with it's own Video Decoder. For this sample

we will be using the PowerDVD decoder. It can be found under the DirectShow list by the name
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"Cyberlink Video/SP Decoder". This filter decodes the DVD Video and Subtitles into information which

can be used by other filters in order to display the decoded data. 

Now add the "Cyberlink Audio Decoder". This filter decodes the AC3 stream into a usable format (can

be any sound format, depending on the capabilities of this filter). 

Next in line is the "Line 21 Decoder". This filter decodes the Line 21 Data (Closed Captions). 

Add the "Overlay Mixer" filter. This filter does several things, It allows for the Overlay Color Controls to

function and it's also used for image composition (in our case for composition of the Closed Captions

over the video image). 

Next add the "Video Renderer". Under Windows XP there are two Video Renders. We need to use the

one with the "{70E102B0-5556-11CE-97C0-00AA0055595A}" code as the other renderer isn't suited for

DVD playback. 

And finally we add the Audio Renderer. There are several Audio Renderers for your selection, you can

pick one specific to your card or use the "Default DirectSound" or "Default WaveOut". For example, the

SB Live requires that the "WaveOut" device be used otherwise you won't be able to get SP/DIF working

properly. 

Next we start connecting the filters (at times connection order may be important)... 

Connect the DVD Navigator "Video" pin to the Video Decoder "Video In" pin. 

Connect the DVD Navigator "SubPicture" pin to the Video Decoder "SubPicture In" pin. 

Connect the DVD Navigator "AC3" pin to the Audio Decoder "Audio In" pin. 

Connect the Video Decoder "Closed Caption" pin to the Line 21 Decoder "XForm In" pin. 

Connect the Video Decoder "Video Out" pin to the Overlay Mixer "Input0" pin. 

Connect the Line 21 Decode "XForm Out" pin to the Overlay Mixer "Input2" pin. 

Connect the Overlay Mixer "Output" pin to the Video Renderer "Input" pin. 

Connect the Audio Decoder "Audio Out" pin to the Audio Renderer Device "Audio Input" pin. 

You should now have a functioning DVD Graph that should look something like this:

Before you check if your DVD Graph is functional, I recommend is that you save the graph ("File > Save

Graph"). Next insert a DVD disc into the drive and do "Graph > Play". 

If your DVD Graph is working correctly, a window should open and the DVD should play. 

Notice that you can right-click some of the filters and select "Filter Properties" to bring up the filter

dialog. You may need to be in a STOP state when doing this. 
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Next, converting the graph to Zoom Player ...

2.2.7.3 GraphEdit to Zoom Player

First thing, using GraphEdit, export your graph to an XML format. You do this by "File > Save to XML". 

Now download the XML2Zoom conversion program here. 

The conversion program is pretty straight forward. After extracting it's zip file, you need to run it with

the saved XML file as a parameter, for example:

"c:\program files\xml2zoom.exe" "d:\my graphs\dvdplayer.xgr" 

This can be typed on the "Start > Run" interface or in a DOS command prompt. A "zplayer.dvdgraph"

file is generated. Take this file and rename it to something more descriptive of the graph it contains.

For example "PowerDVD Standard Graph.dvdgraph". It's important to maintain the "dvdgraph"

extension so that Zoom Player will recognize it as a DVD Graph Profile. 

Now open this file in a text editor and add the functions that tell Zoom Player which filter files you will

be using. These are the filter file names you originally registered, a path is not required. 

This information is required so that Zoom Player will be able to Register/Unregister these filters

automatically using the Register/Unregister buttons on the "DVD Setup" page. 

The line to add (for each filter) is:

DefineFilter(filtername.ax) 

Lastly, move this newly created (and renamed) file into the Zoom Player "DVDGraph" sub-directory,

close GraphEdit and launch Zoom Player. Your newly created DVD Graph Profile should now be listed. 

Zoom Player comes with several pre-built DVD Profiles for your inspection in case you're interested in

the inner working of this file format. It also comes with a sample file explaining the use of each

function. The sample file is named "-- Sample Graph with Building Notes.dvdgraph" and you can open

it in any text editor.

2.2.8 The Zoom Player Play List Format specifications

Introduction:

A lot of application seems to favor XML as a file format for their play list. Zoom Player doesn't. The

reason? XML is very slow to parse and you don't really need its complexity for play lists. 

The Format:

Zoom Player's ZPL Play List format is very simple. It consist of text tags, each on it's own line (to make

parsing faster). Each file entry ends with a special break tag. Zoom Player's play list can be in unicode

text files in order to support NON-English unicode file names. 

The Tags:

AC Active File Name, the last file to have been played when the list was saved. This is a global

entry and should only exist once in a play list (optional).

http://www.inmatrix.com/files/xml2zoom_download.shtml
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NM The file name.

DR The file's duration in seconds (optional).

TT The file's title/description (optional).

FD Used to force a duration (in seconds) on a file. Useful for image slideshows (optional).

BR! End of file entry. Each file entry should end with this tag.

Example:

AC=myvideo.avi

NM=welcome.jpg

FD=5

BR!

NM=1.avi

TT=The first video!

BR!

NM=2.avi

DR=60

BR!

NM=myvideo.avi

BR!

NM=4.avi

BR!

2.3 Skins & Languages

Index

· Skinning Documentation

· Are you aware the default Zoom Player skin has several modes?

· Translating Zoom Player into new Languages

2.3.1 Skinning Documentation

Introduction:

Zoom Player has its own ever-improving skin script language. It's quite straight-forward, especially if

you have any programming experience. 

The basic premise behind a Zoom Player skin is to create one or more bitmap containing all of the

skin's graphical elements and then using the script language, instruct Zoom Player at how to combine

the graphical element into a fully functioning user interface. 

Unlike some media players, Zoom Player's interface can be resized dynamically. As such, some of the

graphical elements are required to be dynamic in order to look good. This means that when the user

interface window is resized, some of the graphical elements are tiled to maintain fluidity. 

This Tutorial always reflects the latest beta version. Skins are backward compatible, but it is

recommended using the latest beta when writing new skins. 
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A Word about Tinting:

Several skin functions take RGB values (similar to HTML code). Zoom Player supports skin-tinting

(modification of the skin color through the skin selection interface). If you want an RGB color not to be

tinted, specify "NT" right after the value (no space), for example:

FillRect(6,21,64,128,FFFFFFNT) 

The Graphical Elements:

Here is an example of how a skin's graphical elements look like. 
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As you can see, the actual locations of the elements within the bitmap is irrelevant as we later tell
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Zoom Player where in the bitmap the elements are located. The elements include the skin background

graphics, buttons in both the up, down and activate state (for some of the buttons), volume and time

line controls. 

Dynamic Variables:

Zoom Player contains a number of dynamic variables which can be used within the skin to display

dynamic content (such as the current time, duration of current clip, etc...). Some elements may have

become obsolete as the technology evolved and are marked as such.

Variable Name Description

<WinWidth> Main Interface Window Width in Pixels

<WinHeight> Main Interface Window Height in Pixels

<WinHalfWidth>Main Interface Window Width in Pixels divided by 2 (useful for

screen-centering)

<WinHalfHeight

>

Main Interface Window Height in Pixels divided by 2 (useful for

screen-centering)

<PLWinWidth> Play List Interface Window Width in Pixels

<PLWinHeight> Play List Interface Window Height in Pixels

<PLWinHalfWidt

h>

Play List Interface Window Width in Pixels divided by 2 (useful for

screen-centering)

<PLWinHalfHeig

ht>

Play List Interface Window Height in Pixels divided by 2 (useful for

screen-centering)

<VidWidth> Width in Pixels of Video Area

<VidHeight> Height in Pixels of Video Area

<ARWidth> Width in Pixels of Video Area with Aspect Ratio Adjustment

<ARHeight> Height in Pixels of Video Area with Aspect Ratio Adjustment

<FileName> Name of Currently loaded file (full path)

<FileTitle> Name of Currently loaded file (file name+extension)

<FileBase> Name of Currently loaded file (file name only, no extension or path)
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<cBarWidth> Width in Pixels of the Control Bar after deducting the space used by

the buttons and Right Margin

<cBarFullWidth> Width in Pixels of the entire Control Bar

<cBarHeight> Height in Pixels of the Control Bar

<cBarHalfWidth

>

Width in Pixels of the Control Bar after deducting the space used by

the buttons divided by 2

<cBarHalfHeight

>
Height in Pixels of Control Bar divided by 2

<ovColor> (Obsolete) Overlay Color RGB (can be used for transparency with

the Control Bar)

<Time> Current Time Display (playing media)

<TimeRemain> Time Remaining

<Duration> Total Duration of playing content

<LTime> Long Current Time Display (playing media) (always show

HH:MM:SS, even if HH = 0)

<LTimeRemain> Long Time Remaining (always show HH:MM:SS, even if HH = 0)

<LDuration> Long Total Duration of playing content (always show HH:MM:SS,

even if HH = 0)

<DVDChapter> Current DVD Chapter

<DVDTitle> Current DVD Title

<DVDVolume> Current DVD Volume Label

<PlayListItems> Number of items in the current play list

<PlayListTotal> Total Time used by currently loaded Play List Items.

<Clock> The Current Time (Clock)

<Date> The Current Date

<trackname> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing the Track/Title Name
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<genre> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing the Genre

<track> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing the Track Number

<language> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing the Language

<artistname> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing the Artist Name

<albumname> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing the Album Name

<year> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing the Year

<authorname> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing the Author Name

<encoder> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing the Encoder

<comment> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing a Comment

<urllink> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing a URL

<copyright> TAG (ID3/APE/OGM/WMA) Containing the Copyright Notice

Constants:

Constants are fixed skin parameters that are given initially at the creation of the skin.

For example:

iMinWidth = (320) 

Some elements may have become obsolete as the technology evolved and are

marked as such. 

Constant Name Description

ActiveGroups Determines which Skin Groups are active by Default (see below for

more information on skin groups)

AudioSkin Specifies if the Skin only contains audio (see defaultaudio.skn),

value can be 1 for Audio Only and 0 for regular.

SkinFileName Name of non-compressed BMP or Compressed PNG (8bit/24bit)

image that contains all the skin graphics
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PLSkinFileName BMP/PNG image used for Play List Skinning elements (if doesn't

exists, "SkinFileName" is used)

EQSkinFileName BMP/PNG image used for Equalizer Skinning elements (if doesn't

exists, "SkinFileName" is used)

OSDSkinFileNam

e

BMP/PNG image used for OSD Skinning elements (if doesn't exists,

"SkinFileName" is used)

TimelineCursor Name of a Cursor file that will be used for timeline seeking

iWinWidth Initial Window Width

iWinHeight Initial Window Height

iVidWidth Initial Video Width

iVidHeight Initial Video Height

iVidLeft Initial Video Position in pixels from left position of Window

iVidTop Initial Video Position in pixels from top position of Window

iMinWidth Minimum Video Width (It's recommended keep the minimum

Width/Height to a 4:3 aspect ratio)

iMinHeight Minimum Video Height

RateLeft (Obsolete, replaced by "RateExData") Left Position of Rate bar witin

window

RateTop (Obsolete, replaced by "RateExData") Top Position of Rate bar witin

window

tLineWidth TimeLine Width

tLineHeight TimeLine Height

tLineLeft TimeLine position in pixels from left position of Window

tLineTop TimeLine position in pixels from top position of Window

tLineColor TimeLine Color (Hex RGB Value, like on web pages. Not required if a

bitmap is set using TimeLineFG)
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tLineFontSize TimeLine Font Size (don't use, replaced by tLineFontHeight)

tLineFontHeight TimeLine Font Height

tLineFontYOfs TimeLine Font Y-Offset in pixels (can be negative value)

tLineFontFace TimeLine Font Name

tLineFontColor TimeLine Font Color

tLineFontStyle Bold and Italic, example : tLineFontStyle = (Bold|Italic), To disable

style use (None) as value.

tLineNoText Don't show any text on timeline (Set to 1 to show no text and 0 to

show text - default)

cBarFontSize Control Bar Font Size (don't use, replaced by cBarFontHeight)

cBarFontHeight Control Bar Font Height

cBarFontYOfs Control Bar Font Y-Offset in pixels (can be negative value)

cBarFontFace Control Bar Font Name

cBarFontColor Control Bar Font Color

cBarFontStyle Bold and Italic, example : CBarFontStyle = (Bold|Italic), To disable

style use (None) as value.

cBarNoText Don't show any text on the control bar timeline (Set to 1 to show no

text and 0 to show text - default)

cBarButWidth Control Bar Button Width (must be set before any buttons are

added to the control bar)

cBarButHeight Control Bar Button Height (same as width, but also sets the height

of the control bar)

cBarRightMargin Number of pixels to save on the right side of skin

cBarTLColor Control Bar TimeLine Color (Not required if a bitmap is set using

TimeLineCBarFG)

cBarTLWidth Width of the Control Bar time line
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cBarTLHeight Height of the Control Bar time line

cBarTLLeft Control Bar TimeLine position in pixels from left position of Control

Bar

cBarTLTop Control Bar TimeLine position in pixels from top position of Control

Bar

iTransColor Hex RGB Value of the color used for Window Transparency on the

Main User Interface

cTransColor Hex RGB Value of the color used for Window Transparency on the

Control Bar

pTransColor Hex RGB Value of the color used for Window Transparency on the

Play List

eTransColor Hex RGB Value of the color used for Window Transparency on the

Equaliser

Skinning Functions:

The Skin Script functions are used to actually construct how the skin will appear.

FillRect(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor) 

· Fill a rectangle with a specific Hex RGB color. (000000=Black, FF0000=Red,

00FF00=Green, 0000FF=Blue, FFFFFF=White, exactly like in HTML).

FillMask(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, SrcRGBColor, DestRGBColor) 

· Fill a mask by filling any color that doesn't match the SrcRGBColor with the

DestRGBColor. This can be used on non-rectangular buttons that have a

transparent background and thus should have a masked drawn behind them

so that they don't become transparent themselves.

CopyBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY) 

· Copy a bitmap from the skin image to the user interface.

CopyStretchedBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, SrcWidth, SrcHeight, DestX, DestY, DestWidth,

DestHeight) 

· Copy a bitmap from the skin image to the user interface stretching it to fit the
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specified rectangle. This function is rather CPU intensive.

CopyTransBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, RGBColor) 

· Copy a Color Keyed transparent bitmap from the skin image to the user

interface. The color specified by the RGBColor is considered transparent and

won't be copied This function can be CPU intensive if used extensively.

CopyMaskedBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY) 

· Copy an Alpha Masked bitmap from the skin image to the user interface. An

Alpha mask is a gray representation of the image where black means no

copying to be done and white means full copying. Any gray value in between

determines what percentage to mix between the background and foreground

bitmaps. The Alpha mask must the aligned to the right of the source image

and match its size. This function can be CPU intensive if used extensively.

TileBitmapV(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillHeight) 

· Tile bitmap vertically to fill a specific number of pixels.

TileBitmapH(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillWidth) 

· Tile bitmap horizontally to fill a specific number of pixels.

TileBitmapA(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillWidth, FillHeight) 

· Tile bitmap to fill an area of specific number of pixels.

GradientRectH(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor1, RGBColor2) 

· Fill a rectangle with a horizontal gradient from RGBColor1 to RGBColor2

Doing gradient fills may be CPU intensive.

GradientRectV(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor1, RGBColor2) 

· Fill a rectangle with a vertical gradient from RGBColor1 to RGBColor2 Doing

gradient fills may be CPU intensive.

TimeLineBG(SrcX, SrcY, Width) 

· Bitmap positioning used for the User Interface TimeLine background, height

must be the same as the "tLineHeight" constant.
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TimeLineFG(SrcX, SrcY, Width) 

· Bitmap positioning used for the User Interface TimeLine foreground, height

must be the same as the "tLineHeight" constant. Using this function enables

the Time Line (makes it visible) on the main user interface. Using this function

means that a bitmap will be used instead of a color for the action portion of

the timeline.

TimeLineFontShade(Left, Right, Top, Bottom) 

· This function allows you to shade (shadow/outline) the TimeLine font. All four

parameters are RGB vlaues representing the shading colors around the font.

Use a value of "-1" in order for shading to be disabled on a particular side.

TimeLineActive(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, XOffset, YOffset) 

· This is an optional function if bitmapped TimeLine (TimeLineBG/TimeLineFG) is

used. It allows you to specify a bitmap to be drawn at the currently active

timeline position. SrcX, SrcY and Width are pretty self explanetory. The XOffset

and YOffset allows you to specify how many pixels to move the bitmap to the

right and down (by default the bitmap is drawn at the top of the timeline and

to the left of the currently active position (taking into account the width of the

bitmap).

TimeLineStart(SrcX, SrcY, Width) 

· Specify a start bitmap for the timeline, the bitmap height should match the

timeline bitmap height and like with buttons, it should actually be comprised

of two bitmaps drawn next to each other (on the right) of the active and

inactive timeline states (highlighted/non-highlighted). The width specified is

only of the first image, the inactive image on the right should be the same

width and height.

TimeLineEnd(SrcX, SrcY, Width) 

· Same as TimeLineStart, but for the end (right side) of the timeline.

PlayListData(DestX=Value, DestY=Value, Width=Value, Height=Value,

MinWidth=Value, MinHeight=Value,

Border=RGBValue,Background=RGBValue,BackgroundGrad=RGBValue,

Foreground=RGBValue, SelectBG=RGBValue, SelectFG=RGBValue,

Highlight=RGBValue, ScrollBG=RGBValue, ScrollBGGrad=RGBValue,
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ScrollFace=RGBValue, ScrollDark=RGBValue, ScrollLight=RGBValue, BGSrcX=Value,

BGSrcY=Value, BGSrcW=Value, BGSrcH=Value, ScrollWidth=Value, ScrollBGX=Value,

ScrollBGY=Value, ScrollBGW=Value, ScrollBGH=Value, ScrollFGX=Value,

ScrollFGY=Value, ScrollFGW=Value, ScrollFGH=Value, SearchXOfs=Value) 

· This function sets all the neccessery data to position and color the Play List file

listing. 

· Parameters:

DestX : Destination X-Offset on the Skin.

DestY : Destination Y-Offset on the Skin.

Width : Width of File List area.

Height : Height of File List area.

Highlight : RGB Value representing the playing item color.

Border : RGB Value representing the list border color.

Background : RGB Value representing the list background color.

Foreground : RGB Value representing the list foreground color.

BackgroundGra

d

: RGB Value which is used to specify a vertical gradient for the

background

BackGradHorz : True/False Value which is used to specify if the background

gradient is horizontal

BGSrcX : Pixel X Offset of a Background Image (instead of a color)

BGSrcY : Pixel Y Offset of a Background Image (instead of a color)

BGSrcW : Pixel Width of a Background Image (instead of a color)

BGSrcH : Pixel Height of a Background Image (instead of a color)

SelectBG : RGB Value representing the selected item background color.

SelectFG : RGB Value representing the selected item foreground color.

SelectBorder : RGB Value representing the selected item border color.
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SearchBG : RGB Value representing the search box background color.

ScrollBG : RGB Value representing the scroll box background color.

ScrollBGGrad : RGB Value which is used to specify a vertical gradient for the scroll

box.

ScrollGradHorz : True/False Value which is used to specify if the scroll box gradient

is horizontal.

ScrollFace : RGB Value representing the scroll widget Face color.

ScrollDark : RGB Value representing the scroll widget Dark color.

ScrollLight : RGB Value representing the scroll widget Light color.

ScrollWidth : Width of the Scroll Widget.

ScrollHeight : Height of the Scroll Widget.

ScrollBGSrcX : Pixel X Offset of a Scroll Box Background Image (instead of a

color).

ScrollBGSrcY : Pixel Y Offset of a Scroll Box Background Image (instead of a

color).

ScrollBGSrcW : Pixel Width of a Scroll Box Background Image (instead of a color).

ScrollBGSrcH : Pixel Height of a Scroll Box Background Image (instead of a color).

ScrollFGSrcX : Pixel X Offset of a Scroll Box Widget Image (instead of a color).

ScrollFGSrcY : Pixel Y Offset of a Scroll Box Widget Image (instead of a color).

ScrollFGSrcW : Pixel Width of a Scroll Box Widget Image (instead of a color).

ScrollFGSrcH : Pixel Height of a Scroll Box Widget Image (instead of a color).

SearchXOfs : Offset (In Pixels) from the left in which to draw the Search Dialog

text.

FontFace : Name of the Font ("Arial" for example).

FontHeight : Font Height in Pixels.

FontSpace : Font Spacing between lines in Pixels.
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FontStyle : Font Style (Bold/Italic), can combine, for example "Bold|Italic".

VolumeExData(SrcX=Value, SrcY=Value, DestX=Value, DestY=Value, Width=Value,

Height=Value, Images=Value, Vertical=True/False, Hint=Value) 

· This function sets all the neccessery data to enable the user-interface volume

controls. 

· Parameters:

SrcX : X-Offset from source image to the location Bitmap data.

SrcY : Y-Offset from source image to the location Bitmap data.

DestX : Destination X-Offset on the Skin.

DestY : Destination Y-Offset on the Skin.

Width : Width of a Single Volume Image.

Height : Height of a Single Volume Image.

Images : Number of Volume Images, Image are expected to be drawn aligned to

the bottom of each image.

Vertical : Can be either "True" or "False", determines how the volume reacts to a

user click (horizontally or vertically).

Hint : Text value describing the function of this control.

· The Parameter order isn't important, just that the values are being passed. The

Vertical parameter is optional, by default the volume bar is horizontal.

Example:

VolumeExData(SrcX=208, SrcY=0, DestX=-50, DestY=-50, Width=42,

Height=14, Images=12, Vertical=False, Hint=Volume) 

RateExData(SrcX=Value, SrcY=Value, DestX=Value, DestY=Value, Width=Value,

Height=Value, Images=Value, Vertical=True/False, Hint=Value) 

· This function sets all the neccessery data to enable the user-interface Play

Rate controls. Make sure you have 7 images drawn for rate positions, as seen

in the default.bmp file. 
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· Parameters:

SrcX : X-Offset from source image to the location Bitmap data.

SrcY : Y-Offset from source image to the location Bitmap data.

DestX : Destination X-Offset on the Skin.

DestY : Destination Y-Offset on the Skin.

Width : Width of a Single Volume Image.

Height : Width of a Single Volume Image.

Hint : Text value describing the function of this control.

· The Parameter order isn't important, just that the values are being passed. The

Vertical parameter is optional, by default the volume bar is horizontal.

Example:

RateExData(SrcX=208, SrcY=0, DestX=-50, DestY=-50, Width=42, Height=14,

Hint=Play Rate Control) 

BalanceExData(SrcX=Value, SrcY=Value, DestX=Value, DestY=Value, Width=Value,

Height=Value, Images=Value, Vertical=True/False, Hint=Value) 

· This function sets all the neccessery data to enable the user-interface Audio

Balance controls. Make sure you have 7 images drawn for balance positions,

as seen in the default.bmp file. 

· Parameters:

SrcX : X-Offset from source image to the location Bitmap data.

SrcY : Y-Offset from source image to the location Bitmap data.

DestX : Destination X-Offset on the Skin.

DestY : Destination Y-Offset on the Skin.

Width : Width of a Single Volume Image.

Height : Width of a Single Volume Image.

Hint : Text value describing the function of this control.
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· The Parameter order isn't important, just that the values are being passed. The

Vertical parameter is optional, by default the volume bar is horizontal.

Example:

BalanceExData(SrcX=208, SrcY=0, DestX=-50, DestY=-50, Width=42,

Height=14, Hint=Audio Balance) 

ResizeBox(XOfs, YOfs, Width, Height, CursorType) 

· If you have transparent skin where the edges of the window are transparent,

you may want to define a "ResizeBox". When the mouse moves over the

ResizeBox designated area, the cursor will change to a resize cursor and allow

the forum to be resized from that position.

The Values of CursorType can be:

0 - Bottom Right Corner

1 - Bottom Left Corner

2 - Top Right Corner

3 - Top Left Corner

4 - Left Side

5 - Right Side

6 - Top Side

7 - Bottom Side

Example:

ResizeBox(-40, -40, 10, 10, 0)

(Obsolete) DrawText 

· This function has been superseded by DrawExText. 

DrawExText(Type=Value, Target=Value, DestX=Value, DestY=Value, Width=Value,

Height=Value, Align=Value, Case=Value, WordWrap=Value, FontName=Value

,FontSize=Value, FontColor=Value, FontStyle=Value, Text=Value, Function=Value) 

· Parameters:

Type : Type of Text Function (see below) (Default = "Normal").

Target : Target Window, Can be either "Main", "EQ", "PlayList", "ExtCBar"

(Default = "Main").
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DestX : Destination X-Offset on the Skin.

DestY : Destination Y-Offset on the Skin.

Width : Maximum Width of Text (used for clipping).

Height : Maximum Height of Text (used for clipping).

Align : Text Alignment, values can be "Left, Center or Right" (Default "Left").

Case : Uppercase/Lowercase Structure, values can be

"None,Lower,Upper,UpFirst" (Default "None").

WordWrap : Value can be True or False, if True and the text doesn't fit the width, it

is word wrapped (Default "False").

FontName : The Name of the Font, i.e. Arial, Times New Romand, etc...

FontSize : Size of Font (approximate height in pixels).

FontColor : RGB value indicating the Font Color.

FontStyle : Bold, Italic, Both or None, if both then separated by "|" (i.e.

"Bold|Italic") (Default "None").

ShadeLeft : RGB value represting the shadow color on the left side (set to -1 to

disable)

ShadeRight : RGB value represting the shadow color on the right side (set to -1 to

disable)

ShadeTop : RGB value represting the shadow color on the top side (set to -1 to

disable)

ShadeBotto

m

: RGB value represting the shadow color on the bottom side (set to -1

to disable)

Text : String that should be displayed, can including dynamic content by

using Dynamic Variables (see above).

Function : Call any fnFunction on Double Click (see function list below).

FunctionPar

am

: Used in combination with "ex" functions to pass a parameter to the

function.

StringParam : A string parameter passed to certain function types.
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Hint : A string containing the pop-up description of the text label.

· This function allows you to draw text anywhere on the user interface. The Text

content is updated every time the user interface is resized and once per

second (while not in fullscreen). This allows you to draw dynamic text such as

Time, DVD Chapter, etc...

Example:

DrawExText(DestX=5 ,DestY=5, Width=-10, Height=20, Align=Center,

Case=UpFirst, FontName=Arial, FontSize=11, FontColor=FFFFFF,

FontStyle=Bold, Text=)

· Note that unlike buttons a Text entry does not require a function to be

specified, Here are the possible values of the "Type" parameter:

"Normal" : Standard Text, accepts usual "fn" functions (see list below). 

"Filter" : Instead of calling a function, this Text opens a filter's property dialog.

The filter name is passed in the "StringParam" value and can contain

multiple sub-strings so that you could open different filters with one

button (such as all Video Decoders). Example

"StringParam=DIVX|XVID|MPEG4". 

"Extended

"

: Extended Text functions are similar to the normal text function with

the exception that they use the Extended functions (see below). In

addition to the "Function" value, you must also supply the

"FunctionParam" value so that it could be passed on to the Function.

For example, when "Function=exSetAR", setting "FunctionParam=1"

will set the Aspect Ratio mode to "Source Aspect Ratio". 

"Skin" : Use this Text-type to replace the Zoom Player skin with a single

button. The StringParam value is assigned the new skin name (i.e.

"default.skn"). 

(Obsolete) - CreateButton 

· This function has been superseded by CreateExButton

(Obsolete) - AddBarButton 
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· This function has been superseded by CreateExButton

CreateExButton(Type=Value, Target=Value, SrcX=Value, SrcY=Value, Width=Value,

Height=Value, HoverX=Value, HoverY=Value, AlphaX=Value, AlphaY=Value,

DestX=Value, DestY=Value, Function=Value, FunctionParam=Value,

StringParam=Value, TransColor= Value, Hint=Value, AniSpeed=Value) 

· Parameters:

Type : Type of Button (see below) (Default = "Normal").

Target : Target Window, Can be either "Main", "EQ", "PlayList", "CBar" or

"ExtCBar" (Default = "Main"), CBar is special, see below.

SrcX : X-Offset from source image to the location Bitmap data, Button Up

graphics.

SrcY : Y-Offset from source image to the location Bitmap data.

DownX : X-Offset from source image to the location of the Button Down

Bitmap (Optional, by default it's SrcX+Width).

DownY : Y-Offset from source image to the location of the Button Down

Bitmap (Optional, by default it's SrcY).

HoverX : X-Offset from source image to the location of the Hover

(mouse-over) Bitmap (also enables Hover Bitmap).

HoverY : Y-Offset from source image to the location of the Hover

(mouse-over) Bitmap.

AlphaX : X-Offset from source image to the location of the Alpha (Alpha

Masking) Bitmap (also enables Alpha Masking).

AlphaY : Y-Offset from source image to the location of the Alpha (Alpha

Masking) Bitmap.

ActiveX : X-Offset from source image to the location of the Activate (Special

Event) Bitmap.

ActiveY : Y-Offset from source image to the location of the Activate (Special

Event) Bitmap.

ActiveDownX : X-Offset from source image to the location of the Activate (Special

Event) Bitmap (Down state).
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ActiveDownY : Y-Offset from source image to the location of the Activate (Special

Event) Bitmap (Down state).

Activate : Draws the Active Bitmap when a Special Event is called, See Below

for available values.

Width : Width of Button.

Height : Height of Button.

DestX : Destination X-Offset on the Skin.

DestY : Destination Y-Offset on the Skin.

Function : Either "fn" function (see below) or "ex" function (see below)

depending on "type" parameter.

FunctionPara

m

: Used in combination with "ex" functions to pass a parameter to the

function.

StringParam : A string parameter passed to certain button types.

TransColor : A color-keyed transparent button, an RGB value indicating the

transparent colorkey.

Hint : A string containing the pop-up description of the button.

AniSpeed : If Animated buttons are enabled, the speed of animation (value

from 20-1000, default = 50).

Also, when no image is specified:

Color : Background color

Text : A string containing a caption

FontName : The Name of the Font, i.e. Arial, Times New Romand, etc...

FontSize : Size of Font (approximate height in pixels).

FontColor : RGB value indicating the Font Color.

FontStyle : Bold, Italic, Both or None, if both then separated by "|" (i.e.

"Bold|Italic") (Default "None").
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· This function replaces the standard "CreateButton" function in newer skin.

Instead of entering parameters in a specific order, you can use any order but

the value tag must be used, for example:

CreateExButton(Type=Normal, Function=fnMax, Hint=Maximize Window,

SrcX=20, SrcY=10, DestX=100, DestY=-100, Width=25, Height=25,

TransColor=FF00FF) 

As you can see, the order of the other parameters isn't important.

Furthermore, not all parameters are needed, some parameters have different

requirements depending on the button "Type" and some (like Hint and

AlphaX/Y) are optional altogether. 

· Here are the possible values of the "Type" parameter:

"Normal" : Standard Button, accepts usual "fn" functions (see list below). 

"Filter" : Instead of calling a function, this Button opens a filter's property

dialog. The filter name is passed in the "StringParam" value and can

contain multiple sub-strings so that you could open different filters

with one button (such as all Video Decoders). Example

"StringParam=DIVX|XVID|MPEG4". 

"Extended" : Extended Button functions are similar to the normal button function

with the exception that they use the Extended functions (see below). In

addition to the "Function" value, you must also supply the

"FunctionParam" value so that it could be passed on to the Function.

For example, when "Function=exSetAR", setting "FunctionParam=1"

will set the Aspect Ratio mode to "Source Aspect Ratio". 

"Skin" : Use this Button-type to replace the Zoom Player skin with a single

button. The StringParam value is assigned the new skin name (i.e.

"default.skn"). 

· Here are the possible values of the "Activate" parameter:

"Closed" : Draw the Active bitmap when the current play state is "Closed".

"Stop" : Draw the Active bitmap when the current play state is "Stopped".

"Play" : Draw the Active bitmap when the current play state is "Playing".

"Pause" : Draw the Active bitmap when the current play state is "Paused".
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"Mute" : Draw the Active bitmap when the Audio is muted.

"RandomPla

y"

: 
Draw the Active bitmap when Random Play is enabled.

"LoopPlay" : Draw the Active bitmap when playback is set to loop on the current

track.

"EQState" : Draw the Active bitmap when the Equalizer is ON.

"StayOnTop

"

: 
Draw the Active bitmap when the StayOnTop is Active.

"PLMagnet" : Draw the Active bitmap when the Play List Editor's Magnetic Dock is

Active.

"EQMagnet": Draw the Active bitmap when the Equalizer's Magnetic Dock is Active.

· Note, Alpha blending by default is disabled, if you enable Alpha blended

buttons by using the "AlphaX" parameter, you should make sure that the

button is listed toward the end of the skin file after the background it should

be blended against has already been drawn! Another thing is that Alpha

Blending only works against the background and not against other buttons.

Using Alpha Blended icons is quite CPU intensive when the skin is

drawn/resized. 

When the "Target" value is set to "CBar" (The Control Bar), you can't specify

non-Normal type value, width, height (as they are fixed and pre-defined) or

DestX/Y as they are controlled dynamically. These are special dynamic buttons

which can be turned on/off through the control bar context menu or through

the options dialog. To create regular buttons on the control bar, use the

"ExtCBar" value. 

See "default.skn" and "defaultdvd.skn" files for multiple examples of this

function. 

EQData(Width=Value, Height=Value, BarX=Value, BarY=Value, BarW=Value,

BarC=Value, BarPX=Value, BarPY=Value, Bar[n]X=Value, Bar[n]Y=Value) 

· Parameters: 
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Width : Width of the Equalizer Window (Equalizer Window has a fixed width).

Height : Height of the Equalizer Window (Equalizer Window has a fixed height).

BarX : Specifies a Source X Offset for the Equalizer Bar Graphics.

BarY : Specifies a Source Y Offset for the Equalizer Bar Graphics.

BarW : Specifies a Width (In Pixels) for the Equalizer Bar Graphics.

BarC : Specifies the number of Bar Stages, this needs to be an uneven number!

BarPX : Specifies a Destination X Offset for the PreAmp Bar.

BarPY : Specifies a Destination Y Offset for the PreAmp Bar.

Bar[n]X : The [n] is replaced by a number from 0 to 9 representing the 10 different

Equalizer Bars (Bands) X Positions from Left to Right (for example

Bar2X=100).

Bar[n]Y : The [n] is replaced by a number from 0 to 9 representing the 10 different

Equalizer Bars (Bands) Y Positions from Left to Right (for example

Bar5Y=20).

NavData(BGImage=FileName, ICONImage=FileName, IconSize=Value,

DefaultX=Value, DefaultY=Value, PictureX=Value, PictureY=Value, AudioX=Value,

AudioY=Value, VideoX=Value, VideoY=Value, DVDX=Value, DVDY=Value,

ExecuteX=Value, ExecuteY=Value, URLX=Value, URLY=Value, ArchiveX=Value,

ArchiveY=Value, FolderX=Value, FolderY=Value, PlayListX=Value, PlayListY=Value,

CDX=Value, CDY=Value, HDX=Value, HDY=Value, LeftX=Value, LeftY=Value,

RightX=Value, RightY=Value) 

· This procedure assigns skinning information to the Navigator interface. At the

minimum, you must assign the "ICONImage", "IconSize", "DefaultX" and

"DefaultY" parameters. The "DefaultX" and "DefaultY" parameters must be

assigned prior to any of the other icon location parameters. Any unspecified

icon type will fallback to the Default icon position. 

· Parameters:

BGImage : File Name (no Path) of the Navigator Background Image.
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ICONImage : File Name (no Path) of the Navigator Icon Image File.

IconSize : Icon size in pixels (all icons are square, so width and height are the

same).

DefaultX : X Position (in pixels) of the Default icon within the Icon Image file.

DefaultY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Default icon within the Icon Image file.

PictureX : X Position (in pixels) of the Picture icon within the Icon Image file.

PictureY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Picture icon within the Icon Image file.

AudioX : X Position (in pixels) of the Audio icon within the Icon Image file.

AudioY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Audio icon within the Icon Image file.

VideoX : X Position (in pixels) of the Video icon within the Icon Image file.

VideoY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Video icon within the Icon Image file.

DVDX : X Position (in pixels) of the DVD icon within the Icon Image file.

DVDY : Y Position (in pixels) of the DVD icon within the Icon Image file.

ExecuteX : X Position (in pixels) of the Execute icon within the Icon Image file.

ExecuteY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Execute icon within the Icon Image file.

URLX : X Position (in pixels) of the URL icon within the Icon Image file.

URLY : Y Position (in pixels) of the URL icon within the Icon Image file.

ArchiveX : X Position (in pixels) of the Archive icon within the Icon Image file.

ArchiveY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Archive icon within the Icon Image file.

FolderX : X Position (in pixels) of the Folder icon within the Icon Image file.

FolderY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Folder icon within the Icon Image file.

PlayListX : X Position (in pixels) of the Play List icon within the Icon Image file.

PlayListY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Play List icon within the Icon Image file.

CDX : X Position (in pixels) of the CD icon within the Icon Image file.

CDY : Y Position (in pixels) of the CD icon within the Icon Image file.
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HDX : X Position (in pixels) of the Hard Disk icon within the Icon Image file.

HDY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Hard Disk icon within the Icon Image file.

LeftX : X Position (in pixels) of the Left icon within the Icon Image file.

LeftY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Left icon within the Icon Image file.

RightX : X Position (in pixels) of the Right icon within the Icon Image file.

RightY : Y Position (in pixels) of the Right icon within the Icon Image file.

OSDPopUp(MinWidth=Value, MinHeight=Value, xMargin=Value, yMargin=Value,

TransColor=RGBValue) 

· This procedure enables you to skin the Pop-Up OSD Action window. You can

do the actual skinning using the skinning functions below (similar to skinning

the main window). 

· Parameters:

MinWidth : Minimum width required to draw the OSD Background.

MinHeight : Minimum height required to draw the OSD Background.

xMargin : Number of pixels from the left border of the OSD Window to make

room for the font against the edge.

yMargin : Number of pixels from the top border of the OSD Window to make

room for the font against the edge.

TransColor : RGB Value representing the transparent color. Don't set this

parameter to disable transparency.

ToggleInterface(Target=Value, Visible=Boolean) 

· This procedure allows you to show/hide Zoom Player user interfaces as the

skin loads. This can become quite annoying to the user if used improperly, so

only use it when you must! 
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· Parameters: 

Target: Which interface to show/hide. Possible values are "PlayList", "EQ" and

"CBar".

Visible: A value of "True" makes sure the interface is visible and "False" makes sure

it's hidden.

TintSource(SrcX=Value, SrcY=Value, Width=Value, Height=Value, rTint=Value,

gTint=Value, bTint=Value, cIgnore=RGBValue) 

· This procedure allows you to tint the color of regions within the source image.

Using it, you can create different skin files that contain different color schemes

from the same source image. 

· Parameters: 

SrcX : X Offset in pixels from where to begin the color tinting.

SrcY : Y Offset in pixels from where to begin the color tinting.

Width : Width of rectangle to tint.

Height : Height of rectangle to tint.

rTint : The intensity of Red tinting (can be a negative value).

gTint : The intensity of Green tinting (can be a negative value).

bTint : The intensity of Blue tinting (can be a negative value).

cIgnore : A Hex RGB value containing the color that shouldn't be tinted (the

transparency color usually).

· Example:

TintSource(SrcX=85, SrcY=495, Width=56, Height=28, rTint=-50, gTint=25,

bTint=25, cIgnore=FF00FF) 

NoTintSource(Target=Value, SrcX=Value, SrcY=Value, Width=Value, Height=Value) 

· This procedure allows you to prevent parts of the skin from tinting by the tint

bars on the skin selection dialog. 
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· Parameters:

Target : Target specifies which skin bitmap not to tint. Since you can (optionally)

specify a different skin bitmap for different sections of the skin, using this

parameter allows you to choose which bitmap not to tint. Valid values are

"Main", "PlayList", "EQ" and "OSD".

SrcX : X Offset in pixels from where to prevent the color tinting.

SrcY : Y Offset in pixels from where to prevent the color tinting.

Width : Width of rectangle to prevent tinting.

Height : Height of rectangle to prevent tinting.

Control Bar Skinning Functions:

The following commands perform the exact function as the above, but apply to the

Control Bar. 

CopyCBarBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY)

CopyCBarStretchedBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, SrcWidth, SrcHeight, DestX, DestY, SrcWidth,

SrcHeight)

CopyCBarTransBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, RGBColor)

CopyCBarMaskedBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY)

GradientCBarRectH(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor1, RGBColor2)

GradientCBarRectV(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor1, RGBColor2)

TileCBarBitmapV(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillHeight)

TileCBarBitmapH(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillWidth)

TileCBarBitmapA(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillWidth, FillHeight)

FillCBarRect(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor)

TimeLineCBarBG(SrcX, SrcY, Width)

TimeLineCBarFG(SrcX, SrcY, Width)

TimeLineCBarActive(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, XOffset, YOffset)

TimeLineCBarFontShade(Left, Right, Top, Bottom)

TimeLineCBarStart(SrcX, SrcY, Width)

TimeLineCBarEnd(SrcX, SrcY, Width) 
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Play List Skinning Functions:

The following commands perform the exact function as the above, but apply to the

Control Bar. 

CopyPLBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY)

CopyPLStretchedBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, SrcWidth, SrcHeight, DestX, DestY, SrcWidth,

SrcHeight)

CopyPLTransBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, RGBColor)

CopyPLMaskedBitmap(SrcX ,SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY)

TilePLBitmapV(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillHeight)

TilePLBitmapH(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillWidth)

TilePLBitmapA(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillWidth, FillHeight)

GradientPLRectH(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor1, RGBColor2)

GradientPLRectV(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor1, RGBColor2)

FillPLRect(DestX,DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor)

ResizePLBox(XOfs, YOfs, Width, Height, CursorType) 

OSD Skinning Functions:

CopyOSDBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY)

CopyOSDStretchedBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, SrcWidth, SrcHeight, DestX, DestY, SrcWidth,

SrcHeight)

CopyOSDTransBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY,RGBColor)

CopyOSDMaskedBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY)

TileOSDBitmapV(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillHeight)

TileOSDBitmapH(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillWidth)

TileOSDBitmapA(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillWidth,FillHeight)

GradientOSDRectH(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor1, RGBColor2)

GradientOSDRectV(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor1, RGBColor2)

FillOSDRect(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor) 

Equalizer Skinning Functions:

CopyEQBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY)

CopyEQStretchedBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, SrcWidth, SrcHeight, DestX, DestY, SrcWidth,

SrcHeight)

CopyEQTransBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY,R GBColor)

CopyEQMaskedBitmap(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY)
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TileEQBitmapV(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillHeight)

TileEQBitmapH(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillWidth)

TileEQBitmapA(SrcX, SrcY, Width, Height, DestX, DestY, FillWidth,FillHeight)

GradientEQRectH(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor1, RGBColor2)

GradientEQRectV(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor1, RGBColor2)

FillEQRect(DestX, DestY, Width, Height, RGBColor) 

Skin Groups:

Skin Grouping is a powerful tool for creating multiple skin variations or conditional

skin behavior within the same skin file. What it does is allow you to segment parts of

the code into a group. Anything within the specified segment will only be used if that

Group is enabled, otherwise, that part of the skin is ignored. Using the

"exGroupToggle", "exGroupEnable", "exGroupDisable" and "exGroupSet" functions

you can modify which groups are active at any one time and thus change the

appearance of the skin. You can see an example of this in the default skin. 

Group Value

1 1

2 2

3 4

4 8

5 16

6 32

7 64

8 128

9 256

10 512

11 1024

There are up to 16 skin groups you can define. Each group has a

binary bitmask value: 

Using the table to the left, if you would like to enable "Group #4"

and "Group #15", you would call the "exGroupEnable" function

with a parameter value of 8192+8 = 8200. 

To begin a Group within the code you use the "StartGroup"

function. For example, to begin "Group #15" you would do

"StartGroup(8192)". After this line you would type all the code

belonging to this group and then end with the "EndGroup(8192)"

command. 

For ease of use, you can have multiple "Start" and "End"

statements for the same group in different parts of the code. 

It is important that you specify the ActiveGroups variable (see

above) to determine which is the initial active group. 

Any code that isn't within a Group Block is considered shared

between all the groups (for example, there may not be a need to
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12 2048

13 4096

14 8192

15 16384

16 32768

change the PlayList, Equalizer or Control Bar code). 

You can also share code between multiple specific groups by using

additional parameters:

StartGroup(1,64) ... EndGroup(1,64) 

Entering a negative group value would cause that part of the skin

code to execute only if that specific group is currently disabled,

allowing you to simulate "if, then, else" structures. For Example:

StartGroup(1)
[Code for when Group 1 is Enabled]

EndGroup(1)

StartGroup(-1)
[Code for when Group 1 is Disabled]

EndGroup(-1) 

Unlike regular groups, when using StartGroup/EndGroup with a

negative group value, you shouldn't specify multiple groups. 

Additional Comments:

All the dynamic settings and functions can accept SIMPLE 2 item math. Basically you

can do addition and subtraction, nothing else. This is only used so you can position

items relative to the window size. 

Make sure you set all variables, otherwise when switching skins, some data will

remain from the older skin. 

Double check for Typos and corruct structure (as shown in the sample files shipping

with the player), when loading the skin, not a lot of error checking is performed, and

you can easily cause the player to crash! 
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Regular Functions:

These are the "fn" function commands, which can be called by a skinned object

(DrawExText, CreateExButton, etc...). 

No. Function Mode Description

000
fnPlay All Starts playback and toggles between Play &

Pause states.

001
fnPause All Pauses video and frame advances when already

paused.

002
fnStop Media Stops playback and goes to the beginning of the

video.

DVD Stops playback and closes DVD.

003 fnStopToFirst Media Stop to First Item in a Play List.

004

fnNextChapter Media Go to Next Chapter (Internal or OGM), if no

chapters are specified, advance to the next item

in the Play List.

DVD Open the Next Bookmark.

005

fnPrevChapter Media Go to Previous Chapter (Internal or OGM), if no

chapters are specified, go back to the previous

item in the Play List.

DVD Open the Previous Bookmark.

006 fnNextTrack Media Go to the Next item on the Play List

DVD Go to the Next Chapter.

007 fnPrevTrack Media Go to the Previous item on the Play List.

DVD Go to the Next Chapter.

008 fnNextFrame All Frame Step Forward.

009 fnPrevFrame All Frame Step Backward.
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010 fnNextVid Media Play the Next Video in the current directory.

011 fnPrevVid Media Play the Previous Video in the current directory.

012 fnSkipForward All Skip forward a specified number of seconds.

013 fnSkipBackward All Skip backward a specified number of seconds.

014 fnJumpForward All Jump forward a specified number of seconds.

015 fnJumpBackward All Jump backward a specified number of seconds.

016 fnSeekForward All Seek forward a specified number of seconds.

017 fnSeekBackward All Seek backward a specified number of seconds.

018 fnFastForward All Play in Fast Forward.

019 fnRewind All Rewind Playback.

020 fnSlowMotion All Play in Slow Motion.

021 fnHalfFF All Half Fast forward speed.

022 fnHalfSM All Half Slow Motion speed.

023 fnVolUp All Increase Volume.

024 fnVolDown All Decrease Volume.

025 fnMute All Mute Volume (ON/OFF).

026 fnABRepeat All Start, Stop and Cancel AB-Repeat.

027 fnPlayEndCycle All Cycle through the "On Play Complete" values.

028
fnZoomAxis All Toggles the Zoom Axis (used with Zoom-In /

Zoom-Out).

029 fnZoomIn All Zoom into video (enlarge video area).

030 fnZoomOut All Zoom out of video (shrink video area).

031 fnZoomInWidth All Stretch the video width.
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032 fnZoomOutWidth All Shrink the video width.

033 fnZoomInHeight All Stretch the video height.

034 fnZoomOutHeight All Shrink the video height.

035 fnZoom All Go into Zoom Mode.

036 fnFullScreen All Go Into Fullscreen Mode.

037
fnFitSource All Resize video area to the original video source

size..

038

fnMax All Maximize user interface to cover work area or if

in fullscreen maximize video area to cover

screen.

039 fnMinimize All Minimize the user interface.

040 fnARCycle All Cycle through Aspect Ratio modes.

041 fnRevARCycle All Reverse Cycle through Aspect Ratio modes.

042 fnBar All Show / Hide the Control Bar.

043 fnOSD All Turn the On Screen Display ON / OFF.

044 fnOpen All Open File(s) for playback.

045 fnOpenDir All Open a Directory for playback.

046
fnInfo All Playback Information Dialog (some information

on the playing media).

047 fnOptions All Open the Options Dialog.

048 fnPresets All Open the Video Position Preset Dialog.

049 fnPlayList All Show / Hide the Play List Editor.

050 fnChapter Media Show / Hide the Chapter Editor.

DVD Show / Hide the Bookmark Editor.

051 fnSkin All Show / Hide the Skin Selection dialog.
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052 fnKeyHelp All Opens the Keyboard Hotkey Dialog (key list).

053 fnExit All Exit application.

054 fnAddChapter Media Add Current Position to the Chapter Editor.

DVD Save Current Position as a Bookmark.

055 fnSaveChapter Media Save Chapter List.

056 fnDVDMode All Switch between the Media and DVD Modes.

057 fnDVDRootMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Root Menu.

058 fnDVDTitleMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Title Menu.

059 fnDVDSubMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Subtitle Menu.

060 fnDVDAudioMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Audio Menu.

061 fnDVDAngleMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Angle Menu.

062 fnDVDChapterMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Chapter Menu.

063 fnDVDMenuLeft DVD Move left on a DVD Menu.

064 fnDVDMenuRight DVD Move right on a DVD Menu.

065 fnDVDMenuUp DVD Move up on a DVD Menu.

066 fnDVDMenuDown DVD Move down on a DVD Menu.

067 fnDVDMenuSelect DVD Activate selected Menu item.

068 fnDVDCC DVD Closed Captions ON / OFF.

069 fnDVDAngle Media Cycle through OGM Video Tracks.

DVD Cycle through DVD Angles.

070 fnDVDSub Media Cycle through VobSub/OGM Subtitle Tracks.

DVD Cycle through DVD Subtitle Tracks.

071 fnAudioTrack Media Cycle through Media Audio Tracks.
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DVD Cycle through DVD Audio Tracks.

072 fnStayOnTop All Stay On Top ON / OFF.

073
fnMPEG4 All MPEG4/DivX/Video Decoder Dialog (if filter is in

use).

074 fnSub All Opens the VobSub dialog (if filter is in use).

075
fnAudioFilter All TFM/DeDynamic Audio Filter Dialog (if filter is in

use).

076 fnIncRate All Increase Play rate.

077 fnDecRate All Decrease Play rate.

078 fnPrevFilterFile None Previous Manual Filter File ** disabled **

079 fnNextFilterFile None Next Manual Filter File ** disabled **

080 fnSaveDF All Save Definition File for the currently open media.

081 fnFrameCapture All Screenshot / Frame Capture.

082 fnPattern All Cycle Pattern Modes.

083 fnEject All Eject the specified CD drive.

084 fnOverlayControl All Show / Hide the Overlay Color Control Interface.

085
fnOverlayApply All Apply the Overlay Color Controls (same as

button in options).

086
fnOverlayReset All Reset the Overlay Color Controls back to their

default settings.

087 fnIncBrightness All Increase Overlay Brightness.

088 fnDecBrightness All Decrease Overlay Brightness.

089 fnIncContrast All Increase Overlay Contrast.

090 fnDecContrast All Decrease Overlay Contrast.

091 fnIncGamma All Increase Overlay Gamma.
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092 fnDecGamma All Decrease Overlay Gamma.

093 fnIncHue All Increase Overlay Hue.

094 fnDecHue All Decrease Overlay Hue.

095 fnIncSaturation All Increase Overlay Saturation.

096 fnDecSaturation All Decrease Overlay Saturation.

097 fnUnpause All Unpause the video (Discrete Play).

098 fnAddALBookmark DVD Add DVD Auto-Load Bookmark.

099 fnSeekToStart All Seek to start of Video.

100
fnAudioDecoder All Pop the property dialog of filters with "Audio

Decoder" in their titles.

101
fnDVDMenuPrev DVD Return from DVD Sub-Menu. If on Top Menu

then Resume playback.

102 fnChapterNav Media Show / Hide the Chapter Navigator dialog.

DVD Show / Hide the Bookmark Navigator dialog.

103 fnPlayListNav All Show / Hide the Play List Navigator dialog.

104 fnFileNav All Show / Hide the File Navigator dialog.

105 fnBlankingNav All Show / Hide the Blanking Navigator dialog.

106 fnBlankingPreset All Show / Hide the Blanking Presets dialog.

107 fnBlanking All Show / Hide Video Blanking.

108 fnRandomPlay Media Turns Random (shuffle) Play ON / OFF.

109 fnResizeNav All Show / Hide the Resize Navigator dialog.

110 fnDisableDVDSub Media Disable VobSub / OGG Subtitles.

DVD Disable DVD Subtitle.

111 fnPresetCycle All Cycle through Video Position Presets.
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112 fnRevPresetCycle All Reverse Cycle through Video Position Presets.

113 fnBlankCycle All Cycle through Blanking Position Presets.

114 fnRevBlankCycle All Reverse Cycle through Blanking Position Presets.

115
fnDVDPlayStart DVD Play DVD bypassing Auto-Bookmark loading

features.

116 fnNextArrowFunc All Next Active Arrow Control function.

117 fnPrevArrowFunc All Previous Active Arrow Control function.

118 fnAutoARToggle DVD Enable / Disable Automatic DVD Aspect Ratio.

119
fnFrameZeroALBM DVD Attempt setting a DVD Auto-Load bookmark at

frame zero.

120 fnPauseAtEOF Media Pause Playback at end of currently playing file.

121 fnSceneCut All Show / Hide the Scene Cut Editor.

122 fnGoTo All Show / Hide the GoTo Timeline dialog.

123
fnGoToNav All Show / Hide the GoTo Timeline Navigator

interface.

124
fnMWFuncNav All Show / Hide the Mouse Wheel Function

Navigator interface.

125
fnLoop Media Switch between Do Nothing and Auto Reply on

Play Complete.

126 fnBalanceLeft All Move Audio Balance to the Left.

127 fnBalanceRight All Move Audio Balance to the Right.

128 fnOpenDrive All Open an entire drive.

129 fnMediaNav All Show / Hide the Media Library Navigator.

130
fnMediaPathEdit All Show / Hide the Media Library Path and

Category Editor.

131 fnSrcRelStretch All Enable / Disable Source Relative User Interface
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Stretch.

132 fnZoom50 All Set video to default to 50%.

133 fnZoom100 All Set video to default to 100%.

134 fnZoom200 All Set video to default to 200%.

135 fnZoom400 All Set video to default to 400%.

136 fnZoom800 All Set video to default to 800%.

137 fnWebNav All Show / Hide the Web URL Navigator.

138 fnBringToFront All Bring Player Window to Front.

139
fnLoopPlay Media Enable / Disable looping of currently playing

track.

140 fnPLAddFiles All Add Files to Play List.

141 fnPLAddDir All Add Directory to Play List.

142 fnPLRemove All Remove Selected Items from Play List.

143 fnPLClear All Clear the entire Play List.

144 fnPLLoadList All Load a Play List.

145 fnPLSaveList All Save the Play List.

146 fnPLSort All Sort the Play List Items.

147 fnPLItemUp All Move Selected Play List Items Up.

148 fnPLItemDown All Move Selected Play List Items Down.

149 fnPLMax All Maximize the Play List Window.

150 fnLoadDF All Load Definition File for the currently open media.

151 fnRadioManager Media Show/Hide the Radio Station Manager Dialog.

152 fnContextNav All Show/Hide the Context Navigator.
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153 fnPlayHistory Media Show/Hide the Play History Interface.

154
fnPLGetDuration Media Get Duration of Media Files in the current Play

list.

155 fnEqualizer All Show/Hide the Internal Equalizer Window.

156 fnEQEditor All Show/Hide the Equalizer Profile Selector/Editor.

157 fnEQReset All Reset the current Equalizer Values.

158 fnEQToggle All Enable/Disable the Equalizer.

159 fnResyncAhead All Resynchronize Audio Ahead.

160 fnResyncBack All Resynchronize Audio Back.

161 fnFastPlay Media Fast Playback with Audio.

162 fnVobSubSelect All DirectVobSub Subtitle File Selection.

163 fnOpenURL All Open URL.

164 fnAudioMode Media Switch to Audio only mode (no video area) skin.

165 fnSSaverToggle All Internal Screen Saver Toggle.

166 fnTVMode None Not implemented.

167 fnSpace All Call the user-selected Space function.

168 fnIncHeight All Increase Height 1 Pixel.

169 fnDecHeight All Decrease Height 1 Pixel.

170 fnIncWidth All Increase Width 1 Pixel.

171 fnDecWidth All Decrease Width 1 Pixel.

172 fnDummy All Does nothing, useful for skinning.

173 fnSceneCutToggle All Enable/Disable the Scene Cut feature.

174 fnStationNav All Show/Hide the Station Navigator.
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175 fnVidLeft All Move Video Position to the Left.

176 fnVidRight All Move Video Position to the Right.

177 fnVidUp All Move Video Position Upwards.

178 fnVidDown All Move Video Position Downwards.

179
fnPLItemDir All Open the directory of the currently highlighted

item in the play list.

180 fnDateTime All OSD-Popup of the current Date & Time.

181
fnSubSyncAhead Media (Only with DirectVobSub) Resynch Subtitles

Ahead 10ms.

182
fnSubSyncBack Media (Only with DirectVobSub) Resynch Subtitles Back

10ms.

183
fnSubUp Media (Only with DirectVobSub) Move Subtitles Up 1

percent.

184
fnSubDown Media (Only with DirectVobSub) Move Subtitles Down 1

percent.

185 fnPLControl All Open/Close the Play List Control interface.

186 fnPLMagToggle All Toggle the Play List Editor's Magnetic Docking.

187 fnEQMagToggle All Toggle the Equalizer's Magnetic Docking.

188 fnIncPreAmp All Increase PreAmp Volume.

189 fnDecPreAmp All Decrease PreAmp Volume.

Extended Functions:

These are the "ex" function commands, which can be called by a skinned object

(DrawExText, CreateExButton, etc...). Unlike the regular functions, the extended

functions pass an additional parameter. 

No. Function Description Value
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000 exSetAR Set Aspect Ratio 0-6

001 exApplyPR 
Apply Zoom

Preset 

0-9

002 exSavePR 
Save Zoom

Preset 

0-9

003 exChapterTrack
Chapter/Track

Selector 

0-9 (Opens chapter/track dialog with 5

seconds timeout for a second key)

004 exBlanking 
Set Blanking

Preset 

0-9 (Automatically enables blanking)

005 exSetMode 
Set Playback

Mode 

0-Media Mode, 1-DVD Mode, 2-Audio

Mode

006 exInterface 
Toggle

Interfaces 

00-Show Control Bar

01-Hide Control Bar

02-Show Play List Editor

03-Hide Play List Editor

04-Show Chapter/Bookmark Editor

05-Hide Chapter/Bookmark Editor

06-Set Windowed Mode

07-Set Zoom Mode

08-Set Fullscreen Mode

09-Show Equalizer

10-Hide Equalizer

007 exSetPlayRate 
Set Media Play

Rate 

1-22670 (where 10000 = Standard Play)

008 exSetCustomAR
Set Custom 0-9 (Automatically switches AR to Custom
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 Aspect Ratio mode)

009 exOverlayColor
Set Color Control

Preset

0-9

010 exPlayComplete
Set Play

Complete Mode 

0-6 (may expand in a future version) 

011
exDVDNumPad

 

Select DVD

Number Pad 

0-9

012 exOpenDrive 
Open an entire

drive 

0-25 (0 = A:, 2 = C: ... 25 = Z:)

013 exSeekAhead 
Seek Ahead [n]

Seconds 

1-999999999

014 exSeekBack 
Seek Back [n]

Seconds 

1-999999999

015 exSeekTo 
Seek to Position

[n] Sec

1-999999999

016
exGroupToggle

 

Toggle Skin

Groups 

0-1^32 (Bitmask indicating which groups to

toggle)

017 exGroupEnable 
Enable Skin

Groups 

0-1^32 (Bitmask indicating which groups to

enable)

018 exGroupDisable
Disable Skin

Groups 

0-1^32 (Bitmask indicating which groups to

disable)

019 exGroupSet 
Set the Skin

Groups Mask

0-1^32 (Bitmask indicating the group mask)

020 exSetVolume 
Set the Audio

Volume 

0-100 (Percentage of volume level)

021 exEjectDrive 
Eject/Insert a

drive 

0-25 (drives A-Z where 0=A and 25=Z)

022 exEnableTCP 
Enable TCP/IP

interface 

TCP Port number
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Navigation Functions:

These are the "nv" function commands, which are used to control the Navigation

interfaces 

No. Function Description

000 nvLeft Navigate Left

001 nvRight Navigate Right

002 nvUp Navigate Up

003 nvDown Navigate Down

004 nvHome Navigate to Top

005 nvEnd Navigate to Bottom

006 nvPgUp Navigate a Page Up

007 nvPgDn Navigate a Page Down

008 nvSelect Select/Activate

009 nvInsert Insert/Add

010 nvDelete Delete

011 nvBackspace Back

012 nvEscape Escape/Close

2.3.2 Are you aware the default Zoom Player skin has several modes?

The default Zoom Player skin has several modes which allow for different ranges of control. You can

switch between these modes by pressing F4, F5, F6 and F7.

2.3.3 Translating Zoom Player into new Languages

In order to translate the Zoom Player Language files you must follow these rules: 

You must be using Windows 2000/2003/XP (or newer). 

You must use a unicode enabled text editor that will not word-wrap (divide long lines into multiple

lines) as that will corrupt the language file ordering system. This means, that you can't use NotePad.
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UltraEdit works well as an editor. 

It is VERY important that the number of lines remains unmodified, you may not leave empty lines or

add your own lines to the text as that would corrupt it (see #1). 

There are certain special codes in the text files that you must NOT modify in any way.

A. "%s" = String variable.

B. "%d" = Digit variable.

C. "\n" = Line Break 

The files reside in Zoom Player's "Language" sub-directory and you must translate the following:

A. "english.string"

B. "english.dialog"

C. "english.menu"

D. "english.keyhelp" 

When translating, rename the files to the name of the language, for example:

"german.string"

"german.dialog"

"german.menu"

"german.keyhelp" 

You must not use the "(" character as part of the new language file name. 

When translating "english.keyhelp", make sure to check that it fits well within the interface (Press F1 to

bring up the interface from within Zoom Player). 

All translations should be posted to the Zoom Player Translation Forum.

2.4 Enhance your System

Index

· Maximizing TV Playback Quality

· Overscan Explained

· Cable Technologies

· TV Chipsets

· TV Tool

· PAL/NTSC in VCD/DVD

· Positioning

· Zoom Player

· Configuring your system for Remote Control using Girder

· Installation

· Learning Events

2.4.1 Maximizing TV Playback Quality

In this article, I will explain how you can maximize the TV output quality (On CRT-TVs)

of your display adaptor. using Hardware and Software tweaking with various display

hardware. 

I will further outlay how to get improved video playback while maximizing screen

area to an extent which is impossible with actual decoder cards and external players. 

I will even touch a bit on the whole PAL vs NTSC debate. 
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Please note that this article only refers to CRT-TVs (Analog TV). Digital TV

technologies such as LCD, Plasma and SED do not suffer from the same problems as

CRT technology and as such, this article does not apply to them.

Index

· Overscan Explained

· Cable Technologies

· TV Chipsets

· TV Tool

· PAL/NTSC in VCD/DVD

· Positioning

· Zoom Player

2.4.1.1 Overscan Explained

Diagram #1

"Diagram #1" depicts your typical television set. 

The red outline defines your visual screen area. This is the visible area of the screen

that is displayed on the TV set. What most people don't realize is that the actual

broadcasted image is usually 5%-15% larger than the displayed image. The blue

outline defines the actual broadcasted image size which is being cropped by the TV

set. 

The reasoning behind this "over scanning" of the TV signal is that there are certain

uncontrollable elements that can change the position and size of the visual screen

area. These include movement of the TV set during shipping, brightness scaling
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(more on that later) and many other ... 

Basically the TV manufacturers save themselves a technical support headache by

having the image scaled beyond the visible screen boundaries. Thus any small

movement of the broadcasted image would not be seen within the visible screen

area. 

2.4.1.2 Cable Technologies

There are currently three popular methods for transporting an analog video signal

over cables. These are Composite (also referred to as RCA), S-Video and Component. 

Composite being the older method transfers the entire signal on one wire. This is the

simplest and most common connection you will find. If your TV set does not have this

connector, you are in serious trouble. Your only resort would be to purchase a device

which maps the A/V signal onto an antenna connector. This of course, will reduce the

image quality and is not recommended. 

S-Video splits the image into two channels. A brightness channel and a color channel.

This in theory should improve image quality (more on that later). 

Lastly, a rather new video standard called Component is starting to appear in

high-end video equipment. However, it's quite uncommon at this point, and I doubt

any display adaptor will support it anytime soon (if at all). 

Now, please note that while one standard is in theory superior to another, in practice

it doesn't always work like that. I have personally purchased a $10 RCA Composite

cable and compared the signal with a $50 S-Video cable. While both these cables can

not be considered "High-End", you would still expect the S-Video signal to be

superior to the Composite connector. This was not the case in my situation. The

composite cable gave a much sharper image. 

Note that there are a lot of things that can effect this, so I strongly suggest to explore

all the options available to you prior to settling on one solution. 

2.4.1.3 TV Chipsets

To progress further, you will need to have a Display Adaptor card with TV-Output
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capabilities. 

In my personal (and slightly biased) opinion, NVIDIA cards using the

BT869/BT868/CX25871 chipset for TV output offer a superior image quality. And this

has nothing to do with the actual card, but rather a program called TV Tool (which

will be further discussed later on in more details). 

Some other recommended cards are the Matrox G400 cards and of course, ATI cards

(more on ATI cards later on). 

To achieve the best image quality with your display adaptor, you need to reach a 1:1

mode, where each screen pixel corresponds to a TV pixel (Single RGB stripe). 

The main problem with TV output signals coming from these cards is that the signal

is usually massively underscanned (shrinked) so that the entire desktop appears on

the TV (usually with a 1 inch black border surrounding it). The problem with this

setup is, that a 800x600 screen scaled down to a TV's resolution causes flickering

(Sort of like scaling artifacts on a TV). To combat this, the cards apply a screen

filtering code which blurs the image. This of course, isn't really an optimal solution as

we want a sharp and vivid image. 

The reasoning behind this is that without filtering, Text will shimmer on an interlaced

display (TV Set), however, we don't really care about displaying text, the idea here is

to watch video, not browse the web. 

Certain cards (Some Asus and ATI models for example) offer an overscan feature

which should removing this downscaling. On ATI cards this is a undocumented

feature which you can only enable using ATI-Specific tweaking tools (such as Radeon

Tweaker). 

Our main goal here is to disable the filtering completely and reach the mode where

there is no scaling being done on the desktop image. This requires stretching and

overscanning the TV Image at the expense of the desktop area (not all the desktop

will appear on-screen). 

The reasoning behind this will become apparent later on. 
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2.4.1.4 TV Tool

This page is only useful for people owning NVIDIA cards. If you are not an owner of

such a card, move on to the next page. 

TV Tool is a very useful application for NVIDIA cards with TV Output chipsets. It

allows you to tweak several basic aspects of the card that are not available through

the driver interface itself (and how lame is that!). 

Once you have TV Tool installed, I strongly suggest reviewing it's keyboard shortcuts

so you can quickly switch between TV/Monitor modes. 

On the "Mode", set the "Picture Size" to "Fullscreen". This will set the TV output to

that 1:1 pixel ratio mentioned earlier. 

Next you will have to select the resolution. For PAL you should choose either 800x600

or 768x576, either one will work for us. For NTSC I recommend 640x480. While you

can go with 720x480, it's a non-standard aspect ratio which means you will be limited

to using Zoom Player as your playback application if you desire to maintain a correct

aspect ratio. 

You will also notice that there are two types of PAL mode, Standard PAL and PAL-60.

Standard pal works at 50hz, which means the screen is updated 25 times per second.

NTSC is updated 30 times per second, so PAL-60 is an extended mode which allows

PAL to be updated 30 times per second as well. The thing is, not all TV sets support

PAL-60. If yours does, I recommend using it as it will allow for higher resolution while

still being able to play NTSC content without dropping frames. 

Next, go over to the "Adjust" tab and set the "Flickerfilter" track-bar to DVD-S mode

by moving it all the way to the left. This disables the blur-filtering discussed earlier.

The screen text may appear to flicker a bit, this is normal, small single-colored text

simply doesn't appear well on a TV screen without blurring. But rest assured, this

doesn't concern us as our goal is to view video with the best quality, not to do word

processing. 

Lastly, you will notice as "Connection" box. From my experience, it's best to manually

select VHS (RCA) and S-VHS (S-Video) as the automatic detection may fail with

certain TV Chipsets resulting in a dark image or possibly a B&W image. 

At the time this article was written, the latest version of TV Tool is v5.53. You can get
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TV Tool at it's home page here. 

2.4.1.5 PAL/NTSC in VCD/DVD

In our little world, there are three dominant standards for TV output, these are PAL,

NTSC and SECAM. 

Of the three, I have only seen two being used by display adaptors, PAL and NTSC.

SECAM is a standard mainly used in limited European countries and thus ignored by

the manufacturers. 

The NTSC standard is used by the U.S., Canada and Japan and is one of the older

standards in existance (which is the reason it is being replaced by law in the U.S. with

the new HDTV standard, and is supposed to be taken off the air in 2008 I believe). 

PAL is a slightly newer standard used in most of Europe, the Middle East, Australia

and parts of Asia. 

Here are some technical specification on both standards: 

NTSC:

The NTSC signal is being broadcasted at 60 fields per second. Each frame is

composed of two interlaced fields which displayed in succession form a single frame.

This gives a TV frame rate of about 30 frames per second. 

NTSC resolution used in VCD is either 352x240 at 29.97fps or 352x240 at 23.976fps.

NTSC resolution used in DVD is either 720x480 at 29.97fps or 720x480 at 23.976fps.

PAL:

The PAL signal is being broadcasted at 50 fields per second. Each frame is composed

of two interlaced fields which displayed in succession form a single frame. This gives a

TV frame rate of about 25 frames per second. 

PAL resolution used in VCD is 352x288 at 25fps.

PAL resolution used in DVD is 720x576 at 25fps.

If you have a TV set supporting PAL-60, you should consider using it over NTSC as

the added resolution really does help, especially with DVD Playback. Otherwise, it's

best to stick with the source's video format (viewing PAL DVDs in PAL mode and

NTSC DVDs in NTSC mode). 
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2.4.1.6 Positioning

Our next problem is that once the TV and Monitor resolution are set to a 1:1 ratio, we

get massive overscan, and the desktop edge is beign cropped (cut). This prevents us

from setting our video player to a full-screen mode as the image edges would not be

visible. 

To solve this issue, Inmatrix created an advanced Media and DVD Front-End Player

called "Zoom Player". 

Using Zoom Player you can align the displayed video image so it exactly matches the

visible portion of the desktop. Using this feature, you can practically eliminate

overscanning. 

An additional benefit of this is, that most Display Adaptors use Bilinear or Anisotropic

scaling of video so the resulting scaled video has far less scaling artifacts and the

image quality can even rival professional DVD decoders, especially for Anamorphic

DVD titles. 

One thing you must remember when setting the video dimensions with Zoom Player

is that when the video image is bright or dark, the visible image will expand or

contract, so you must add some minimum overscan to compensate for this

brightness range (slightly enlarge the image). 

For information on how to position the video using Zoom Player, read this. 

Zoom Player is a free (for non commercial use) application which can be downloaded 

here. 

2.4.1.7 Zoom Player

Besides playing Media content (AVI/MPEG/Etc...) Zoom Player can also play DVD

content by using previously installed DirectShow filters (from player such as

PowerDVD/WinDVD/CinePlayer). 

Unlike standard players, Zoom Player contains a myriad of settings specifically

optimized for TV and Projector playback. 

Previously we touched about screen positioning. This however, Isn't the only
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important Zoom Player feature when viewing Video on the TV. Some cards may use a

non-standard Aspect ratio to display the TV image (in such modes as 720x480). Zoom

Player can automatically compensate for any aspect ratio mode allowing you to view

the video in it's original aspect ratio. 

You can find information on using Zoom Player to adjust the Aspect Ratio here. 

Another problem with DVD playback is widescreen black bars. The black bars on a

wide screen movie while in theory should be completely black, at times certain

encoding studios encode these as dark gray, which can bleed brightness onto the

video image and reduce image quality. 

Zoom Player can circumvent this problem using it's "Blanking" feature (introduced in

v2.40). Using the Blanking Navigator (accessible through the right-click context menu

and through a keyboard macro - see keys.txt) you can easily block out unwanted

areas of the video making sure no gray bars will be visible. 

2.4.2 Configuring your system for Remote Control using Girder

Introduction:

Girder is a system-automation tool for remote controlling your PC. It is probably the most powerful

and flexible tool to use alongside Zoom Player in combination with a Remote Control device. 

This article will teach you to configure Girder to easily integrate with Zoom Player. 

Index

· Installation

· Learning Events

2.4.2.1 Installation

Installation:

This article assumes you have the latest version of Zoom Player installed. Download the latest version

of Girder from the Girder home page linked above, Install and run it. Next, run Zoom Player and open

the Zoom Player Options Dialog (Ctrl+"O"). If the Options Dialog is not in "Advanced Mode", click on

the "Advanced Mode" button on the lowest-leftmost area on the Options Dialog. 

Once you have the Advanced Options Dialog visible, click on the "Export" button which is on the

lowest section of the Advanced Options Dialog. You will be prompted with a context-menu. Select

"Girder Commands". A confirmation dialog telling you the Girder Command file would be saved to the

Zoom Player directory will appear, click "OK". An information dialog would now appear reminding you

to enable the Girder "SendMessage" plug-in, more on this later on, click "OK". 

Switch to the Girder window. On the top-left section of the Girder Window, you should be able to see

a "File" menu, select it and then select the "Settings" menu command. With the Girder Settings Dialog
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opened, select the "General" tab and enabled the "Auto Load" checkbox. Next click on the "Browse"

button and browse through your hard drive to the Zoom Player directory (usually "C:\Program Files

\Zoom Player\"). Once inside the Zoom Player directory, you should be able to see a "zplayer.gml" file.

It should be the only file listed (other than the directories which do not concern us). Select the "zplayer.

gml" file and click on the "Open" button. 

Next, click on the "Plugins" tab within the Girder Setting Dialog. Scroll through the list until you see the

"SendMessage" Plug-in. Enable the checkbox next to the "SendMessage" plugin. On the plug-in list

you must now locate a plugin for your remote control device. If such a plugin does not ship with Girder

by default, you can click on the "Get more plugins" link on the Girder Setup Dialog (at the top of the

plug-in list). 

Once you remote device plugin is enabled, Click on the "Apply" button followed by the "OK" button. At

this point you may want to save your Girder configuration by selecting the "File" menu and clicking on

the "Save" command.

2.4.2.2 Learning Events

Learning Events:

Girder works by receiving events from your remote device and relaying them through a Girder

command to a target application. Using the earlier step to export the Zoom Player command list, you

won't have to configure Girder to recognize Zoom Player as the Zoom Player exported command list

does this for you automatically. 

On the Girder left-pane you should see two categories: 

Zoom Player - Special Commands 

Zoom Player - Functions 

The "Special Commands" give you access to On-Screen Navigation Controls and various other

functions that did not fit into the "Functions" listing. The "Functions" listing contain 100's of Zoom

Player functions which you may call. 

To attach a Remote Control Button Event to a Zoom Player function, you must first select the Zoom

Player Function within the Girder function listing. Open the "Zoom Player - Functions" tree by clicking

in the little plus sign next to the entry. 

In this example you will learn how to assign a button on your remote control to the Zoom Player

"Play / Pause" function. Learning events is identical regardless of the Zoom Player functions, so once

you got this working for the "Play / Pause" function, you may easily continue with any other function

you want assigned. 

Under the "Zoom Player - Functions" tree, scroll down until you see the "Play / Pause" entry. On the

right-side of the Girder window, you should be able to see a "Learn Event" button. Clicking on this

button will put Girder into a learning mode with the caption on the Button changing to "Cancel Learn"

and an "EventString" sub-entry added to the "Play / Pause" entry. Girder is now waiting for you to

press a button on your remote device. Once pressed, the button caption should change back to "Learn

Event" and below the button a text entry should fill with either a number of text message indicating an

identification for the button pressed. If using your Remote Button has no effect on Girder then most

likely, the Girder plug-in for your Remote Device is not configured properly or your Remote Device is

not properly installed (for example, with IRMAN type Remote Devices, the COM port may not be
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configured to the correct port). 

With the button successfully assigned to a Zoom Player function, the "EventString" sub-entry is now

the link between Zoom Player and the specific Remote Button you used. With the "EventString" sub-

entry highlighted, you can press on the F2 key to rename the entry into text that will help you

remember which button was used. 

To unlearn an event, right-click on the "EventString" sub-entry and select "Delete". You can now

continue assigning different buttons to different Zoom Player "Functions" and "Special Commands".

Remember to Save your configuration every once in a while as you are adding events and save it again

once you are done. 

Zoom Player may not receive the Remote Control events if the Girder Window is focused, so after

you've finished configuring the events, minimize Girder. 

Make sure to take advantage of the Zoom Player Navigation Interfaces  using your remote control.

3 Zoom Player - Frequently Asked Questions

This page is designed to help answer some of the most frequently asked questions that have been

raised on the forum. 

You may also want to investigate the feature-highlight section of the site as it deals with in-depth

reviews of specific features and may help you better utilize the player. 

DVD: 

1. Why doesn't Zoom Player remember its DVD Decoder Settings?

2. Why doesn't Zoom Player include DVD Decoder filters?

3. Why doesn't DVD Playback work?

4. Why does Zoom Player say it is "Unable to initialize the DirectShow interface"?

5. What causes the "Key exchange for DVD copy protection failed" error?

6. Why do DVDs start and instantly stop after switching audio/video decoders?

7. Why does my video goes Blank / Black after several minutes?

8. Why do I get an error when trying to Play a DVD?

9. I want to build my own DVD Profile, how do I go about doing that?

10.Why doesn't the WinDVD Audio decoder filter remember its setting?

11.Why am I having unexplained problems with DVD playback?

12.Where do I select my DVD Drive letter?

13.How do I play a DVD from my Hard Disk?

14.Why do I lose Audio Sync under Windows 2000/XP using an MAudio Sound card?

15.How do I get the CineMaster decoder to connect to FFDShow?

16.Why do DVDs that played before no longer play after switching DVD Decoders?

17.Why when I try to Play a DVD, it instantly stops?

Media:

1. How do I make Zoom Player my Default Player?
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2. How do I make subtitles show up with Zoom Player?

3. Why do some MP3 files play badly (or show a wrong duration)?

4. How do I play CD-Audio?

5. Why won't the rate slider and Fast Play / Slow Motion work well with certain Media Files?

6. How can I control the SVCD/VOB aspect ratio?

7. Why do SVCD files show zero length?

8. Why won't VOB files play properly when I have an MPEG-2 decoder filter installed?

9. Why does the video image appear inverted (upside-down) in media mode?

10.Why doesn't Zoom Player play my Burnt SVCD discs?

11.How can I play AVI files with AC3 Audio?

12.Why do I only get Audio Playback with certain Media files?

13.Why can't I select the audio track on an AVI that contains more than one audio stream?

14.What are the Media Filter Files and how do they work?

15.Why does Zoom Player crash when used with my Terratec or Game Theater sound card?

16.Why does Zoom Player crash when playing the next track (same as above)?

17.How can I use a non-default sound card for Audio Output?

18.How can I add a new extension type so it'd be listed in the Navigators and Open Dialogs?

19.How can I play Multi-Audio tracks in a VCD file?

20.How do I know Customized Media Playback is working properly?

Interface:

1. What is the best way to setup a multi-monitor display?

2. I'm using a 16:9 display and watching 4:3 content, why is the top/bottom of the screen cropped?

3. Why doesn't the OSD and Control Bar function when StayOnTop is enabled in Window Mode?

4. Why do I see non-black color outside the video area?

5. What's the difference between Fullscreen and Zoom modes?

6. Why doesn't the Color Controls work for me?

7. How do I set Zoom Player to open the video at 200%?

8. How can I change the entries on the Right-Click Context Menu?

9. How do I remap the keyboard so Zoom Player would use my own buttons?

10.How do I control Zoom Player using a Remote Control?

11.Why do I only hear audio and no video is visible on my TV-Out?

12.Why can't I see any OSD on my TV-Out?

13.Where is that sneaky Skin Selection Dialog?

14.How can I make more file formats show in the Open dialog and Navigators?

Other:

1. What is the difference between the Standard and Professional versions?

2. What is this DirectShow I keep hearing about?

3. Why will certain Anti-Virus software claim Zoom Player is infected?

4. How can I control Zoom Player through windows messages?

5. How do I control which data is saved to DVD / Media definition files?

6. I want to make my own skin, how do I go about doing this?

7. Why after leaving Zoom Player idle for long periods of time, when I try to play again I'm having

issues?

8. Where can I find/submit Zoom Player skins?
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9. How do I backup my user settings (or move them to another system) ?

10.How do I get rid of the flickering/tearing on my Radeon when using the VMR9?

11.Why am I seeing only black when playing on TV or second monitor?

12.How do I add Zoom Player to the Logitech iTouch keyboard?

13.How do I automatically mount CD/DVD Images using Daemon Tools?

14.How do I run Zoom Player with two different configurations on the same system?

15.How do I use Circle Surround II (CSII) in Zoom Player?

Why doesn't Zoom Player remember its DVD Decoder Settings? 

When trying to play DVDs, Zoom Player will initially prompt you for your DVD Audio/Video decoder

settings. If these settings are not being remembered when loading Zoom Player again, then your

version of Zoom Player might have been tampered with and you should make sure to download the

latest version of Zoom Player from a validated source. 

The latest Zoom Player final version can be found here.

The latest Zoom Player beta version can be found here.

Why doesn't Zoom Player include DVD Decoder filters? 

Developers of DVD Decoder filters are required to pay a nominal fee to the DVD

Consortium just so that they can ship these filters without breaking the law.

Compound this with the per-unit license fees required by Dolby Digital and DTS just

so that you can decode their audio formats, this makes a free DVD player an

impossibility (regardless of what you may see on some sites, usually these sites

bundle pirated versions of the decoder, either hidden or outright). 

Zoom Player is not a DVD Decoder. It is a smart DVD User Interface that allows you to

use DVD Decoders from any vendor that supports the DirectShow DVD Interface

(part of DirectX-8 and newer). 

Since every display card, DVD Drive and Motherboards are shipped today with DVD

Playback components, shipment of decoders was deemed a deterrent as it would just

inflate the price of the product while giving little benefits. 

The three most widely used decoders are from: 

1. Cyberlink (PowerDVD) 

2. InterVideo (WinDVD) 

3. Ravisent (CineMaster) 
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Why doesn't DVD Playback work?  

There are several reasons why DVD playback may not work. 

The first thing you should do is check that you are actually in DVD Mode. Zoom

Player has two distinct playback modes, DVD and Media modes. You can switch

between the modes either by pressing F10 on the keyboard, or by using the

right-click Context Menu. 

After making sure you are in DVD Mode, you need to make sure your system

contains properly registered DirectShow DVD Audio and Video decoder components

(filters). Zoom Player is a smart DVD playback interface, it does NOT contain the

Audio and Video filters required for decoding and decryption of DVD data. These

components come with all major DVD playback software such as: 

1. CyberLink PowerDVD. 

2. InterVideo WinDVD. 

3. Sonic CinePlayer. 

If you have one of these players installed, or other players which are derived from

these decoders (such as the ATI Player which is derived from the Ravisent decoders),

you should be good to go. 

Under Windows XP, Microsoft encouraged the software decoder companies make a

special "XP Pack" which only contains the decoder filters without the actual player.

These can be used with Zoom Player as well and can be found on the respective

company pages (links above). This only works under Windows XP though. 

After making sure you have the proper decoder filters installed, you need to make

sure they are registered for use. You do that by opening the Zoom Player options

dialog. Go to the "DVD Setup -> Customized" tab, select the decoders and renderers

that are best suited to your system and press the "Register Filters" button. After this is

done, press on the Verify button to make sure that all the selected components are

actually registered properly. 

Why does Zoom Player say it is "Unable to initialize the DirectShow interface" ?
 

http://www.gocyberlink.com/
http://www.intervideo.com/
http://www.ravisent.com/
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While Zoom Player is designed to be backward compatible with older windows

versions, there are certain features that absolutely require a specific version of DirectX

to be installed. 

For DVD Playback, you must have DirectX v8 or newer installed. For Media playback,

you must have DirectX v5 installed, but v7 or newer is recommended. 

VMR9 Support requires DirectX v9.

What causes the "Key exchange for DVD copy protection failed" error? 

There are several reason. The first may be an improperly installed version of DirectX.

Installing the latest version is the first step. 

Another popular reason for this message is that you have some 3rd party program

running in the background which is interfering with drive access. Common programs

are DVD Background program (region-free and such) and CD/DVD Packet Writing

drivers that may come bundled with CD/DVD Burning programs such as

"RecordNow", "Nero" and "Easy CD Creator". You may be able to disable these

programs interference within the DVD Drive's property page. 

Here is a direct quote from a user who resolved this issue:

I have or should I say had a copy of Stomps RecordNow installed and like Nero & Roxio

they have their own packet writing software called DLA. I wasn't even aware it was on

my computer. there's no system tray icon. The only way you know is buy opening the

properties of your drive or if you right click on the drive there will be an option to

enable or disable DLA. I disable the sh.....t and uninstalled and I have Zoom Player

back. Something you might want to remember because I'm sure someone else is going

to run into this same problem. Thanks 

Why do DVDs start and instantly stop after switching audio/video decoders?  

When playing and stopping DVDs, Zoom Player by default remembers the last

playback location as a DVD Bookmark file under the Zoom Player "DVD-Bookmarks"

sub-directory. When switching decoding filters, it may prevent this bookmark from

loading properly, so if this case occurs, locate the DVD Bookmark sub-directory

pertaining to the disc you are trying to play and erase it. 

http://www.microsoft.com/directx
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Why does my video goes Blank / Black after several minutes? 

There can be several reasons for this. 

If you are trying to play DVD and the video stops after 5-10 minutes it may mean that

you are using a trial version of the Video Decoder filter which stops decoding after

around 5-10 minutes. 

If this happens in Media mode it may mean that your Power Management is kicking

in since it thinks the computer is inactive. You can temporarily disable Power

Management through the Zoom Player settings dialog (by selecting the Disable

Screen Saver setting), however on some systems you must go to the Control Panel

and completely disable Power Management. 

Why do I get an error when trying to Play a DVD? 

Could be a lot of reasons. 

Make sure no other application is opened that uses an Overlay surface (Any program

that is capable of playing Media Files, such as Kazaa), etc... 

DVD applications take a lot of CPU processing power, so it's wise not running any

other application in any case. 

Make sure you used the Customized DVD Playback mode introduced in version 3.0 to

prevent filter conflicts. 

It's also possible that at a certain resolution your display card doesn't support the

Overlay Interface. The Overlay Interface is mandatory for DVD playback (unless VMR9

mode is in use), but optional under Media playback. So while media playback may

work, DVD playback will not. The solution is to lower your display resolution. For

example, on a TNT2 card with 32mb ram, the maximum DVD resolution is

1024x768@16bit. At 1024x768@32bit, the card is unable to play DVD content

anymore. This varies from card to card with some of the newer cards being able to

work at 1600x1200 with no real issues. 

I want to build my own DVD Profile, how do I go about doing that? 

DVD Profiles have been superceeded in Zoom Player v3.00 by the Customized Point
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& Click DVD Interface, there should be no real use of the Manual Graph interface and

it is only maintained for backward compatibility. 

If you still need a tutorial on how this is done, see "Sample Graph with Building

Notes.dvdgraph" in the DVDGraph directory and the DVDGraph building Tutorial . 

Why doesn't the WinDVD Audio decoder filter remember it's setting? 

One of two reasons. You need to make sure you have WinDVD installed so that the

filter can find it's registry structure and ... Certain cracked/older versions of the filters

refuse to remember their setting, so make sure you're using a valid installation. 

Why am I having unexplained problems with DVD playback? 

CD-R type devices may have older drivers that conflict with DVD playback, updating

to the latest drivers may fix some unexplained issues. 

Where do I select my DVD Drive letter? 

Under certain conditions, Zoom Player needs to know the physical drive letter of your

DVD drive. 

When Zoom Player is first run, you should be prompted for a drive. If you want to

change the drive, simply open the Advanced Options dialog and set the drive on the

"Values / Interface" tab, or under the Basic Options dialog, set the drive on the "DVD

/ DVD Settings" tab. 

How do I play a DVD from my Hard Disk? 

First you must copy the entire DVD to the hard disk using specialized tools such as

DVD Decrypter (preferred) or Smart Ripper, latest versions of both can be found at 

doom9.org. You need to copy them into a dedicated sub-directory named for the

Disc (in order for bookmarks to later work properly). For example: 

"C:\My Movies\Kick Ass Movie" 

Where "Kick Ass Movie" is the actual name of the movie you intend to play off the

hard disk. Once copied, load Zoom Player (DVD or Media mode, doesn't really

matter), press the Open button and locate the directory you copied the DVD into.

143

http://www.doom9.org/
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Select the "VIDEO_TS.IFO" file and press Open. 

Zoom Player should now switch to DVD mode (if it wasn't already in it) and play the

DVD. If this doesn't work, you may have missed a step listed above, or something

may be wrong with your filter configuration. 

Another option is to use DVD Decrypter to rip the disc to ISO mode, in which case

DVD Decrypter will create a single file containing an image of the disc. This may

require your hard disk to be formatted to NTFS as the FAT32 file system is limited to

4gb files. 

Once the ISO image has been created, you can mount it as a Virtual DVD drive using

such tools as Daemon Tools or Alcohol 120%. 

Why do I lose Audio Sync under Windows 2000/XP using an MAudio Sound

card?  

The MAudio has two driver models. You must use the driver model designed to work

with DirectShow, otherwise you may lose audio synchronization with any application

based on DirectShow (such as Zoom Player). 

How do I get the CineMaster decoder to connect to FFDShow? 

Firstly, make sure you've enabled ffdshow's "raw" mode, then, if it doesn't already

exists, create a DWORD registry value under

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Sonic\CineMaster DS DVD\2.5\VideoDecoder]

called "AllowAllRenderers" and set it to 1. 

Why do DVDs that played before no longer play after switching DVD Decoders?

When you switch DVD Decoders (Audio/Video/Etc...), it may corrupt any previous

bookmarks you may have saved (even the last-position auto-saved bookmarks)

which will then prevent you from playing previously played DVDs. To fix this, you can

erase the "DVD-Bookmark" directory under the Zoom Player directory.

Why when I try to Play a DVD, it instantly stops? 

http://www.daemon-tools.cc/
http://www.alcohol-software.com/
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This often happens when changing a DVD Decoder filter. It corrupts a previously

saved bookmark (which remembers the last decoder used). To fix this issue, erase the

"DVD-Bookmarks" directory under the Zoom Player directory. 

How do I make Zoom Player my Default Player? 

Open the Options Dialog, go to the Association section. You will see a list of file

extensions, each extension represent a file format. The most popular media formats

are AVI, MPG and MKV, but you can pick any extension on the list and then press on

the Apply button to Associate Zoom Player with these file types. 

Once associated, the selected file types launched from within Explorer or any other

file manager will then call upon Zoom Player to play the file. 

How do I make subtitles show up with Zoom Player? 

To enable subtitles in Zoom Player, you need to install a subtitle filter called

"DirectVobSub". This filter is freely available and can be found here. 

You must make sure you have the latest version installed as certain subtitle files won't

load if the latest version isn't installed. Also, the subtitle files need to share the same

base name as the media file you are trying to play. 

Example:

myvideo.avi

myvideo.sub 

One thing to note is, If you have Zoom Player set to automatically set a specific

subtitle track (Advanced Options / Values / Playback) and the specified track is not

found, subtitle may get disabled and you will have to enable it (Ctrl+"B"). 

For more information, read this Media Setup article. 

Why do some MP3 files play badly (or show a wrong duration)?  

The default MP3 decoder that comes with windows is old and doesn't support VBR or

high bitrate MP3 files properly. They may not play, show a wrong duration or just

sound weird. 

http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/vsfilter.shtml
http://www.inmatrix.com/articles/mediasetup.shtml
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To fix this, install an updated MP3 decoder. 

How do I play CD-Audio? 

By default, windows does not come with a CDDA reader (Digital CD Audio Playback). 

There is an open-source freely available filter which can be downloaded off source

forge here (CDDA Reader project). 

This filter may not have an installer, to register it, simply extract the archive anywhere

you want and then type:

regsvr32.exe "x:\path\to\filter\cddareader.ax"

Why won't the rate slider and Fast Play / Slow Motion work well with certain

Media Files?  

These functions rely on the ability of the decoding filter to decode at a different rate.

Some filters are better suited to this than others. It also depends on your CPU

strength. Certain formats require a lot of CPU power in order to decode at even a

normal play rate. Having them play at twice that rate can cause them to fail.

How can I control the SVCD/VOB aspect ratio? 

Most SVCD decoder filters disable aspect ratio support, to enforce it, you must have

either the Overlay Mixer or the VMR9 Video Renderer enabled. By default, Zoom

Player uses the Overlay Mixer video renderer. But you can double check this behavior

by going to "Advanced Options / Filter control / Settings" and selecting the VMR9

Video Renderer. 

Why do SVCD files show zero length? 

Your MPEG-2 decoding setup is not properly configured. To prevent this from

happening you should properly configure your setup as outlined in the Media Setup

Guide. 

Why won't VOB files play properly when I have an MPEG-2 decoder filter

http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/mp3.shtml
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=82303&release_id=163319
http://www.inmatrix.com/articles/mediasetup.shtml
http://www.inmatrix.com/articles/mediasetup.shtml
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installed? 

Try disabling the manual filters file or uncommenting the video renderer from the

filter file. 

You really shouldn't have Manual Filters enabled, it's used in very unique cases and

shouldn't be enabled for every-day playback. 

Why does the video image appear inverted (upside-down) in media mode?  

This is a problem with certain DIVX files decoded by an older DIVX decoder and

usually in combination with the DirectVobSub filter (used to display subtitles with

media files). 

To resolve this issue, there are certain things you should try. The first is making sure

you have the latest version of DirectVobSub installed. You can find it here. And a

recent version of a DIVX decoder such as FFDShow. 

Next try setting Zoom Player to use the VMR9 as a Renderer (Options / Filter

Control). 

And lastly use the right-click context menu (with a video loaded), go to the Stream

Selection entry and select "Flipped Picture". 

With some DivX video files, if their width is a division of 8 (rather than the

recommended 32) the video may appear upside down and there's nothing that can

be done about it. This isn't specific to Zoom Player, it also effects Media Player

(FFDShow seems to be able to handle these files well and display them properly). 

Why doesn't Zoom Player play my Burnt SVCD discs?  

When burning the MPEG-2 SVCD file, a wrapper is added to the file. In order to parse

this file structure, you need an SVCD parsing filter. 

Currently, the authors of XCD (the burn 800mb AVI/OGM media on 80min CD

project) wrote a DirectShow filter that should parse SVCD properly and as such allow

you to use SVCD discs or Daemon Tools mounted images with Zoom Player. For this

filter to work properly, you MUST run it's installer, manually registering the filter file is

insufficient! 

http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/vsfilter.shtml
http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/ffdshow.shtml
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The latest version of this filter should always be available at Doom9.org. 

How can I play AVI files with AC3 Audio? 

You must have the proper filters installed, make sure to read this.

Why do I only get Audio Playback with certain Media files? 

You are probably missing a Video Decoder (codec) that is being used by the file you

are trying to play. If this is a WMV file, try playing it with Media Player, it should

download the codec for you and after that Zoom Player should be able to play the

file. If this is an AVI file then most likely you're missing the DivX or XviD codecs which

can be downloaded here. 

Why can't I select the audio track on an AVI that contains more than one audio

stream? 

Some players such as BSPlayer may install a DirectShow filter that interferes with the

way Zoom Player selects audio tracks. The filter file name is "mmswitch.ax". You can

unregister it by typing "regsvr32 /u mmswitch.ax" in its directory or by using the filter

registration service on the "Advanced Options / Filter Control / Management" page.

You may need to reboot for this to take effect. 

What are the Media Filter Files and how do they work?  

The Media Filter Files are text files that instruct Zoom Player to add additional

components (filters) into the media decoding procedure. These can range from

Subtitle display filters to Audio Processing filters (Pre-Amp, EQ, etc...). 

By using a specific filter file, you can "recommend" which filters you want used during

playback and if it's possible to use your recommended filters, they will be included in

the decoding process. 

The "zplayer.filters" file contains complete documentation on how to add filters,

simply open it in any text editor (such as NotePad) and use it as a base to write your

own files. Once you create a file (with the ".filters" extension), it can be selected from

the Filters list in the Zoom Player options dialog. 

http://www.doom9.org/
http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/ac3.shtml
http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/formats/
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There shouldn't really be any reason to use this interface as all its capabilities are now

supported through the more advanced Customized Media Playback mode. This

interface is mainly maintained for backward compatibility. 

Why does Zoom Player crash when used with my Terratec or Game Theater

sound card? 

There is a problem with the Terratec DirectShow driver that causes it to crash when

trying to open a second file within Zoom Player. 

The cause may be related to a buggy MP3 acceleration filter by the name of

"cwcmp3.ax". By unregistering the filter (or erasing the file) the problem may be fixed.

You can unregister this filter on the "Options / Filter Control / Management" dialog,

or by manually locating the file and typing "regsvr32.exe /u cwcmp3.ax". 

A not so optimal solution is to instruct Zoom Player to use the WaveOut interface

instead. You do this by selecting a custom audio device on the "Options / Filter

Control / Settings" dialog. 

Why does Zoom Player crash when used with my Terratec or Game Theater

sound card? 

There is a problem with the Terratec DirectShow driver that causes it to crash when

trying to open a second file within Zoom Player. 

The cause may be related to a buggy MP3 acceleration filter by the name of

"cwcmp3.ax". By unregistering the filter (or erasing the file) the problem may be fixed.

You can unregister this filter on the "Options / Filter Control / Management" dialog,

or by manually locating the file and typing "regsvr32.exe /u cwcmp3.ax". 

A not so optimal solution is to instruct Zoom Player to use the WaveOut interface

instead. You do this by selecting a custom audio device on the "Options / Filter

Control / Settings" dialog. 

How can I use a non-default sound card for Audio Output? 

Open the Advanced Options dialog, go over to the "Filter Control / Settings" section,
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pick a sound output device and make sure "Use Custom Audio Device" is checked. 

If using Customized Media Playback, you can select the default audio device under

"Filter Control / Customized Media Playback / Settings". Customized Media Playback

mode allows you to override the default audio card selection on a per-format basis as

well. 

How can I add a new extension type so it'd be listed in the Navigators and open

dialogs?  

Zoom Player keeps a list of valid file Extensions (".mpg", ".avi", etc...) so it would know

which files are media files and should be listed and added to the play list (when

opening entire drives or directories). You can add new extensions to this list at any

time by following this procedure: 

Open the Options Dialog, go over to the "Values" page, select the "Extensions" tab.

You should see five extension categories, one for Video files, one for Audio files, one

for Subtitle files, one for Play Lists and one for Executables. Simply type in your

desired extension at the end of the line and make sure each entry is separated by a

";" character. 

Now all dialogs and commands that filter by extension should display all files with the

extension you specified. 

The Execution and Subtitle extensions are handled a bit differently, they won't open

directly, but are rather used for highlighting and detection of files. 

How can I play Multi-Audio tracks in a VCD file?  

Some VCD files instead of containing one Stereo Audio Track, contain 2 MONO

tracks, one on the left track and one on the right track. To switch between

LEFT/RIGHT/BOTH tracks in a VCD, Press Ctrl+"A" (with a VCD loaded) or map the

"fnAudioTrack" to a Remote function or a button.

How do I know Customized Media Playback is working properly? 

Customized Media Playback may drop back to standard media playback if it can't

find the component you specified for a media format, or when it encountered an
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unrecognized format. 

You can see that Customized Media Playback is working by playing a video,

right-clicking on the video area and under the "filter properties" sub-menu, you

should see a "Source File: Customized Graph" disabled entry. 

What is the best way to setup a multi-monitor display?  

(this may only work on Windows XP, I haven't tried it with older versions of windows) 

There are many ways to setup a multi-monitor display. Clone Mode, Dual Mode,

Spanning, etc... 

These however, are not really ideal. The most ideal setup for multi-monitor video

viewing is to extend the second monitor onto the first. This is done by opening the

display properties (right-click on the desktop and select "Properties"). Then going to

the "Settings" tab. 

On the settings tab you should see two squares saying "1" and "2". "1" is the primary

monitor and "2" is the secondary (the one you should want to display the video on,

which can be assigned to the TV). Using the mouse, drag the "2" box so that it's

diagonal to the "1" box. 

The reason you want it to be diagonal and not horizontally/vertically adjacent to the

first monitor is so that the mouse cursor won't accidently move off-screen when

you're working on monitor "1". 

After moving the monitor, Windows may ask you if you want to enable the display.

Say yes and then with the 2nd monitor highlighted, set a resolution and color-depth

for it. 

You can take advantage of the second monitor within Zoom Player is multiple ways.

You can go fullscreen on the second monitor by enabling the setting (Options /

Values / Interface). You can move the play list to the primary monitor, you can detach

the control bar and move that as well. 

Also, it is best if you use VMR9 as the Video Renderer (Options / Filter Control) on a
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secondary display as some hardware is incapable of playing video on the secondary

display otherwise. 

I'm using a 16:9 display and watching 4:3 content, why is the top/bottom of the

screen cropped?   

By default Zoom Player is designed for a 4:3 display which means that any image

sizing is done on the vertical axis, which causes the image to be cropped on a 16:9

display. To fix this, open the Advanced Options Dialog and under "Aspect Ratio",

make sure that "Restrict AR Adjustments to Height in Zoom Mode" is NOT checked. 

Why doesn't the OSD and ControlBar function when StayOnTop is enabled in

Window Mode?  Due to issues with window position ordering, I had to disable the

OSD and ControlBar when StayOnTop is enabled. This only effects window mode,

OSD and ControlBar should function just fine in Zoom / Fullscreen mode. 

Why can't I enable all the listed ControlBar buttons?  

The skin author is the one who controls which buttons can be enabled as he is the

one who has to draw the graphics to represent each button. 

Why do I see non-black color outside the video area?  

Some display cards don't like the "Overlay area covers entire window area" setting, if

this is the case, make sure it's disabled. 

What's the difference between Fullscreen and Zoom modes?   

Essentially they are the same except that in Fullscreen mode the video will cover the

entire screen area and in Zoom mode it returns to the previously set video position

(width/height, pixel offset from top/left). 

Why doesn't the Color Controls work for me?   

Could be several reasons. 

It could be that your display card doesn't support it (color controls are part of the
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hardware). It could be that the Overlay Mixer or VMR9 Video Renderers aren't in use

(Color Controls require either Overlay Mixer or VMR9 to work). 

When using the VMR9 (Video Mixing Renderer 9) Video Renderer, not all cards have

the hardware or driver support for the color control interfaces. VMR9 is based on

DirectX 9 technology and some older card may lack the hardware for color control

when using VMR9. Make sure you have the latest driver when attempting this. 

How do I set Zoom Player to open the video at 200%?  

First press Alt-3 to set it to 200% (same as media player). 

Then in "Options / Settings / Interface", check "Auto-Size User Interface to fir

Source Video size". Once set, any new video you open will be opened at 200% Zoom

factor. You can also press the "`" key to reset the window to 200% if it was resized.

How can I change the entries on the Right-Click Context Menu?  

Zoom Player support customization of the Right-Click context menu used on the

Media and DVD user interfaces and customization of the Tray context menu. 

The customization is done through a "menu" file which you specify at "Advanced

Options / Values / Other - Alternative Context Menu file". For information on how to

create these files, go to the Zoom Player language directory and open the sample

"english.menu" file in any text editor. 

How do I remap the keyboard so Zoom Player would use my own buttons?   

Using the Integrated Keyboard Editor:

With version 4.50 or newer, Zoom Player includes an integrated keyboard editor. To

use it, open the Advanced Options Dialog (Ctrl+"O" to open the dialog and make

sure to be in advanced mode. Switching modes is done through a button on the

bottom-left section of the dialog). 

As you can see, there are two keyboard file entries. One for Media Mode and one for

DVD Mode. Simply click on the edit button next to one of the file entry prompts. You

will be asked for a new file name and then taked to the keyboard editing dialog. 
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Editing the Keyboard File directly:

First have to open the "default.key" file in a text editor, notepad will work fine. 

When you open the file there will be a long list of lines that look like
AddKey(Alt+Shift,27,fnQuit)

AddKey(KeyState,ScanCode,Function) 

This is for adding basic keyboard keys. If you don't understand what the KeyState,

ScanCode, and Function are, then please read the beginning of the default.key file. 

Now once you have decided on which KeyState and ScanCode is assigned to a

Function. Then all you have to do is save it by going to the File menu in notepad, the

"save as", and save the file as something like "MyKeyConfig.key" into the same

directory as Zoom Player. 

Yah.. we have a new Key mapping....

But wait its not working with the player...

Under Zoom Players' "Options / Keys", there's a textbox with "Custom Media Key File"

above it and a button with "Browse" next to it. Click on "Browse" and navigate to the

directory you saved your MyKeyConfig.key file to and open it.

Just close the player options and have fun with your new key layout. 

(submitted by HanClanSolo) 

How do I control Zoom Player using a Remote Control?  

There are several methods of doing this. The first is by having your remote device

send fake keyboard keys to Zoom Player. The second more sophisticated method is

by having your remote software interface with Zoom Player on the Windows Message

level, this is the most reliable way. 

The third (and preferred) method is a subset of the second, Zoom Player can export

the currently loaded keyboard file into a Girder supported file format, this is best

described in the Zoom Player Girder Setup  article. 

You may also want to look at the "default.key" file in the Zoom Player directory for

197
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additional insights. 

Why do I only hear audio and no video is visible on my TV-Out?  

Your display hard is incapable of displaying an Overlay Surface on the second display

device (TV/Monitor). There are two ways you can deal with this. Either expand the

monitor area to cover the TV or enable Extended VMR9 Mode under "Options / Filter

Control / Settings". 

Why can't I see any OSD on my TV-Out?   

Both ATI and NVIDIA cards have a Theater or Cinema mode for the TV-Out display. In

this mode, nothing but the video is displayed on the secondary display device. You

shouldn't use these modes as they limit your interaction. Instead define the TV as a

second display device (so you can see the desktop), make sure Overscan is enabled

(this can be done in both the Radeon cards using one of the tweaking tools, or using

the 4x.xx+ drivers on the NVIDIA, or through TV Tool). If you don't see any video

when using this monitor setup, see this FAQ  entry. 

Where is that sneaky Skin Selection Dialog?   

Either Press "N" (listed in the key list at "english.keyhelp" or F1) or Open the

right-click context menu then go to the Dialogs Sub-Menu and select "Skin

Selector". 

How can I make more file formats show in the Open dialog and Navigators?   

Open the options dialog, go the "Values & Tools" section, click on the "Extensions"

tab. 

You can now see several categories, simply add the file extension you desired as

detailed on this page and from now on the Open Dialogs and the File and Media

Library Navigators will now display files with these extensions. 

What is the difference between the Standard and Professional versions? 

Zoom Player Professional provides additional features over Zoom Player Standard in

both Professional (Why buy Professional?) and WMV Professional (Why buy WMV

217

http://www.tvtool.com/
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Professional?) versions. 

You can purchase Zoom Player Professional through PayPal or Kagi. 

Make sure you have a valid eMail:

Purchasing Zoom Player Professional requires that a Registration Key be sent to you

by eMail. You must make sure that the eMail you will use (or in the case of PayPal, the

eMail assigned to your PayPal account) is valid and can accept ZIP file attachments. 

$35.95  Zoom Player WMV Professional PayPal:

$35.95  Zoom Player WMV Professional Kagi:

$27.95  Zoom Player Professional PayPal:

$27.95  Zoom Player Professional Kagi:

If you are a previous owner of Zoom Player Professional and would like to upgrade to

Zoom Player WMV Professional, Click Here.

What is this DirectShow I keep hearing about? 

DirectShow is a part of the Operating System that controls how Audio and Video

content is played. 

DirectShow is built on a Filter (Think "Plug-In") infrastructure. There are several types

of filters:

http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/pro/
http://order.kagi.com/?47D2
http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/pro/
http://order.kagi.com/?47D1
http://www.inmatrix.com/zplayer/pro/upgrade.shtml
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1. Source Filters. Filters that read the file data either off your local drives, from a

network or from a capture device. 

2. Parsing Filters. Filters that take the data and Parse it. For example the MPEG

Splitter filter takes the Audio and Video streams and splits them into separate

streams. 

3. Decoder Filters. Filters that take a compressed or encrypted data and extract it

into raw Video, Audio or Text data. 

4. Transform Filters. Filters that manipulate data. These can include sharpening

and other processing effects. 

5. Rendering Filters. These are filters that display the RAW data on a device.

Video Renderers render to your monitor for example. 

Zoom Player is based on DirectShow technology. It uses the DirectShow

infrastructure to play Media and DVD data. To do this, your system must have

pre-installed Filters that take care of the decoding and rendering of the media you

are trying to Play. By default DirectShow attempts to automatically construct a Filter

Graph to play any Media or DVD content. Zoom Player can manipulate DirectShow

into reconstructing the Automated Filter Graph in a way more suited to your system. 

For information on configuring your system as stable playback environment, read

this article. 

Why will certain Anti-Virus software claim Zoom Player is infected? 

Zoom Player uses an EXE compressor called UPX. Some Anti-Virus program may

mistake the compression scheme for a virus. If it really bothers you, you can extract

the EXE by using UPX which can be found here. 

How can I control Zoom Player through windows messages? 

The "default.key" text file in the Zoom Player directory documents the interface used

to control Zoom Player directly through windows messages. This allows programs

such as Girder to control Zoom Player more effectively. 

How do I control which data is saved to DVD / Media definition files? 

http://www.inmatrix.com/articles/mediasetup.shtml
http://upx.sourceforge.net/
http://www.girder.nl/
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The "zplayer.zdf" text file documents which data is to be saved within Zoom Player

DVD/Media definition files, simply open it in a text editor (such as notepad) for more

information. 

I want to make my own skin, how do I go about doing this? 

For information on creating and uploading skins, click here . 

The default skins are also well documented and provide good examples. You may

also be able to get more assistance on the Zoom Player forum. 

Why after leaving Zoom Player idle for long periods of time, when I try to play

again I'm having issues?  

Windows Power Management may disable hardware after a certain idle period. This

may cause issues when trying to re-activate the hardware components. It's best to

disable Power Management on a system used for Video playback. 

Where can I find/submit Zoom Player skins?  

Zoom Player skins can be submitted on the Zoom Player Skin Site. 

How do I backup my user settings (or move them to another system) ?  

Open the Advanced Options dialog, press on the Export button at the bottom of the

dialog and select "Settings". Double clicking on the generated file in explorer would

restore the current settings (make sure to restore settings only when Zoom Player is

closed). 

How do I get rid of the flickering/tearing on my Radeon when using the VMR9?
 

Older ATI cards may require the Omega Drivers for smooth video playback. 

Why am I seeing only black when playing on TV or second monitor? 

Standard playback uses an Overlay surface to display video. Some display adapters

100

http://forum.inmatrix.com/
http://skins.inmatrix.com/
http://www.omegacorner.com/ati.htm
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do not support Overlay on a second monitor or TV-Out port. Some don't have the

multi-monitor configuration set up to support it. 

Basically you have two options. The first is to set the TV or second monitor to Mirror

the current desktop instead of extending it. This will make both displays display the

same image and most likely the video will show. The second option is to enable

VMR9 Mode (Option / Filter Control / Settings). VMR9 mode uses your 3D hardware

to display the image instead of the overlay surface. It may even improve image

quality.

How do I add Zoom Player to the Logitech iTouch keyboard? 

Edit the "players.ini" file and add the following line:

ZoomPlayer=msg,zplayer.exe,TMainForm,Zoom

Player,xxx,32817,32817,163889,491569,426033,Zoom Player 

How do I automatically mount CD/DVD Images using Daemon Tools?  

If you are not aware of Daemon Tools, it is a freeware utility allowing you to load CD

and DVD Images as Virtual Drives on your PC. For more information, click here. 

The idea with automatically mounting CD and DVD Images using Daemon Tools

directly from within Zoom Player is to simplify the process to a point where you don't

need to interact with Daemon Tools directly. Make sure Daemon Tools is properly

installed before resuming. 

The process is done in two steps. The first step (which I have pretty much taken for

you) is specifying which file extensions are considered Image Files. These can be seen

under "Advanced Options / System / File Extensions - Execute". Any extension listed

here will be accessible for execution under Zoom Player's File and Media Library

Navigation interfaces. 

The next step is to make sure that when the extensions are executed (by double

clicking in explorer or by running them through the Zoom Player Navigation

interfaces), they will be mounted automatically. Doing this is a bit technical, so read

carefully. 

1. Run the Registry Editor (Start / Run / regedit.exe). 

http://www.daemon-tools.cc/
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2. Under the "HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT" key create a sub-key called "daemontools". 

3. Under the right-pane of this key, set the "Default" entry to "Daemon Tools

Image". 

4. Under the "daemontools" key, create a sub-key called "shell". 

5. Under the right-pane of this key, set the "Default" entry to "open". 

6. Under the "shell" key, create a sub-key called "open". 

7. Under the "open" key, create a sub-key called "command". 

Next you need to set the command line that tells Daemon Tools to mount any

extensions set to it. First you need to find where Daemon Tools was installed, this is

usually "C:\Program Files\D-Tools\daemon.exe", but double check the location for

yourself. 

Once you know the location, set the following command to the Right-Pane "Default"

value of the "command" sub-key created in the instructions above:

"C:\Program Files\D-Tools\daemon.exe" -mount 0,"%L" 

Change the path to fit the location of the daemon.exe file on your system, but make

sure to Cut & Paste the parameters exactly as they are, including all parenthesis. 

There is one final step you need to take, you need to specify which file extensions

windows should send to Daemon Tool mounting. Under "HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT", you

should see a list of extensions. For example, ".iso" or ".cue". For each extension you

want associated with Daemon Tools, highlight it's key, then on the right-pane set the

Default value to "daemontools" (the name of the key we created earlier). That's it, try

double clicking explorer to see if the images indeed mount properly. 

How do I run Zoom Player with two different configurations on the same

system? 

In order to run Zoom Player with two different configurations, you must have Zoom

Player installed into two different directories. 

In one of these directories, create a text file by the name of "zplayer.regpath". Within

this text file enter one line specifying the exact location you want Zoom Player to

save it's registry data, for example: 
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HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\VirtuaMedia\ZoomPlayer2 

In the next line, enter a new name for the Zoom Player window (some remote control

applications require a different window name to distinguish between two

concurrently running versions). 

Now, if you actually want Zoom Player to be running more than one copy, you must

also enable the "Multiple Instances" setting in the options dialog for each copy. 

One thing to remember is, that only one of these copies can be associated with

external files (opening files through 3rd party applications such as Explorer). 

How do I use Circle Surround II (CSII) in Zoom Player? 

You can find a lot of information on Circle Surround II and Zoom Player here. 

http://www.avsforum.com/avs-vb/showthread.php?s=&threadid=274863&perpage=30&pagenumber=1
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